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INTERNATIONAL NEWS  
UNICEF and WHO launch the first Global Report on Assistive Technology 

 The World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) 
have released the first Global Report on Assistive Technology (GReAT). The paper, which 
was created in conjunction with UNICEF’s Office of Research – Innocenti, includes 10 
important actionable suggestions for enhancing access to assistive technology for all 
children, as well as evidence-based best practise examples. 

 Through a network of academic institutions, researchers, policymakers, donors, and 
practitioners, UNICEF Office of Research – Innocenti is at the forefront of the establishment 
of a Global Research Agenda and Platform for Children to amplify the voice of children and 
youth with disabilities. 

 With the help of UNICEF‘s Office of Research – Innocenti, UNICEF and WHO created a series 
of 11 free-access background papers to accompany the Report. 

 Around the world, 2.5 billion people require assistive technology. According to the estimate, 
by 2050, the population will have grown to 3.5 billion people. 
About UNICEF  
Headquarters: New York, New York, United States 
Head: Catherine M. Russell 
President: Tore Hattrem 
Founded: 11 December 1946, New York, United States 
Founders: United Nations General Assembly, Ludwik Rajchman 
About WHO 
Headquarters: Geneva, Switzerland 
Founded: 7 April 1948 
Director General: Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus  

 
Belgium becomes first country to make quarantine compulsory for patient s with 
Monkeypox 

 Belgium has become the first country to make a 21-day quarantine compulsory 
for monkeypox patients after four cases of the disease were reported. The 
Belgian health authorities took this decision, Saudi Gazette reported citing 
Belgian media. The Belgian Institute of Tropical Medicine has said that the risk of 
a larger outbreak in the country is low. 

 The World Health Organization reported that there were a total of 92 confirmed 
monkeypox cases in 12 different countries, with 28 suspected cas es under 
investigation. Cases of monkeypox have been confirmed in the UK, Portugal, 
Sweden, Italy, Spain, France, Belgium, Germany, the US, Canada and Australia, as 
reported by Saudi Gazette. 

 Monkeypox is a disease in the same family as smallpox and sympto ms include a 
distinct bumpy rash, a fever, sore muscles, and a headache. Monkeypox is less 
deadly than smallpox, with a mortality rate below four per cent, but experts are 
worried about the unusual spread of the disease beyond Africa where it usually 
circulates. 
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About Belgium: 
Belgium Capital: Brussels; 
Belgium Currency: Euro; 
Prime Minister: Alexander De Croo. 

 
Nobel winner Jose Ramos-Horta sworn in as East Timor president  

 Former independence fighter and Nobel Peace Prize laureate, Jose Ramos -Horta 
has been sworn in as president of East Timor (Timor-Leste) ahead of celebrations 
marking the 20th anniversary of independence for Asia’s youngest country. He 
defeated incumbent Francisco “Lu Olo” Guterres, his fellow independence 
fighter, in the election. Ramos-Horta was prime minister from 2006 to 2007 and 
president from 2007 to 2012. East Timor is marking the 20th anniversary of 
independence for Asia’s youngest country.  

 Ramos-Horta, 72, who led the resistance during Indonesia’s occupation, called 
for national reconciliation and unity as he took the oath of office shortly before 
midnight local time, the time that the country declared independence 20 years 
ago. 

 Ramos-Horta was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1996, along with Bishop 
Carlos Felipe Ximenes Belo, in recognition of their work “toward a just and 
peaceful solution to the conflict” in the country.  
About East Timor: 
East Timor Capital: Dili;  
East Timor Currency: United States Dollar.  
President: Francisco Guterres 

 
Anthony Albanese sworn in as PM of Australia 

 Australia’s Labor Party leader, Anthony Albanese was sworn in as the country’s 
new prime minister. Albanese claimed the victory in the election, ending his wait 
for power after nine years and with this Anthony Albanese became the country’s 
31st Prime Minister. Outgoing Prime Minister Scott Morrison, who was heading 
the Liberal-National coalition has conceded defeat.  

 The 59-year-old new prime minister was sworn in at a brief ceremony lasting in 
Government House, Canberra. Other members of his team to take o ffice included 
Foreign Minister Penny Wong, who will join Albanese at the Quad summit, 
Treasurer Jim Chalmers and Finance Minister Katy Gallagher.  
About Australia: 
Capital: Canberra 
Currency: Australian dollar  

 
India goes bilateral after Pak shot SAARC in 2016 

 The future of SAARC seems bleak, with Sri Lanka, Pakistan, and Nepal in 
economic limbo, and Afghanistan under Islamist Taliban control. This leaves 
India with little choice but to engage in bilateral engagement with its neighbours 
in order to protect its national security. Ironically, the Taliban in Afghanistan are 
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currently embroiled in a simmering war with their tutor, the Pakistan Army, 
which refuses to recognise the Durand Line, which splits the Pashtun tribe 
between the two countries. 

 Pakistan Prime Minister Shahbaz Sharif is confronting a full -blown economic 
crisis and does not have a magic wand to miraculously address the country’s 
various problems, despite the fact that Imran Khan Niazi has been booted out of 
office, putting a stop to the political upheaval. 

 Afghanistan is ruled by a hardline Islamist Taliban administration eight years 
after the last summit, with a total budget of $2.6 billion for the current fiscal 
year. 

 The country is on the verge of famine and disease as the ISI -backed Haqqani 
Network, led by global terrorist Sirajuddin Haqqani, battles the Kandahar 
Taliban, led by Mullah Omar’s son Yaqub, for control of Kabul.  
About SAARC: 
Founded: 8 December 1985, Dhaka, Bangladesh 
Secretary general: Esala Weerakoon 
 

Hassan Sheikh Mohamud elected president of Somali for second time 
 Somali legislators have elected former leader Hassan Sheikh Mohamud as the 

country’s next president, following a long -overdue election in the troubled Horn 
of Africa nation. Hassan Sheikh Mohamud , who served as Somalia’s president 
between 2012 and 2017, won the contest in the capital, Mogadishu, amid a 
security lockdown imposed by authorities to prevent deadly rebel attacks. He 
defeated Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed (also known as Farmajo).  

 The presidential elections committee said in a statement that Mohamud 
collected 214 votes against 110 casts in favour of incumbent president Mohamed 
Abdullahi Mohamed Farmaajo in a final third round. The 66 -year-old Mohamud is 
the leader of the Union for Peace and Development Party, which commands a 
majority of seats in both legislative chambers.  
About Federal Republic of Somalia:  
Capital: Mogadishu 
Currency: Somali Shilling (SOS) 
Prime Minister: Mohammed Hussein Roble 

 
Sky Bridge 721: World’s longest suspension bridge, been opened in Czech Republic 

 The world’s largest suspension bridge has opened to travellers in the Czech 
Republic. The bridge, which had been under construction for nearly two years, 
was officially opened. Sky Bridge 721 is the name given to it. The p romenade 
promises both beautiful views of the cloud-shrouded Jesenky mountains and an 
exhilarating, but slightly dangerous experience.  

 The cable car can take you to the bridge, which crosses two mountain ranges and 
hovers 95 metres (312 feet) above a valley. It measures 721 metres (2,365 feet) 
in length. Tourists will enter at a height of 1,125 metres and depart at a height 
of 10 metres. 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enIN983IN983&q=south+asian+association+for+regional+cooperation+founded&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDItMMnSUs1OttLPL0pPzMusSizJzM9D4Vil5ZfmpaSmLGK1KM4vLclQSCzOTMwDksX5yZlgFQpp-UUKRanpQGZijkJyfn5BahFMAqwVADcZhzFvAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjUsJTd4uv3AhUBpVYBHfIaCGQQ6BMoAHoECFgQAg
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enIN983IN983&q=Dhaka&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDItMMlS4gAx0_KSTLRUs5Ot9POL0hPzMqsSSzLz81A4Vmn5pXkpqSmLWFldMhKzE3ewMu5iZ-JgAADJzch4TgAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjUsJTd4uv3AhUBpVYBHfIaCGQQmxMoAXoECFgQAw
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enIN983IN983&q=south+asian+association+for+regional+cooperation+secretary+general&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAGWMMQpCMRBEK0EbC0-wtU1EtPCXXkTWZU1WkmzYjYgex5Maf2szDPMes1xvVqGE3f7YDvftKT2nQJozUxetoXC5snmSdlGLWOWNv90nZzLuaC-IXNkwfxZn10dPgC5YR7qSzDLc1MA4jooZSLUNfwZ_J1_zbflLjQAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjkpdz04uv3AhWXq1YBHaYECmQQ6BMoAHoECE4QAg
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enIN983IN983&q=Esala+Weerakoon&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDItMMlS4tVP1zc0TCqvzDWqKo7Xsswot9JPzs_JSU0uyczP089NzU1KLSrOyCyIzy9KT8zLrEoEiRdbFacmF6WWJBZVKqSn5qUWJeYsYuV3LU7MSVQITwVys_Pz83awMu5iZ-JgAACtYMvBcQAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjkpdz04uv3AhWXq1YBHaYECmQQmxMoAXoECE4QAw
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 Visitors visiting the bridge will have to walk one way only. They will step onto a 
paved pathway in a woodland after exit ing the other side, where they will learn 
about Czech history. 

 The 1.2-metre-wide bridge, according to the holiday resort where this bridge is 
located, is open to children of all ages and heights, but is not ideal for 
individuals using pushchairs or wheelchairs. 

 The suspension bridge cost 200 million crowns, or $8.4 million, according to local 
media sources. 

 The Czech Republic Sky Bridge is 154 metres longer than Nepal’s Baglung Parbat 
Footbridge, which is the world’s longest suspension footbridge.  

 Prague, the Czech capital, is about a 2.5-hour journey from Sky Bridge 721. 
Czech Republic: 
Capital: Prague 
Currency: Czech koruna 
President: Miloš Zeman  

 
British climber Kenton Cool creates a record as he summits Everest for the 16th time  

 A British climber Kenton Cool has scaled the world’s highest mountain for the 
16th time becoming the first foreign climber to make the most Mt Everest 
summits. Kenton also holds a record of the first British mountaineer who 
climbed Mt Nuptse, Mt Everest and Mt Lhotse in a season in 2013. Last year, 
Kenton had made it to the top of Mt Lhotse in less than 29 hours after scaling 
the world’s highest peak. Previously, American climber Dave Hahn has climbed 
Mt Everest 15 times. 

 According to Iswari Poudel, Managing Director at Himalayan Guides Nepal Pvt 
Ltd, Kenton Cool from Gloucestershire, South West England, also broke his own 
British record for the most summits of the world’s highest peak.  
About United Kingdom: 
Capital: London 
Prime minister: Boris Johnson 
Currency: Pound sterling 

 
Vietnam opens world’s longest glass-bottomed bridge to attract tourists  

 World’s Largest Glass Bottom Bridge was opened in Vietnam. It is called as 
Vietnam’s Bach Long pedestrian bridge, which is 632m (2,073ft) long and located 
150m (492ft) above a huge jungle. As per the reports, the Asian country has 
opened a glass-bottomed bridge suspended above a lush jungle. It surpasses a 
526m Glass Bottom Bridge in Guangdong, China.  

 The Bach Long pedestrian bridge which means ‘white dragon’ in Vietnamese. The 
bridge suspends above the rainforest The bridge can support up to 450 people at 
a time and the floor of the bridge is made from tempered glass.  
About Vietnam  

 Capital City: Hanoi 

 Currency: Vietnamese dong 
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 President: Nguyễn Xuân Phúc 

 Prime Minister : Phạm Minh Chính. 
  
Yoon Suk-yeol takes office as South Korea’s new president  

 Yoon Suk-yeol was sworn in as South Korean president in a huge ceremony at 
Seoul’s National Assembly, taking office at a time of high tensions with nuclear -
armed North Korea. The ceremony was attended by over 40,000 people, 
including officials from the US and China. The new president is facing several 
challenges, including the task to balance ties with China to defuse ongoing 
tensions with North Korea. 

 Yoon Suk-yeol, who has called North Korea the South’s “main enemy,” offered to 
work with the international community to craft an “audacious plan” to improve 
North Korea’s economy in return for its commitment to “complete 
denuclearization.” The 20th president of the country delivered an inauguration 
speech vowing to build a nation that “truly belongs to the people.”  
About South Korea  

 Capital City: Seoul 
 Currency: South Korean won 
 Former President : Moon Jae-in 
 Prime Minister : Kim Boo-kyum 

 
John Lee confirmed as Hong Kong's next leader with 1,416 votes  

 John Lee Ka-Chiu has been confirmed as Hong Kong’s next chief executive. He 
will replace Carrie Lam. He will be the first security official to hold the Chief 
Executive position of Hong Kong which witnessed years of political unrest and 
recent debilitating pandemic controls. Lee resigned from his position as the 
city’s No 2 official last month to run and was the only contender to secure 
Beijing’s backing.  

 The 64-year-old was sanctioned by the United States in 2020 for his role in 
implementing a Beijing-imposed national security law that has crushed the city’s 
democracy movement. His election places a security official in Hong Kong’s top 
job for the first time. The former secretary for security in Hong Kong ran under 
the slogan “Starting a new chapter for Hong Kon g together” and was the sole 
candidate in the polls.  
About Hong Kong 

 Currency: Hong Kong dollar 
 Hong Kong Continent: Asia 
 Hong Kong is a special administrative region of China  

 
Sri Lanka is the first domino to fall in the face of a global debt crisis  

 The Sri Lankan president Gotabaya Rajapaksa has declared a state of emergency. 
This is the second time that the president has declared an emergency in a 
month. The strikes and protests are increasing day by day because of the 
increasing economic crisis in Sri Lanka. Last Friday after the announcement of a 
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state emergency the general strike closed all the shops and businesses across 
the state. The protesters attacked the lawmakers inside the parliament building 
in Colombo for hours and the police were left with n o choice but and used water 
cannons and tear gases over the protesters.  

 The protesters are not happy with the current government and are demanding 
the resignation of Mr. Rajapaksa and his elder brother Mahendra Rajapaksha to 
resign as the prime minister. Mahindra Raja prime minister of Sri Lanka has been 
accused of mismanaging the economy and he is accused of being the main 
reason Sri Lanka is pushed towards bankruptcy and economic crisis. According to 
the finance minister, the usable foreign exchange resul ts are below $50 million 
and the food prices are ascending every day. The hospitals in Sri Lanka have a 
shortage of essential medicine and there are lengthy power cuts due to a 
shortage of fuel. 
About Sri Lanka 

 Capital City: Colombo, Sri Jayawardenepura Kotte 
 Currency: Sri Lankan rupee 
 President: Gotabaya Rajapaksa 
 Prime Minister : Mahinda Rajapaksa 

 
Nepali mountaineer Kami Rita Sherpa beats own record by scaling Mount Everest for 
26th time 

 Nepal’s legendary climber Kami Rita Sherpa has climbed Mt Everest, th e tallest 
peak in the world for the 26th time to set a new world record. Leading an 11 -
member rope fixing team, Kami Rita & his team reached the summit, breaking his 
own previous world record. The climbing route used by Kami Rita was pioneered 
by New Zealander Sir Edmund Hillary and Nepal’s sherpa Tenzing Norgay in 1953 
and remains the most popular. 

 Everest has been climbed 10,657 times since it was first scaled in 1953 from 
Nepali and Tibetan sides – many have climbed multiple times, and 311 people 
have died so far, according to the Himalayan Database. The 52 -year-old followed 
in his father’s footsteps and became a mountain guide, first summiting the peak 
in 1994. He has climbed Everest almost every year since.  

 
Indonesia suspended Agricultural imports from India 

 Indonesia has stopped imports of agricultural products from India, citing a 
failure by New Delhi officials to register laboratories that evaluate food safety 
and issue certificates of analysis (COA), causing worry among cereal exporters.  

 In an order to the head of its Agricultural Quarantine Centre, the Indonesian 
Ministry of Agriculture stated that its authority to accredited laboratories for 
testing the safety of fresh food from India and issuing the COA has been 
revoked. 

 COAs issued by laboratories indicating that clear exports of fresh food of plant 
origin were certified in 2019 would not be recognised, according to the Ministry, 
although certificates issued on or before March 24 will be legitimate.  
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 Indonesian exporters have been notified of the order. The news came after 
Indonesia issued a notice to exporters requiring them to give extra information 
to the COA. 

 
State of the World's Forests Report 2022 

 The State of the World’s Forests 2022 explores the significance of three forest 
pathways for achieving green recovery and addressing environmental crises such 
as climate change and biodiversity loss, against the backdrop of the Glasgow 
Leaders’ Declaration on Forests and Land Use and 140 countries’ pledge to end 
forest loss by 2030 and support restorat ion and sustainable production and 
consumption. 

 Stopping deforestation and sustaining forests, repairing degraded lands and 
increasing agroforestry, and managing forests responsibly and establishing green 
value chains are the three interconnected pathways.  

 Balanced, concurrent pursuit of these paths can provide countries and their rural 
populations with long-term economic and social benefits, as well as assist in 
fulfilling growing global demand for materials and managing environmental 
issues. 

 
Asia’s biggest international food and hospitality fair – AAHAR 2022 begins today in 
New Delhi 

 The Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development Authority 
(APEDA) in partnership with the India Trade Promotion Organisation (ITPO) is 
hosting Asia’s largest international food and hospitality fair, AAHAR -2022, at 
New Delhi’s Pragati Maidan . More than 80 exporters from various agricultural 
product segments, including geographical indication products, processed food, 
organic, and frozen food products, will attend the event, according to the 
Commerce and Industry Ministry. 

 APEDA has set aside stalls for exporters from the North East and Himalayan 
states such as Jammu & Kashmir, Ladakh, Uttarakhand, and Himachal Pradesh, as 
well as women entrepreneurs, Farmer Producer Organisations, Start -Ups, and 
millet exporters. 

 
Macron winning second term in France is politically & historically significant  

 Emmanuel Macron hopes to go right back to work on domestic and foreign policy 
after gaining another five years in the French presidential palace — but he will 
soon face vital parliamentary elections in which he may struggle to maintain his 
majority. The official results of the presidential election will be released by the 
Constitutional Council, and Macron will hold a Cabinet meeting.  

 Macron must then choose a date for his inauguration event at the Elysee Pa lace, 
which must take place by May 13. He will be honoured by the National Guard 
and give a speech. 

 Presidents Francois Mitterrand and Jacques Chirac both eschewed the practise of 
firing 21 cannon shots to mark their reelections in 1988 and 2002, respectiv ely. 
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Brazil landscape garden Sitio Burle Marx receives UNESCO World Heritage sites  

 The Sitio Burle Marx site, a landscape garden in Brazilian city Rio de Janeiro has 
been added to UNESCO’s list of World Heritage sites. The garden features more 
than 3,500 species of plants native to Rio and is considered a laboratory for 
botanical and landscape experimentation.  

 The site has been named after Burle Marx, a Brazilian landscape architect whose 
designs of parks and gardens made him world-famous. The Sitio Burle Marx site 
was his home until 1985. 

 

NATIONAL NEWS 
Karnataka CM Basavaraj Bommai launches health, wellness app AAYU 

 Karnataka Chief Minister Basavaraj Bommai has launched a new health and wellness app 
AAYU to address and help heal chronic diseases and lifestyle disorders through yoga. Swami 
Vivekananda Yoga Anusandhana Samsthana (S-VYASA) collaborated to develop the App with 
RESET TECH, an AI-driven integrated health-tech platform that aims to deal with chronic 
diseases and lifestyle conditions through yoga and meditation. 

 The App would provide users with personalised wellness solutions and offer doctor 
consultations based on an individual’s personal history and monitor its progress enabling 
them to accelerate healing and recovery. 

 The app would provide users with customised wellness solutions and doctor consultations 
based on their specific histories, as well as track their progress, allowing them to heal and 
recover faster. 

 The App is accessible in various languages and aims to reach and impact over five million 
chronic disease patients within the next five years. 

 The App addresses the root cause of the diseases goes beyond temporary care and helps 
restore lost health. Also, aims to cure diseases borne out of lifestyle disorders that have 
plagued people over the past decades. 
About Karnataka:  
Governor: Thawar Chand Gehlot 
Chief Minister: Basavaraj Bommai 
Capital: Bengaluru 

 
Uttarakhand government constitutes panel to implement Uniform Civil Code  

 Uttarakhand government has announced the formation of a 5 -member drafting 
committee to implement the much-debated Uniform Civil Code (UCC) in the 
state. The retired Supreme Court judge Ranjana Desai, who currently heads the 
Delimitation Commission of India is the Head of the committee. Other members 
of the committee are: Delhi High Court judge Pramod Kohli, ex-state chief 
secretaries Shatrughan Singh, Manu Gaud and Surekha Dangwal.  

 The Governor has given his permission to establish an expert committee to check 
all the relevant laws which control personal matters for people living in 
Uttarakhand and to prepare a report on amendments in the present laws  
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 The UCC is referred to a common set of laws governing personal matters such as 
marriage, divorce, adoption, inheritance and succession for all citizens, 
irrespective of religion. The UCC will be an important step to solidify the spirit of 
the Constitution. This will also be an effective step toward Article 44 of the 
Constitution which talks about securing a UCC for every citizen of the country. 
The apex court, too, from time to time has emphasised on it s implementation. 
About Uttarakhand:  
Chief Minister: Pushkar Singh Dhami 
Capitals: Dehradun (Winter), Gairsain (Summer)  
Governor:  Lt Gen Gurmit Singh 

 
India has become one of the fastest growing economies in the world: PM Modi  

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced that India has become one of the 
world’s fastest growing economies. He was addressing at an occasion where he 
announced the PM-CARES for Children Scheme’s benefits. In the midst of the 
pandemic’s negative mood, Prime Minister Narendra Modi state d that India 
relied on its strength. 

 India had faith in its scientists, doctors, and young people. And we emerged as a 
beam of optimism for the globe, rather than a source of concern. India did not 
become the problem; instead, we became the provider of sol utions. 

 The Prime Minister went on to say that no one could have predicted the 
achievements India has made in the last eight years.  

 India’s pride in the globe has grown, as has its power in international forums. 
And he is pleased that India’s journey is be ing led by young. 

 Moody’s Investors Service cut India’s economic growth forecast for 2022 from 
9.1 percent to 8.8 percent, citing excessive inflation.  

 High-frequency data implies that the growth momentum from December quarter 
2021 carried over into the first four months of this year, according to Moody’s 
Global Macro Outlook 2022-23. 
About PMO India:  
Formed: 1947; 75 years ago (As Prime Minister's Secretariat)  
1977; 45 years ago (As Prime Minister's Office)  
Headquarters: New Delhi 
Minister responsible : Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of India 
Deputy Minister responsible : Jitendra Singh, Minister of State for Prime 
Minister's Office 

 
North India's first biotech park inaugurated in J -K's Kathua 

 Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) Lieutenant Governor, Manoj Sinha and Union  minister 
Jitendra Singh inaugurated the north India’s first Industrial Biotech Park 
constructed at Ghatti near Kathua. The Industrial Biotech Park at Kathua will 
transform the economy and enable scientists to tackle the challenges of climate 
change. The enabling infrastructure will fuel a new wave of innovation and 
impact various sectors, from health and agriculture to cosmetics and materials.  
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 With new biotech capabilities and innovation, J&K, bestowed with more than 
3500 medicinal plant species, will be able to harness market advantages in the 
most effective way and help the farmers to generate more income, asserted the 
Lt Governor. 

 The new Industrial Development Scheme has enabled J&K to fetch investment of 
more than Rs 38,800 crore as of date, which also  includes proposals of 338 
industrial units associated with the biotech sector in some way or the other.  

 The Biotech Park would act as the hub for the incubation of new ideas and will 
act as a robust platform to support the agri -entrepreneurs, startups, progressive 
farmers, scientists, scholars and students not only from Jammu and Kashmir and 
Ladakh but also from nearby states of Punjab, Haryana and Himachal Pradesh.  
About Jammu & Kashmir  
Lt Governor: Shri Manoj Sinha 
Capital  :Jammu(winter), Srinagar(summer) 

 
IRDAI sets up committees through GIC to suggest industry overhaul  

 The Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India (IRDAI) has 
formed various committees through the General Insurance Council (GIC) to 
suggest reforms in several areas of general, reinsurance, and life insurance, 
including regulation, product, and distribution, among others, in order to 
overhaul the industry. 

 According to a GIC spokesman, these panels include leaders of private and public 
sector insurance companies, members of Irdai, and representatives from the GIC. 
Irdai established GIC to serve as a liaison between the insurance regulator and 
the non-life insurance business. 

 The Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India (IRDAI) is a 
regulatory agency that is responsible for regulating and licencing the insurance 
and reinsurance businesses in India. It is under the Ministry of Finance’s 
jurisdiction. It was established by the Insurance Regulatory and Development 
Authority Act, 1999, which was passed by the Indian P arliament. The agency’s 
headquarters have been in Hyderabad, Telangana, since 2001, when it relocated 
from Delhi. 
About IRDAI: 
Founded: 1999 
Sector: Insurance 
Headquarters: Hyderabad 
Chairperson: Debasish Panda 

 
Mumbai International Film Festival begins with a colourful opening ceremony 
Documentary 

 The 17th edition of the Mumbai International Film Festival for Documentary, 
Short Fiction, and Animation films (MIFF-2022) began with a colourful opening 
ceremony at the Nehru Centre, Worli in Mumbai, Maharashtra . MIFF 2022 has 
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got an overwhelming response from filmmakers across the world, receiving a 
whopping eight hundred 8 film entries from 30 countries.  

 Out of these, one hundred 2 films will be screened under the Competition 
Category – 35 in international competition and 67 in the national competition. 
18 Films will be screened under the ‘MIFF Prism Category’.  

 In commemoration of Bangladesh’s 50 years of Independence, the country has 
been chosen as the ‘Country of Focus this year. A special package of 11 films 
from Bangladesh including the critically acclaimed film ‘Hasina - A Daughter’s 
Tale’ will be presented at MIFF 2022.  

 The Best Film of the Festival will receive the Golden Conch award, along with a 
cash prize of Rs 10 lakhs. Other awards carry cash prizes va rying from five to one 
lakh along with Silver Conch, trophy and certificate.  

 11 movies from Bangladesh will be telecast at the festival. 17th MIFF festival can 
be watched online also and it is entirely free of cost.  

 This award is instituted in memory of legendary filmmaker V Shantaram, who has 
closely associated with the Films Division as Honorary Chief Producer during the 
1950s. 
About Maharashtra:  
Governor: Bhagat Singh Koshyari  
Capital: Mumbai 
Chief Minister: Uddhav Thackeray 

 
Bihar has India's largest gold reserves: Report 

 A survey by the Geological Survey of India has stated that a gold reserve of 
around 222.88 million tonnes including 27.6 tonnes of mineral -rich ore are 
present in the Jamui district of Bihar. The Nitish Kumar government in Bihar has 
now decided to give permission for the exploration of what is being called as 
India’s largest gold reserve.  

 The State Mines and Geology Department is in consultation with agencies 
engaged in the exploration, including GSI and the National Mineral Development 
Corporation (NMDC), for the exploration of gold reserves in Jamui.  

 The top official added that the consultation process had started after analysing 
the survey findings which indicated the presence of gold in areas such as 
Karmatia, Jhajha and Sono in the Jamui district. 

 The Bihar government is likely to sign a memorandum of understanding with a 
central agency or agencies for G3 (preliminary) stage exploration within a 
month’s time, adding that in certain areas G2 (general) exploration can also be 
carried out. 
About Bihar: 
Capital: Patna 
Governor: Phagu Chauhan 
Chief Minister: Nitish Kumar 
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Ease of living: Common portal 'Jan Samarth' for delivery of various schemes to be 
launched soon 

 The government intends to launch Jan Samarth, a unified platform for the 
delivery of multiple initiatives administered by several ministries and 
departments, in order to make life easier for the average man. The new portal 
will initially enrol 15 credit-linked government initiatives, as part of the 
Narendra Modi government’s objective of minimum government maximal 
governance. 

 They noted that because some of the Centrally Sponsored Schemes include 
various agencies, the services will be gradually increased based on compatibility.  

 Different ministries, for example, run initiatives like the Pradhan Mantri Awas 
Yojana and the Credit Linked Capital Subsidy Scheme (CLCSS).  

 The proposed portal aims to put various schemes together on a single platform 
so that beneficiaries can access them easily. State Bank of India and other 
lenders are doing pilot testing and tying up loose ends before the official launch, 
according to the statement. 
About PMO India:  
Formed: 1947; 75 years ago (As Prime Minister's Secretariat)  
1977; 45 years ago (As Prime Minister's Office)  
Headquarters: New Delhi 
Minister responsible: Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of India  
Deputy Minister responsible : Jitendra Singh, Minister of State for Prime 
Minister's Office 

 
Adani Commissions India's First Wind-Solar Hybrid Power Plant Of 390 MW In 
Rajasthan's Jaisalmer 

 Adani Green subsidiary Adani Hybrid Energy Jaisalmer One Limited has 
commissioned a 390 MW wind-solar hybrid power facility in Jaisalmer, 
contributing significantly to India’s green energy effort. The plant will be India’s 
first hybrid wind-solar power producing facility. The hybrid power plant, which 
combines solar and wind generating, unlocks the full potential of renewable 
energy by eliminating generation intermittency and providing a more stable 
option to meet rising power demand. 

 The new plant has a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) with the Solar Energy 
Corporation of India (SECI), with a tariff of Rs. 2.69 per kWh, which is 
significantly lower than the national Average Power Procurement Cost (APPC), 
ensuring that everyone has access to affordable, modern, and clean en ergy. 

 Wind-Solar Hybrid energy, according to Vneet S Jaain, MD and CEO of AGEL, is a 
key part of the company’s business strategy, which aims to address India’s 
growing demand for green energy. 

 The inauguration of this hybrid power plant is a small step tow ard India’s long-
term energy aspirations. 
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 This project is part of Adani Green’s first construction facility, which was funded 
by foreign banks. It is impressive that the project was completed effectively 
despite the global pandemic’s uncertainty.  

 AGEL now has a 5.8 GW operational capacity because to the plant’s successful 
commissioning. AGEL’s overall renewable portfolio of 20.4 GW puts it on track to 
fulfil its 2030 goal of 45 GW capacity.  
About AGEL:  
MD and CEO: Vneet S Jaain 
Founder: Gautam Adani 
Founded: 23 January 2015 
Headquarters: Ahmedabad 

 
Rajasthan Govt Approves Guidelines for Implementation of New Urban Employment Scheme 

 New rules for the implementation of the Indira Gandhi Shahari Rozgar Yojana have been 
accepted by Rajasthan Chief Minister Shri Ashok Gehlot. The scheme, modelled after the 
Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Jobs Guarantee Act (MGNREGA), was introduced by Gehlot 
in the 2022-23 budget to create employment in metropolitan areas. 

 Families living in urban areas will receive 100 days of employment each year under the new 
urban employment scheme. According to an official release, the state government will 
invest Rs 800 crore each year on this ambitious plan. 

 According to the new instructions, everyone between the ages of 18 and 60 who live in the 
local body area would be enrolled under the system using their Jan Aadhaar cards. 

 Under the proposal, the work will be approved and carried out by state and district 
committees. 
About Rajasthan:  
Chief Minister: Shri Ashok Gehlot 
Governor: Kalraj Mishra 
Capital: Jaipur (Executive Branch) 

 
Delhi Customs launches Project ‘NIGAH’ at ICD Gurugram 

 Chief Commissioner, Delhi Customs Zone, Surjit Bhujabal inaugurated project ‘NIGAH’ at ICD 
Garhi Harsaru, Gurugram. ICTM (ICD Container Tracking Module) has been developed in 
collaboration with the Custodian M/s. GRFL. A live demo of the project was given to all the 
participants. 

 The function was attended by Commissioner of Customs, ICD Patparganj & Other ICDs Sh. 
Manish Saxena; Additional Commissioner of Customs Sh. Jayant Sahay; Deputy 
Commissioner of port Sh Sunil Shrivastava and Smt Jaya Kumari, Vice-President of M/s. GRFL 
Sh Rajguru with his team; Custodians of ICD Sonepat and ICD Patli and Sh. Puneet Jain, 
President of Delhi Customs Brokers Association along with other office-bearers. The function 
was virtually attended by Officers and Custodians of Other ICDs of the Patparganj 
Commissionerate. 

 Project NIGAH is an initiative to track container by using ICTM (ICD Container Tracking 
Module) which will help in better visibility of the container movement inside the ICD. It will 
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help Customs to expedite long standing containers and monitor timely clearances, thereby 
enhancing Ease of Doing Business along with ensuring lead preventive checks.   
About Delhi: 
Chief Minister: Arvind Kejriwal 
Lieutenant Governor: Vinai Kumar Saxena  
Capital: New Delhi  

 
Raksha Mantri Rjnath Singh approves establishment of a new Defence Estates Circle for 
Uttarakhand 

 Union Defence Minister Rajnath Singh has approved the proposal for the creation of a new 
Defence Estates Circle exclusively for Uttarakhand. In view of the difficulties faced in 
managing large tracts of defence land in the state and the demand of cantonment residents 
in Uttrakhand, the MoD will establish an independent office of Defence Estates at Dehradun 
and a sub-office at Ranikhet. 

 The establishment of the new Defence Estates Circle for Uttarakhand is a huge step forward 
in bringing the government closer to the people in keeping with the objective of ‘ease of 
living and ‘ease of doing business. 

 The creation of a new Defence Estates Circle at Dehradun exclusively for Uttarakhand will 
facilitate the residents/ organisations in getting timely and quick access to various services 
of defence land management. 

 In order to further decentralize the governance structure, Raksha Mantri has also approved 
the establishment of a sub-office at Ranikhet under the administrative jurisdiction of 
Defence Estates Dehradun to deal exclusively with six districts of the Kumaon region of the 
state. 

 Earlier, the entire defence land and cantonments in Uttrakhand were covered under two 
distinct Defence Estates Circles headquartered at Meerut and Bareilly in Uttar Pradesh. 
About Uttarakhand: 
Governor: Gurmit Singh 
Chief Minister: Pushkar Singh Dhami 
Capitals: Dehradun (Winter), Gairsain (Summer) 

 
India to introduce “made in India” skin test for TB 

 India will introduce a newly approved “made in India” TB infection skin test called ‘c-TB’, 
said Health Minister Mansukh Mandaviya. This cost-effective tool will be of immense benefit 
to other high burden countries as well. A new initiative, “Adopt people with TB” will be 
launched this year, based on Indian values of collectivism, which will call upon corporates, 
industries, organisations, political parties and individuals to come forward and adopt TB-
infected people and families and provide them with nutritional and social support. 

 Among these are the ‘bidirectional testing’ of TB with Covid, house-to-house TB detection 
campaigns, scaling up of rapid molecular diagnostics at sub-district levels, use of artificial 
intelligence and digital tools, ‘Jan Andolan’, and most importantly, the decentralisation of TB 
services to Ayushman Bharat Health and Wellness Centres as part of comprehensive primary 
healthcare. 
About India: 
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President: Ram Nath Kovind   
Capital: New Delhi 
Prime minister: Narendra Modi 
Currency: Indian Rupees  

 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated India’s biggest Drone Festival – Bharat Drone 
Mahotsav 2022 on Friday 

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi has inaugurated India’s biggest drone festival here and 
interacted with Kisan drone pilots as well as witnessed open-air drone demonstrations. 
‘Bharat Drone Mahotsav 2022’ is set to be a  two-day event being held on May 27 and 28. 
The prime minister will interact with Kisan drone pilots, witness open-air drone 
demonstrations and interact with startups in the drone exhibition centre. 

 According to the Prime Minister’s Office, more than 1600 delegates, consisting of 
government officials, armed forces, central armed police forces, Public Sector Units (PSUs), 
foreign diplomats, private companies as well as drone startups, etc., will participate in the 
Bharat Drone Mahotsav 2022. 

 The PMO mentioned that more than 70 exhibitors will display various use cases of drones at 
the Drone Festival. The Bharat Drone Mahotsav 2022 will also witness a virtual award of 
drone pilot certificates, panel discussions, product launches, a display of a ‘Made in India’ 
Drone Taxi prototype, and flying demonstrations, among others, the Prime Minister’s Office 
further added. 
About PMO India: 
Formed: 1947; 75 years ago (As Prime Minister's Secretariat) 
1977; 45 years ago (As Prime Minister's Office) 
Headquarters: New Delhi  
Minister responsible : Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of India 
Deputy Minister responsible : Jitendra Singh, Minister of State for Prime Minister's Office 

 
PM Modi headed Inter-State Council reconstituted 

 The Inter-State Council has been formed, with Prime Minister Narendra Modi as Chairman 
and Chief Ministers of all States and six Union ministers as members. Ten union ministers 
will be permanent invitees to the Inter-State Council. The government has also reestablished 
the Inter-State Council’s standing committee, with Union Home Minister Amit Shah as its 
chairman. 

 Prime Minister Modi serves as Chairman, all Chief Ministers of States and Union Territories 
with legislative assemblies, as well as the administrators of UTs without legislative 
assemblies, have been appointed as members. 

 Rajnath Singh, Amit Shah, Nirmala Sitharaman, Narendra Singh Tomar, Virendra Kumar, 
Hardeep Singh Puri, Nitin Gadkari, S Jaishankar, Arjun Munda, Piyush Goyal, Dhamendra 
Pradhan, Pralhad Joshi, Ashwini Vaishnaw, Gajendra Singh Shekhawat, Kiren Rijiju, and 
Bhupender Yadav are among the union ministers. 

 The council’s mandate is to provide a solid institutional structure to promote and maintain 
cooperative federalism throughout the country, as well as to activate the council and zonal 
councils by holding regular meetings. 
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About PMO India: 
Formed: 1947; 75 years ago (As Prime Minister's Secretariat) 
1977; 45 years ago (As Prime Minister's Office) 
Headquarters: New Delhi  
Minister responsible : Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of India 
Deputy Minister responsible : Jitendra Singh, Minister of State for Prime Minister's Office 

 
India launches GRSE-built survey vessel Nirdeshak  

 Nirdeshak, the second of the four Survey Vessels (Large) (SVL) projects being built by Garden 
Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers (GRSE) in collaboration with L&T shipbuilding for the 
Indian Navy was launched, at Kattupalli, Chennai. The ship has taken its name from 
erstwhile Nirdeshak which was also an Indian Naval Survey ship and was decommissioned 
after 32 years of glorious service in December 2014. 

 Part construction of three out of four ships of SVL is being undertaken at L&T, Kattupalli as 
part of a collaborative approach between GRSE and L&T shipbuilding. This model of Public-
Private Partnership shall be a harbinger of future successful collaboration for Warship 
construction in India. The contract for building four SVL ships was signed between MoD and 
GRSE, Kolkata on October 30, 2018. The first of class ship ‘Sandhayak’ was launched in 
December 2021 at GRSE, Kolkata. 
About Tamil Nadu: 
Governor: R. N. Ravi 
Capital: Chennai 
Chief Minister: M. K. Stalin 
 

Third edition of India-Bangladesh Navy exercise begins at Mongla port  
 The third edition of Indian Navy (IN) – Bangladesh Navy (BN) Bilateral Exercise 

‘Bongosagar’ commenced at Port Mongla, Bangladesh on 24 May 2022. The 
Harbour Phase of the exercise begins from 24-25 May which will be followed by 
a Sea Phase in the Northern Bay of Bengal from 26 -27 May. 

 Exercise Bongosagar is aimed at developing a high degree of interoperability and 
joint operational skills through the conduct of a wide sp ectrum of maritime 
exercises and operations between the two navies.  

 Indian Naval Ships Kora, an indigenously built Guided Missile Corvette, and 
Sumedha, an indigenously built Offshore Patrol Vessel are participating in the 
Exercise. Bangladesh Navy is being represented by BNS Abu Ubaidah and Ali 
Haider, both Guided Missile Frigates.  

 The harbour phase of the exercise includes professional and social interactions, 
and friendly sporting fixtures, in addition to the tactical level planning 
discussions on the conduct of the exercises at sea. The sea phase of the exercise 
would facilitate ships from both the navies to participate in intensive surface 
warfare drills, weapon firing drills, seamanship evolutions and coordinated air 
operations in a tactical scenario. 
About Bangladesh: 
Capital: Dhaka 
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Currency: Bangladeshi taka 
President: Abdul Hamid 
Prime minister: Sheikh Hasina 

 
Secretary, MoHUA launches Swachh Survekshan 2023 on the theme ‘Waste to Wealth’ 
for Garbage Free Cities 

 Union Government of India has launched the Eighth Edition of Swachh 
Survekshan – SS-2023 under Swachh Bharat Mission Urban 2.0. Secretary, 
Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs Manoj Joshi launched it at a virtual event 
in New Delhi. Designed with the theme of ‘Waste to Wealth’ as its driving 
philosophy, Swachh Survekshan- 2023 is curated towards achieving circularity in 
waste management. The survey would give priority to the principle of 3 Rs - 
Reduce, Recycle and Reuse. 

 The Swachh Survekshan has developed into an inspiration tool, rather than being 
just an assessment tool. This largest survey undertaken anywhere has brought 
about substantive changes at the ground level, with cities performing well and 
having a sense of pride. Swachh Survekshan has emerged as the largest Urban 
sanitation survey in the world. It was observed that whenever the Swachh Survey 
starts, there is an enhanced level of activities undertaken by the cities and cities 
are visibly cleaner during the months the survey is conducted. Therefore, in SS -
2023, the evaluation will be conducted in four phases, instead of three phases in 
earlier editions. 
About Swachh Bharat Mission: 
Launch year: 2014 
Launched by (prime minister): Narendra Modi  
Slogan: One step towards cleanliness 
Key people: Parameswaran Iyer 
Location: India 

 
UP energy minister AK Sharma launches ‘SAMBHAV’ portal to monitor grievances, 
schemes 

 Minister for energy and urban development Arvind Sharma has launched the 
SAMBHAV (Systemic Administration Mechanism for Bringing Happiness and 
Value) portal for disposal of public grievances and monitoring programmes and 
schemes of the two departments in Uttar Pradesh. The portal, 
www.sambhav.up.gov.in, will work as a platform for flagging grievances received 
from the public to officers who have been provided login IDs. The officers will 
have to feed their response and action taken report (ATR).  

 “SAMBHAV is a multi-modal platform which has been launched to dispose public 
grievances swiftly and effectively and provide good governance and make the 
public service delivery transparent and accountable. 

 SAMBHAV will work as an Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
platform for flagging grievances received from the public to the concerning 
officers who have been provided login IDs.  
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 The officers are required to feed their response and  action taken report (ATRs) 
on the issues concerned. The portal will also have the facility of 
videoconferencing and teleconferencing for dialogue with the officials.  

 The portal will take grievances and issues from various sources, including 
pending cases and grievances under the chief minister’s Jan Sunwai/ Integrated 
Grievance Redressal System (IGRS) system. 
About Uttar Pradesh 
Capital: Lucknow; 
Chief Minister: Yogi Adityanath; 
Governor: Anandiben Patel 

 
Union Minister Of Health And Family Welfare Dr. Mansukh Mandaviya Addresses 75th 
Session Of World Health Assembly WHO HQ, Geneva 

 Mansukh Mandaviya, the Minister of Health, emphasized the need of creating a 
robust global supply chain to provide fair access to vaccines and medicines. The 
Minister, speaking at the 75th World Health Assembly in Geneva, advocated for 
simplifying WHO’s vaccine and treatment approval procedures and strengthening 
WHO to establish a more robust global health security infrastructure. Mr. 
Mandaviya reaffirmed India’s commitment to strengthening the global health 
security framework. 

 India feels that this year’s theme, which connects peace and health, is 
contemporary and relevant since there can be no sustainable development or 
universal health and wellness without peace, according to the Minister. 

 India also expressed its disappointment and worry at the latest WHO exercise on 
all-cause excess mortality, in which country-specific genuine data was collected. 

 India also expressed its disappointment and worry at the latest WHO exercise on 
all-cause excess mortality, which ignored country-specific accurate data released 
by the statutory body. 
About WHO: 
Headquarters: Geneva, Switzerland 
Founded: 7 April 1948 
Director-General: Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus 

 
10-year-old skater girl from Mumbai climbs Everest base camp 

 A little 10-year-old champion skater from Worli, Rhythm Mamania, has become 
one of the youngest Indian mountaineers to summit the Everest Base Camp (EBC) 
in the Himalayan ranges in Nepal. She has joined young Indian climbers to climb 
the base camp. Rhythm has achieved a rare feat by completing the climb to the 
base camp at an altitude of 5,364 meters in 11 days.  

 Rhythm went to base camp with Nepal-based company Satori Adventures. A 
group of some trekkers from Kutch also accompanied him . The 11-day expedition 
was organized by Rishi Bhandari of Satori Adventures, Nepal.  
About Nepal: 
Capital: Kathmandu 
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Currency: Nepalese rupee 
Prime minister: Sher Bahadur Deuba 
President: Bidhya Devi Bhandari 

  
Fourth edition of Indian Navy-Bangladesh Navy Coordinated Patrol CORPAT 
commences in Northern Bay of Bengal  

 The fourth edition of the Indian Navy-Bangladesh Navy Coordinated Patrol 
(CORPAT) commenced. The patrolling drill commenced in the northern Bay of 
Bengal and would continue between May 22 and 23. Both units will undertake 
joint patrolling along International Maritime Boundary Line. The last IN -BN 
CORPAT was conducted in October 2020. 

 Indian Navy’s indigenous warships, INS Kora and INS Sumedha along with 
Bangladesh Navy’s warships BNS Ali Haider and BNS Abu Ubaidah would touch 
the waters during patrolling. Maritime Patrol Aircraft of both navies will also 
undertake joint patrol along the International Maritime Boundary Line (IMBL) 
during CORPAT. The regular conduct of CORPATs has strengthened mutu al 
understanding and enhanced interoperability between both the navies in 
countering transnational maritime threats at sea.  
About Bangladesh: 
Capital: Dhaka 
Currency: Bangladeshi taka 
President: Abdul Hamid 
Prime minister: Sheikh Hasina 
About West Bengal:  
Governor: Jagdeep Dhankhar 
Capital: Kolkata 
Chief Minister: Mamata Banerjee 

 
World bank sanctions USD 350 billion to Gujarat to boost health services  

 World Bank has approved USD 350 million as financial aid for the Systems 
Reform Endeavors for Transformed Health Achievement in Gujarat (SRESTHA-G) 
project. The SRESTHA-G project will be worth USD 500 million, with the World 
Bank contributing USD 350 million. The project will include transforming key 
health delivery systems in the state.  

 Gujarat Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel approved the SRESTHA-G project, after 
which the proposal was forwarded to the Union Finance Ministry. The Gujarat 
government will implement the programme through the Health and Family 
Welfare Department (HFWD). 

 The Program Development Objective is to improve service delivery in Gujarat by 
improving primary health care quality, equity, and comprehensiveness, 
improving service delivery models for adolescent girls, and increasing disease 
surveillance system capacity. 
About World Bank: 
Headquarters: Washington, D.C., United States.  
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Formation: July 1944. 
President: David Malpass.  

 
Madame Tussauds wax museum to open in Noida next month  

 The wax museum Madame Tussauds is returning to India. The museum will be 
located in a Noida mall. 50 Indian and international luminaries from sports, 
entertainment, history, and music will be featured at the new venue. Madame 
Tussauds India will let visitors to get up up and personal with celebrities as well 
as some of their most iconic moments.  

 The museum first opened in Connaught Place, Delhi, in 2017, but was forced to 
close owing to the pandemic. DLF Mall of India, one of the country’s major 
shopping malls, would be its new destination. The museum is open to the public 
under rigorous anti-Covid guidelines. Madame Tussauds has a 200-year history 
and legacy, having first opened its doors in London in 1835. Sculptors at Madame 
Tussauds employ the same techniques as the legendary Marie Tussaud to 
produce each figure. It takes a minimum of 12 weeks for an artist to const ruct a 
single life-like figure. 
About Delhi: 
Chief Minister: Arvind Kejriwal 
Deputy Chief Minister: Manish Sisodia 
Lt. Governor of Delhi: Anil Baijal  
 

Punjab Cabinet approves Rs 1,500 per acre incentive for farmers using new paddy 
sowing technique 

 The Punjab Cabinet has authorised a Rs 1,500 per acre incentive for farmers who 
grow paddy using the direct seeding of rice technology. A total of Rs 450 crore 
has been set aside to provide incentives to farmers who promote the DSR (Direct 
Seeding of Rice) technique, which uses less water and is more cost-effective. The 
incentive scheme was approved by the Cabinet in a meeting headed by chief 
minister Bhagwant Mann. 

 The incentive was offered by Bhagwant Mann to combat the state’s diminishing 
ground water table. 

 Paddy seeds are drilled into the field using the DSR process, which uses a 
machine that accomplishes both rice seeding and pesticide spraying at the same 
time. 

 Farmers nurture immature paddy plants in nurseries before uprooting and 
transplanting them onto a puddled field, according to the customary practise.  

 The incentive will encourage farmers to use this established approach, which 
uses significantly less water for irrigation, enhances percolation, decreases farm 
labour dependency, and improves soil health, increasing paddy and wheat yields 
by 5-10%. 

 The Cabinet also resolved to provide farmers Rs 1,500 per acre in financial 
support via Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT), for which the Punjab Mandi Board’s 
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Anaj Kharid portal has already generated a database of rou ghly 11 lakh farmers 
with their Aadhaar numbers, mobile numbers, and bank account numbers.  
About Punjab 
Chief Minister: Sh. Bhagwant Mann 
Governor: Banwarilal Purohit 
Capital: Chandigarh 

 
Supreme Court orders release of A G Perarivalan, convict in Rajiv Gan dhi 
assassination case 

 The Supreme Court used Article 142 of the Constitution to grant AG Perarivalan, 
a convict in the assassination of former Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, 
extraordinary powers to “do complete justice in any cause or matter pending 
before it.” Perarivalan was released free by a bench of justices led by L.N. Rao 
and B.R. Gavai, who took into account his lengthy incarceration.  

 Perarivalan spent 29 of his 32 years in prison in solitary confinement until being 
granted bail by the Supreme Court in March 2022. He spent 16 years on 
execution row before the court remitted his sentence to life imprisonment in 
2014. The court further noted that Perarivalan had filed his clemency plea under 
Article 161 with the Tamil Nadu Governor in 2015, and that the  state cabinet had 
instructed the state’s chief executive to accept it in September 2018.  

 Rajiv Gandhi was slain in a suicide explosion at a rally in Sriperumbudur, Tamil 
Nadu, on May 21, 1991. Perarivalan was arrested on June 11, 1991, while he was 
only 19 years old. On January 28, 1998, 26 persons were sentenced to death, 
including Perarivalan and his co-accused Nalini. On May 11, 1999, the Supreme 
Court maintained the death sentences of Murugan, Santhan, Perarivalan, and 
Nalini. 
About Supreme Court of India 
Established         1 October 1937 
Jurisdiction         Ministry of Law and Justice, Government of India  
Location               Delhi 
Authorized by   Article 124 of the Constitution of India 
Judge term length           Mandatory retirement at 65 years of age 
Number of positions      34(33+1; present strength) 

 
NIELIT Centre inaugurated at Leh by Shri Ashwini Vaishnaw  

 Union Cabinet Minister of Electronics & Information Technology, 
Communications and Railways, Ashwini Vaishnaw has inaugurated the National  
Institute of Electronics and Information Technology (NIELIT) Centre Leh, 
Extension Centre Kargil and IT Enabled Incubation Centre for Handicraft and 
Handloom Sector. 

 Union Minister, Sh. Ashwini Vaishnaw, while inaugurating the NIELIT Centres at 
Leh, Kargil and Incubation Centre at Leh, reiterated the commitment of the 
Hon’ble Prime Minister for the development of UT of Ladakh. He informed that 
after the abrogation of Article 370 and the formation of the new UT, the path of 
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development in this area has opened manifolds. Any proposal related to IT 
Education, Training, and Incubation for the development of UT of Ladakh will be 
approved immediately by the Ministry of Electronics and Information 
Technology. He also complimented NIELIT for starting the Leh and Ka rgil Centres 
and setting up of IT Enabled Incubation Centre in record time which needs to be 
scaled up at a faster pace. 
About NIELIT: 
Headquarters: New Delhi 
Founded: 9 November 1994, New Delhi  

 
Rajnath Singh launches India-made 'Surat' and 'Udaygiri' warships in Mumbai 

 Defence minister Rajnath Singh has launched two made-in-India warships INS 
‘Surat’ and ‘Udaygiri’ at the Mazagon Docks in Mumbai. This is the first time that 
the two indigenously built warships have been launched together, the Mazgaon 
Dock Shipbuilders Ltd (MDL). Both warships have been designed in -house by the 
Directorate of Naval Design (DND) and built at MDL, Mumbai.  

 Indian Naval Ship (INS) Surat is the fourth destroyer in Project 15B which is 
named after the second-largest commercial hub of western India. Built using 
block construction, the ship involves the hull construction in two different 
geographical locations, which was then assembled at Mazagon Docks Limited.  

 Indian Naval Ship (INS) Udaygiri, named after a mountain range in Andhra 
Pradesh, is the third ship of Project 17A Frigates. It is a follow to the P17 
Frigates (Shivalik Class) with improved stealth features, advanced weapons and 
sensors and platform management systems. The new warship is the 
reincarnation of the erstwhile ‘Udaygiri’, the Leander class ASW frigate, which 
saw numerous challenging operations in its illustrious service to the country, 
spanning over three decades from February 1976 to August 2007.  

 
PM’s economic advisory panel proposes urban job guarantee scheme  

 The Economic Advisory Council to the Prime Minister (EAC-PM) has 
recommended that the government implement a guaranteed employment 
programme for the unemployed in cities and implement a universal basic income 
(UBI) scheme to eliminate income gaps. Citing the country’s uneven income 
distribution, the report also advocated raising the minimum wage and increasing 
government investment on the social sector to make vulnerable groups more 
resilient to shocks and prevent them from falling into poverty.  

 According to the report that is titled, “The State of Inequality in India”, given the 
disparity in labour force participation rates between rural and urban areas, the 
urban equivalent of demand-based and guaranteed employment programmes 
such as MGNREGS should be implemented so that surplus labour can be 
rehabilitated. 

 It added that boosting the minimum wage and implementing universal basic 
income are two ideas that can help close the income gap and ensure that wages 
are distributed equally in the labour market.  
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 The EAC-PM stated that charting the mobility into and out of poverty is the most 
significant part of quantifying poverty in a multi -dimensional environment. 

 
Centre announces formation of Cotton Council of India under Chairmanship of Suresh 
Bhai Kotak 

 The Union Government has announced the formation of the Cotton Council of 
India under the Chairmanship of renowned veteran cotton man Suresh Bhai 
Kotak. The Council will have representation from Textiles, Agriculture, 
Commerce, and Finance Ministries along with Cotton Corporation of India and 
Cotton Research Institute. Mr Goyal also appealed to the spinning and trading 
community to ensure a hassle-free supply of cotton and yarn first to the 
domestic industry. 

 The government is committed to protecting the interests of co tton farmers, 
spinners, and weavers, the Minister assured to actively consider the demand of 
the spinning sector for exemption from import duty on those import contracts in 
which bills of loading are issued up to September 30, 2022, to overcome the 
current cotton shortage and logistic issues.  

 The council will discuss, deliberate, and prepare a robust action plan for bringing 
out a tangible improvement in this field. The announcement came yesterday 
during a meeting with stakeholders from the cotton value cha in, held under the 
Chairmanship of Union Textiles Minister Piyush Goyal.  

 
Rajasthan’s Ramgarh Vishdhari Sanctuary notified as tiger reserve  

 Minister for Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Bhupender Yadav has 
announced that Ramgarh Vishdhari Tiger Reserve in Rajasthan has been notified 
as Rajasthan’s 4th and the 52nd tiger reserve of India. It will help to conserve 
biodiversity and bring ecotourism and development to the area. The National 
Tiger Conservation Authority (NTCA) had given in-principle approval to make 
Ramgarh Vishdhari Wildlife Sanctuary and adjoining areas as tiger reserves on 
July 5 last year. 

 Wild animals like Indian wolf, leopard, striped hyena, sloth bear, golden jackal, 
chinkara, nilgai and fox can be seen in the Ramgarh Vishdhari Tiger  Reserve. 
According to the “Status of Tigers in India” report released in 2019, there are 
2,967 tigers in 20 states across the country.  
About Ramgarh Vishdhari 
Ranthambore Tiger Reserve (RTR) in Sawai Madhopur  
Sariska Tiger Reserve (STR) in Alwar 
Mukundra Hills Tiger Reserve (MHTR) in Kota 

 
Telangana: Home Minister Amit Shah Inaugurates National Cyber Forensic Lab at 
Hyderabad's CFSL  

 Home Minister Amit Shah launched the National Cyber Forensic Laboratory’ 
(NCFL) on the premises of the Central Forensic Scienc e Laboratory (CFSL) in 
Hyderabad. The NCFL plans to expedite the resolution of cybercrime cases in the 
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country. The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) approved the establishment of the 
NCFL for evidentiary purposes in the CFSL, Hyderabad, in December 2021.  

 In a written response, Ajay Kumar Mishra stated that the ministry has approved 
the establishment of an NCFL for evidential reasons at the CFSL in Hyderabad. 
The unit’s ability to solve cybercrime cases in a comprehensive and coordinated 
manner will be enhanced further. 

 According to current information, 28 states and union territories have 
established cyber forensic cum training laboratories.  

 On the final day of the month-long ‘Praja Sangrama Yatra’ Phase-2, which started 
last month on the anniversary of Babasaheb Ambedkar Jayanthi, Union Home 
Minister Amit Shah will attend a public assembly in Telangana.  

 In the first phase, the party campaigned in Hyderabad, Rangareddy, Vikarabad, 
Sangareddy, Medak, Kamareddy, Sircilla, and Siddipet, covering 19 assembly 
constituencies in eight districts. The BJP has been projecting its power in 
Telangana through the yatra. 
About Telangana:  
Capital: Hyderabad 
Governor: Tamilisai Soundararajan 
Chief Minister: K. Chandrashekar Rao 

 
NITI Aayog Launches the National Data & Analytics  Platform 

 The National Data & Analytics Platform (NDAP) was launched by NITI Aayog for 
free public use. By making data accessible, interoperable, interactive, and 
available on a user-friendly platform, the platform intends to democratise access 
to public government data. It houses basic datasets from a variety of 
government departments, organises them, and provides analytics and 
visualisation capabilities. This public debut comes after the platform’s beta 
release in August 2021, which gave a small number of  users access for testing 
and feedback. 

 To ensure that the datasets hosted on the platform are adapted to the needs of 
data users from government, academia, journalism, civil society, and the 
corporate sector, NDAP uses a use-case methodology. All datasets are 
standardised to the same schema, making it simple to combine them and do 
cross-sectoral analysis. 
About NITI Aayog:  
Formed: 1 January 2015 
Headquarters: New Delhi 
Chairperson: Narendra Modi 
Founder: National Democratic Alliance 

 
Department of Telecommunication Launches “GatiShakti Sanchar” Portal for 
Centralised Right of Way approvals  

 The Department of Telecommunications has launched the GatiShakti Sanchar 
portal, which would streamline the application and approval procedure for right 
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of way (RoW) across the country. According to Telecom Minister Ashwini 
Vaishnaw, the platform would help achieve the goal of Ease of doing business for 
telecoms infrastructure projects, which is in line with the vision of the Hon’ble 
Prime Minister. 

 The prompt disposal of RoW apps by various service and infrastructure providers 
would allow for faster infrastructure building, which will aid in the timely 
deployment of 5G networks, he added. The minister praised the states’ and UTs’ 
contributions and collaboration with the central government in bringing the 
GatiShakti Sanchar portal online.  

 
India contributes USD 800K to expand use of Hindi at UN  

 The government of India has contributed USD 800,000 to the United Nations(UN) 
as part of the initiative which aims to enhance public o utreach of the 
organisation in Hindi. R Ravindra, India’s Deputy Permanent Representative to 
the United Nations, handed over a cheque for the ‘Hindi @ UN’ project to Mita 
Hosali, Deputy Director and Officer-In-Charge (News and Media Division), UN 
Department of Global Communications (DGC).  

 The project was launched by India in 2018 in collaboration with the UN 
Department of Public Information to disseminate information about the UN to 
the Hindi-speaking population across the world. Since 2018, India has been 
partnering with the UN DGC by providing an extra -budgetary contribution to 
mainstream news and multimedia content of DGC in Hindi.  

 
E-Adhigam scheme launched; 3 lakh students get FREE Tablets in Haryana  

 The Haryana State Government launches the ‘e -Adhigam’ scheme under which 
nearly 3 lakh students will be receiving tablet computers to aid their online 
education. The state government has planned to provide the gadget to five lakh 
students. Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar launched the Advance Digital 
Haryana Initiative of Government with Adaptive Modules (Adigham) scheme at 
Maharishi Dayanand University in Rohtak, Haryana.  

 As per reports, the Class 11 students of Haryana government schools will get the 
tablets after they clear the Class 10 board exams and q ualify for the succeeding 
year. These devices come with pre-loaded content along with personalised and 
adaptive learning software, and 2GB of free data. The tablet is the new 
classroom and “through e-books, it has become a full-fledged classroom. 

 
Chhattisgarh becomes first state to restore old pension scheme 

 In his Budget statement, Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel announced the 
government’s plan to revert to the old pension scheme (OPS) for state employees and 
quadruple the monthly MLA local area development money. He carried the Budget papers in 
a cow dung powder briefcase. 

 Over three lakh individuals who started work after January 1, 2004 will profit from the 
change. It will not, however, apply to members of the All India Services, such as the Indian 
Administrative Service and the Indian Police Service. 
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 The fundamental distinction between the two pension systems is that, while an employee 
must make a voluntary contribution to their pension by deducting 10% of their basic income 
and dearness allowance, there is no such deduction under OPS. 

 The Chief Minister proposes in this Budget to restore the former pension programme for 
government employees. 

 The Chhattisgarh Rojgaar Mission will be given a sum of 2 crore to work on the prospects of 
creating new jobs through coordinating skill development programmes. 
About Chhattisgarh  
Capital: Raipur  
Governor: Anusuiya Uikey 
Chief Minister: Bhupesh Baghel 

  
PM Modi Launches New Startup Policy of Madhya Pradesh Government 

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced the Madhya Pradesh Startup Policy and spoke to 
the startup community via video conferencing at the Madhya Pradesh Startup Conclave in 
Indore. The Prime Minister also unveiled the Madhya Pradesh Startup Portal, which would 
ease and promote the startup environment in the state. 

 The event will be attended by Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan, as well as key officials 
and entrepreneurs. According to the official, Madhya Pradesh has 1,937 start-ups 
recognised by the Union government, with women running 45 percent of them. 

 Various pillars of the startup ecosystem will be represented at the Madhya Pradesh Startup 
Conclave, including government and private sector policymakers, innovators, entrepreneurs, 
academicians, investors, mentors, and other stakeholders. 
About Madhya Pradesh  
Capital City: Bhopal 
Governor: Mangubhai C. Patel 
Chief Minister: Shivraj Singh Chouhan 

 
Haryana farmers to get Rs 10,000 per acre for growing fodder under 'Chaara -Bijaee 
Yojana' 

 Haryana Agriculture Minister, Jai Parkash Dalal launched the ‘Chaara – Bijaee 
Yojana’, a scheme launched to provide financial assistance of Rs 10,000 per acre 
(Upto 10 acres) to farmers cultivating and supplying fodder to Gaushalas 
(Cowsheds). The rationale behind the scheme is to address the State’s fodder 
shortage and rising stray cattle. The Subsidy will be directly credited to the 
farmer’s account under Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT).  

 The number of cow shelters in the state increased from 175 in 2017 to 600 in 
2022. Most cow shelters remain overcrowded due to an increase in the stray 
cattle population. 

 Also, the Phosphate-Rich Organic Manure (PROM) prepared from cow dung can 
be used as an alternative for synthetic fertilisers. The Prom is also prepared from 
various gaushalas of Pinjore, Hisar and Bhiwani distri cts of Haryana. 

 The state government has been taking a number of steps in the interest of 
farmers, and the ‘Chaara-Bijaee Yojana’ is another step in that direction. In April, 
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Rs 13.44 crore was distributed among 569 gaushalas in the state for purchasing 
fodder.” 
About Haryana  

 Governor: Bandaru Dattatreya 
 Chief Minister: Manohar Lal Khattar 
 Capital: Chandigarh 

 
India elected as Chair of Association of Asian Election Authorities for 2022 -24 

 India has been unanimously elected as the new Chair of the Association  of Asian 
Election Authorities (AAEA) for 2022-2024 at the meeting of the Executive Board 
and General Assembly in Manila, Philippines. Commission on Elections, Manila 
was the current chair of AAEA. The new member of the Executive Board now 
includes Russia, Uzbekistan, Sri Lanka, Maldives, Taiwan and the Philippines.  

 The Election Commission of India 3-member delegation headed by Deputy 
Election Commissioner Shri Nitesh Vyas, along with CEO Manipur Shri Rajesh 
Agrawal and CEO Rajasthan Shri Praveen Gupta, att ended the Executive Board 
meeting at Manila and presented the work plan for 2022-23 as also futuristic 
activities for 2023-24 to the Executive Board. 

 According to ECI, the mission of the Association of Asian Election Authorities is 
to provide a non-partisan forum in the Asian region for sharing experiences and 
best practices among election authorities to discuss and act upon ways to 
promote open and transparent elections with the objective of supporting good 
governance and democracy 
About AAEA 

 Chairperson: Sheriff M. Abas 

 Total Member Countries : 20 
 
Indian President, Ram Nath Kovind Confers 13 Shaurya Chakras, Param Vishisht Seva 
Medal to Army Chief  

 President of India, Ram Nath Kovind conferred 13 Shaurya Chakras which 
included six posthumous to the personnel of the Indian Armed forces for their 
conspicuous courage displayed during operations. Army Chief General Manoj 
Pande was conferred with the Param Vishisht Seva Medal (PVSM) for his 
distinguished service of exceptional order at a defence investiture cere mony at 
Rashtrapati Bhawan. 

 The President also conferred 14 PVSM, four Uttam Yudh Seva Medals (UYSM) and 
24 Ati Vishisht Seva Medals (AVSM) for distinguished service of an exceptional 
order. 

 These awards of Gallantry and other Defence decorations conferred  were 
approved by the President in January on the eve of the 73rd Republic Day 
celebrations this January. Gen Manoj Pande assumed the charge of the 29th 
Chief of the Army Staff on April 30. Before that, he was serving as the Vice Chief 
of Army Staff for three months and was the General Officer Commander in Chief, 
Eastern Command of the Army before that.  
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About Indian Government  

 Prime Minister : Narendra Modi 

 President: Ram Nath Kovind   

 Vice President: M. Venkaiah Naidu 
 
Madhya Pradesh govt launches second phase of Ladli Laxmi scheme to make girls self -
reliant 

 Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister, Shivraj Singh Chouhan launched the second 
phase of the Ladli Laxmi scheme (Ladli Laxmi scheme -2.0). The scheme is an 
innovative initiative to encourage girl children to pur sue higher education and 
make them self-dependent. The scheme is being implemented by the 
government of Madhya Pradesh since 2007 to enhance the economic and 
educational status of the girls.  

 Ladli Laxmi scheme is a comprehensive scheme that offers financia l assistance 
for a girl from birth until her marriage in instalments. The family of the girl child 
should be a permanent resident of Madhya Pradesh. The family should come 
under below the poverty line (BPL), i.e., should not be an income taxpayer. A 
maximum of two daughters can be registered under this scheme.  
About Madhya Pradesh  
Capital City: Bhopal 
Governor: Mangubhai C. Patel 
Chief Minister: Shivraj Singh Chouhan 

 
Govt notifies new J&K electoral map: 47 seats for Kashmir, Jammu gets 43  

 A three-member Delimitation Commission redrawing the electoral map of Jammu 
and Kashmir allotted 47 Assembly seats for Kashmir division and 43 for Jammu in 
its final decision submitted barely a day before its two-year term was to end. 
After the panel, led by retired Supreme Court judge Ranjana Prakash Desai, 
approved the final verdict, giving Jammu six additional seats and Kashmir one 
more, a gazette notification was released. Jammu had 37 Assembly 
constituencies and Kashmir had 46 before the restructure, which increased t he 
overall number of Assembly seats in the Union Territory to 90.  

 The Commission, which includes ex-officio members Chief Election Commissioner 
Sushil Chandra and Jammu and Kashmir Election Commissioner K K Sharma, has 
recommended that the Union Territory’s Legislative Assembly include at least 
two members from the Kashmiri migrant community, one of whom be a woman.  

 The Commission stated in a statement that nominated members of the 
Puducherry Assembly who have the right to vote should be treated equally.  

 Tangmarg has been renamed Gulmarg, Zoonimar has been renamed Zaidibal, 
Sonwar has been renamed Lal Chowk, Padder has been renamed Padder -Nagseni, 
Kathua North has been renamed Jasrota, Kathua South has been renamed 
Kathua, Khour has been renamed Chhamb, Mahore has been renamed Gulab. The 
Commission heard from Kashmiri migrants and displaced persons from Pakistan -
occupied Jammu and Kashmir at the public hearing.  
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Navy to acquire Gisat-2; Dedicated satellite to boost capability in IOR region  

 The Indian Navy plans to purchase a specialised earth imaging satellite Geo 
Imaging Satellite-2 (GISAT-2), this fiscal year as part of its modernisation and 
network-centric combat and communications programme. The satellite, if 
operational, is likely to improve the navy’s op erating capabilities in the Indian 
Ocean region, which is strategically and geopolitically crucial, especially given 
China’s growing influence.  

 According to information from the Ministry of Defence, the GISAT -2 is one of 21 
planned procurements, including several long-term buys. In addition, the navy’s 
capabilities development/modernization is being carried out in line with the 
long-term objectives in place for the next decade.  

 Under the budget projections for 2022-23, the navy would receive Rs 45,250 
crore for modernisation. With a 10% annual growth rate, it is expected to 
receive more Rs 2.7 lakh crore for upgrading by 2026 -27. According to the 
Ministry of Defense, the navy’s total committed liabilities are Rs 1.20 lakh 
crores, and modernization schemes worth more than Rs 1.9 lakh crores and Rs 
2.5 lakh crores (under Part A and B of the annual acquisition plan) are being 
advanced for contract conclusion over the next five years.  

 
Poumai Naga tribe in Manipur declare their villages as drugs -free zone 

 In Manipur, the Poumai tribe has declared that Poumai inhabited areas will be a 
Drug-Free Zone supporting the State government’s War on Drug campaign. A 
huge delegation of the Poumai tribe by MLA and leaders of the students union 
and civil organization met Chief Minister N. Biren Singh today at Imphal and 
conveyed the resolution of the Drug-Free Zone in Poumai inhabited areas of the 
State. They also informed the Chief Minister that the poppy plantation will not 
be allowed in the Poumai areas. 

 The Chief Minister welcomed the resolution of the Poumai Naga tribe and 
affirmed that the State government will not tolerate deforestation and poppy 
plantation in hill districts in Manipur. The leaders of the Paumai tribe also 
conveyed that the community will join the fight aga inst the drug menace in the 
State. 

 
Three-day Utkarsh Mahotsav organized by Central Sanskrit University begins in New  
Delhi 

 A three-day Utkarsh Mahotsav is being organized by Central Sanskrit University 
in New Delhi. The objective behind organising the Utkarsh Mahotsav is to 
promote the Sanskrit language across the country and beyond. They will leave no 
stone unturned to promote the Sanskrit language across the country and abroad.  

 The Centralisation of three Sanskrit Universities reflects PM Modi’s strong 
commitment to preserving and promoting the Sanskrit language across the 
nation. The event is being jointly organised by the Central Sanskrit University, 
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New Delhi, Shri Lal Bahadur National Sanskrit University, New Delhi and National 
Sanskrit University, Tirupati. 

 
Priyanka Mohite becomes first Indian woman to scale five peaks above 8,000 metres  

 Priyanka Mohite from Maharashtra’s Satara district has become the first Indian 
woman to climb five peaks above 8000 metres. Priyanka achieved the milestone 
after climbing Mount Kanchenjunga. The 30-year-old climbed the third highest 
peak on Earth on May 5 at around 4:42 pm. Priyanka works for a pharmaceutical 
research company in Bengaluru. 

 In 2020, she also won the prestigious Tenzing Norgay Adventure Award. The 30 -
year-old climbed Mount Everest in 2013, Mount Lhotse in 2018, Mount Makalu in 
2019 and Annapurna 1 in 2021. Notably, she is also the first Indian woman to 
climb Annapurna 1 and Makalu. 

 
IRCTC's Bharat Gaurav Tourist train to start on June 21 with stopover at  Janakpur, 
Nepal 

 The Indian Railway Catering and Ticketing Corporation (IRCTC) will launch its 
maiden Bharat Gaurav Tourist train, with a stop in Nepal’s Janakpur. This train 
will go around the Ramayana Circuit, which has been identified under the 
Swadesh Darshan scheme and includes major locations related with Lord Shri 
Rama’s life, such as the Ram Janaki temple in Janakpur, Nepal. The projected 18 -
day Bharat Gaurav Tourist Train Tour begins in Ayodhya, Lord Rama’s birthplace, 
with visits to Shri Ram Janmabhumi temple and Hanuman temple, as well as 
Bharat Mandir in Nandigram, dedicated to Lord Ram’s younger brother Bharat.  

 After Ayodhya, the tourists will travel to Buxar, Bihar, where they will see 
Maharishi Vishwamitra’s hermitage and the Ramrekha Ghat, wh ere they can take 
a holy plunge in the Ganga. 

 The train then travels to Sitamarhi to see Sita’s birthplace before continuing on 
to Janakpur by road (Nepal). 

 
Kerala govt to launch app for diagnosing, controlling lifestyle diseases  

 The government of Kerala is set to launch an Android App ‘Shaili’, aimed at 
diagnosing and controlling lifestyle diseases among the people in the state of 
Kerala. The app has been set up as part of the population -based screening 
project launched by the Health Department under the N ava Kerala Karma plan. 

 The Accredited Social Health Activist (ASHA) workers have been tasked with 
collecting information from persons over the age of 30 in their respective areas 
about any lifestyle diseases or risk factors they may have.  

 The app, set up under the e-Health initiative, would help to collect and codify 
the information quickly.  

 The app would primarily collect information about diseases like diabetes, high 
blood pressure, heart disease, lung diseases as well as other lifestyle -related 
ailments and cancers. 
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 The health status of the individuals would be scored and those with a score of 
above four would be asked to visit the nearest health centre for a check -up for 
lifestyle diseases. 

  
New policy to make Delhi India's startup capital: CM Kejriwal  

 The Delhi cabinet has approved the “Delhi Startup Policy” with an aim to create 
an ecosystem for people to launch startups and provide them with fiscal and 
non-fiscal incentives, collateral-free loans, and free consultancy from experts, 
lawyers, and CA. The 20 members task force will be set up to oversee the startup 
policy. This committee will be headed by Delhi’s Finance Minister. To encourage, 
facilitate, and support 15,000 startups by 2030.  

 The Delhi Government will pay up to 50% of the rent of a startup ’s office lease 
or pitch in for a portion of the salaries that these startups will pay to their 
employees. We will also reimburse them for the costs incurred on applying for 
patents, copyrights and trademarks. 

 The government will form a monitoring committee to oversee the startup policy. 
This committee will be headed by Delhi’s Finance Minister. The composition of 
this committee will be – 85% representatives from the private sector, 10% from 
educational institutions and 5% from the government.  

 
Haryana Govt Launches 'e-Adhigam' Scheme, 3 Lakh Students Given Tablets for Online  
Education  

 The Haryana State Government launches the ‘e -Adhigam’ scheme under which 
nearly 3 lakh students will be receiving tablet computers to aid their online 
education. The state government has planned to provide the gadget to five lakh 
students. Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar launched the Advance Digital 
Haryana Initiative of Government with Adaptive Modules (Adigham) scheme at 
Maharishi Dayanand University in Rohtak, Haryana.  

 As per reports, the Class 11 students of Haryana government schools will get the 
tablets after they clear the Class 10 board exams and qualify for the succeeding 
year. These devices come with pre-loaded content along with personalised and 
adaptive learning software, and 2GB of free data. The tablet is the new 
classroom and “through e-books, it has become a full-fledged classroom. 

 
Telangana govt extends insurance coverage to handloom & power loom weavers under 
‘Nethanna Bima’ scheme 

 Telangana State Government has announced the extension of insurance coverage to 
handloom and power loom weavers under the ‘Nethanna Bima’ (Weaver’s Insurance) 
Scheme. The State Government has issued orders to extend insurance coverage of 5 lakh 
rupees for weavers under the Insurance Scheme on par with farmers’ insurance schemes. 

 Over 29 crore rupees have been sanctioned for implementing the scheme during the current 
year. The Cabinet Sub Committee had proposed to cover over 55 thousand handloom and 
power loom and ancillary weavers in the State. 
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 The insurance coverage will be extended to weavers in the age group of 18 to 59 years. The 
insurance benefits would be extended to the family of the death of the weaver or ancillary 
worker. The scheme is likely to be launched next month. 

 The department has been directed to prepare draft guidelines and submit to the 
government for implementation of the scheme, said a senior official from the Handlooms 
department. 

 
Haryana launches app to track movement of sand, mining vehicles 

 Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar has launched a Vehicle Movement Tracking 
System (VMTS) mobile app to track the vehicles carrying sand and other mining material. 
The app will be used at different checkpoints in all the districts of Haryana. All vehicle details 
including vehicle type, vehicle number, moving from, moving to, and driver details will be 
stored in it. The non-registered individual will not be permitted to enter the zone of sand 
mining. This App has been designed and developed in-house by National Informatics Centre, 
Haryana. 

 The app will be used at different checkpoints in all the districts of Haryana and vehicle 
details —like vehicle number, vehicle type, moving from, moving to — along with driver 
details, like name, driver mobile number and driver license number will be punched into it. If 
the vehicle is to move between source and destination checkpoints, then officials can mark 
the vehicle exit from the originating check post as an interim exit and at the destination 
checkpoint it will be marked as a final exit. 

 
Flow Chemistry Tech Hub opened in Hyderabad 

 At Dr. Reddy’s Institute of Life Sciences (DRILS), a multi -industry-supported Flow 
Chemistry Technology Hub (FCT Hub) has been launched . While inaugurating the 
hub, Jayesh Ranjan, Principal Secretary of the Industries and Commerce (I&C) 
and Information Technology (IT), said that this is the first of its kind in our 
country and an enabler for the pharma business in India.  

 This hub would usher in a paradigm shift in the pharmaceutical sector, including 
current methodologies from R&D through manufacturing and migrating to more 
environmentally friendly and sustainable procedures.  

 This hub is a groundbreaking endeavour by the Telangana government, in 
collaboration with Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories and Laurus Labs , to incorporate and 
promote efficient and sustainable technology in the pharmaceutical industry.  

 The FCT Hub houses a variety of state-of-the-art flow chemistry equipment to 
provide hands-on training and promote scientific capability building, ensuring 
greater inclusion of flow chemistry techniques throughout pharma R&D and 
greater adoption of constant synthesis for active pharma ingredients (APIs) 
manufacturing. 

 
India's 'first' tribal health observatory to come up in Odisha  

 Odisha is planning to create India’s only observatory, which will house data on 
the state’s indigenous population’s health. The ST and SC Development 
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Department and the RMRC, a regional institution of the Indian Council of 
Medical Research, signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) in  this regard. 

 The Tribal Health Observatory (TriHOb) is the “first in the nation,” according to 
the Information Department, and is aimed to be an effective, evidence -based, 
and policy-oriented centre. 

 It will monitor illness burden, health-seeking behaviour, and the healthcare 
delivery system in relation to tribal health in the state in a systematic and 
continuing manner. 

 ‘Mo School’ Abhiyan chairman Sushmita Bagchi also inaugurated a tribal family 
health survey among indigenous groups during the event in w hich the MoU was 
signed. 

 The survey will serve as a springboard for future longitudinal cohort studies and 
policy research. 

 The ‘Mo School’ (My School) programme aims to connect, collaborate, and 
contribute to the renovation of government and government -aided schools in 
Odisha. 

 
Shah inaugurates NATGRID campus in Bengaluru 

 Home Minister, Amit Shah inaugurates the National Intelligence Grid (NATGRID) 
campus in Bengaluru. According to Home Minister Amit Shah, the Narendra Modi 
government has had a zero-tolerance attitude toward terrorism since the 
beginning. Mr Shah remarked during the inauguration of the National 
Intelligence Grid (NATGRID) premises in Bengaluru that security requirements 
have increased dramatically in terms of data, scope, and complexity comp ared to 
past issues. According to him, legal and security authorities require automated, 
secure, and quick access to data gathered from credible sources.  

 The government has tasked NATGRID with establishing and operating a cutting -
edge and innovative information technology infrastructure for obtaining data 
from data collection agencies. 

 The Union Government will soon build a national database to track hawala 
transactions, terrorist funding, counterfeit cash, narcotics, and bomb threats, 
illicit arms smuggling, and other terrorist operations. 

 
Bihar: CM Nitish Kumar opens India’s 1st ethanol plant in Purnia  

 Bihar’s Chief Minister Nitish Kumar has inaugurated India’s first ethanol plant in 
Purnia district, Bihar. The plant has been set up by Eastern India Biofue ls Private 
Limited at a cost of Rs 105 crores. Bihar came up with an ethanol production 
promotion policy in the first half of 2021. It is the country’s first grain -based 
ethanol plant. 

 The plant, situated at Ganeshpur Parora, about 12 km from Purnia town, is 
spread over 15 acres of land. 

 Purnia, Katihar, Araria and Kishanganj districts, known as the Seemanchal region, 
account for 80% of the total maize produced in Bihar and together produce 30 -
35 lakh metric tonnes (MTs) from April to August.  
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Cabinet approves setting up of Maharashtra Gene Bank Project  

 Maharashtra Cabinet approved the ‘Maharashtra Gene Bank’, a first -of-its-kind 
project in India. To conserve genetic resources in Maharashtra including marine 
diversity, seeds of local crops, and animal diversi ty. In the next five years, an 
amount of Rs 172.39 crores will be spent on these seven focus areas.  
The ‘Maharashtra Gene Bank Project’ will work on seven themes:  

1. Marine biodiversity 
2. Local crop/seed varieties 
3. Indigenous cattle breeds 
4. Freshwater biodiversity 
5. Grassland, scrubland, and animal grazing land biodiversity  
6. Conservation and management plans for areas under forest right  
7. Rejuvenation of forest areas.  

 The project will be implemented by the Maharashtra State Biodiversity Board 
(MSBB) and will be overseen by committees under the chief secretary and the 
principal secretary (forests). The MSBB will coordinate with institutions like the 
National Institute of Oceanography (NIO) Goa to document and conserve rare 
and endangered marine species. 

 
PM Modi inaugurates Semicon India conference in Bengaluru 

 The Semicon India Conference-2022 will be inaugurated by Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi. Bengaluru will host this three-day conference. According to a 
Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) stateme nt, the 
three-day conference is being held to advance Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s 
objective of making India a leader in electronics manufacturing, semiconductor 
design, production, and innovation. 

 The conference is intended to serve as a springboard for  the country’s aspiration 
to become a worldwide semiconductor hub and to develop the chip design and 
manufacturing ecosystem. 

 This conference will feature eminent specialists from industry associations, 
research organisations, and academia.  

 

SPORTS 
F1: Pérez wins 2022 Monaco GP as Ferrari blunder costs Leclerc  

 The Red Bull racing driver Sergio Pérez (Mexican) has won the Formula 1 (F1) Grand Prix 
(GP) De Monaco 2022 with 25 points, held at Circuit de Monaco, Monaco, Europe. The event 
took place between May 27 to May 29 2022. With this victory, Sergio Pérez becomes the 
first Mexican to win the Monaco Grand Prix, and the first North American to win it since 
Gilles Villeneuve in 1981. 

 The Second position was occupied by the Ferrari racing driver Carlos Sainz Jr. (Spanish) with 
18 points. The third position was taken by the Belgian-Dutch racing driver Max Emilian 
Verstappen who drove for Red Bull Racing. The Monacan race driver Charles Leclerc who 
drove for Ferrari finished the race fourth. The victory was Sergio Perez’s first win of the 
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season, ending the domination of Verstappen and Leclerc, and the third of his career, 
making him the most successful Mexican F1 driver surpassing Pedro Rodriguez. 
About red bull racing: 
Headquarters location: Milton Keynes, United Kingdom 
Founder: Dietrich Mateschitz 
Founded: 2004, United Kingdom 
Base: Milton Keynes, England, UK  

 
Kapil Parmar and Mukesh Rani have become the first Indian Judokas to win Medals in both Men’s 
& Women’s  

 In Nur Sultan, Kazakhstan, India earned its first ever medal at the IBSA Judo Grand Prix. The 
Indian Blind and Para Judo Association’s Judoka Kapil Parmar deserves heartfelt praising for 
bringing medals to the country. It’s worth noting that 18 of the 21 countries that competed 
won medals. Several countries, including Iraq, Switzerland, and India, earned their first 
medals in the IBSA Grand Prix as a result of these. 

 Nur-Sultan is already a universal personality. This Kazakh city hosted the IBSA Grand Prix, 
and it was here that we saw this universality between countries come to life, as well as the 
challenge of earning any medal. 

 Following the Tokyo Paralympic Games, the International Paralympic Committee decided to 
develop a new division for blind and visually impaired judokas, which is why they formed the 
J1 and J2 divisions, who will compete independently. 

 New weight categories and medal events to go along with these new divisions. 

 It will have 16 medal events in Paris, and we expect the bouts to be even more fair than they 
were previously. 

 Finally, men and women are on an equal footing, with the same number of weight divisions 
for both. 

 Seven countries earned gold medals on the first day, with eight categories on the 
programme. Turkey was the only team to win twice. 
About Kazakhstan: 
President: Kassym-Jomart Tokayev 
Capital: Nur-Sultan 
Currency: Kazakhstani tenge 

 
Women's T20 Challenge: Supernovas Beat Velocity In Nail -Biter To Win 3rd Title 

 Supernovas won the Women’s T20 Challenge 2022 with a four -run victory over 
Velocity in the tit le clash. West Indies T20 specialist Deandra Dottin shined with 
both bat and ball as she powered Supernovas to a record third Women’s T20 
Challenge title triumph with a four-run victory over Velocity. The Women’s T20 
Challenge is an Indian women’s cricket 20-20 tournament organised by BCCI.  

 Dottin hit 62 off 44 balls at the top of the order to help Supernovas post a 
competitive 165-7 after being put in to bat first. She returned to grab two 
wickets for 28 runs in her four overs and played a major role in re stricting 
Velocity to 161-8. 
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 Supernovas had won the first two editions of the Women’s T20 Challenge in 
2018 and 2019 before losing to Trailblazers in the final in 2020. The tournament 
was not held last year due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
About: Women's T20 Challenge 
Number of teams: 3 
First edition: 2018 
Latest edition: 2022 
Tournament format: Round-robin and final 

 
Gujarat Titans Win IPL 2022 Title In Debut Season 

 The Indian Premier League (IPL) 2022 ended with Gujarat Titans (GT) lifting the 
trophy by defeating inaugural champions Rajasthan Royals (RR) at the Narendra 
Modi Stadium, Ahmedabad on May 29. The Indian Premier League (IPL) 2022, 
was the 15th edition of the professional Twenty20 cricket league established by 
the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI). 

 IPL 2022 Closing Ceremony: It was a full house at the Narendra Modi Stadium as 
the attendance marked 1,04,859. 

 BCCI president Sourav Ganguly and General Secretary Jay Shah then receive a 
certificate as IPL created a Guinness world record for the world’s largest cricket 
jersey. 

 AR Rahman, the Academy Award winner, was the star of the show at the IPL 
2022 Closing Ceremony. 

 Ranveer Singh’s dance performance, which included the ‘Vaathi Coming’ from 
Master and ‘Naatu Naatu’ from RRR, was the perfect st art of the electric evening 
of the IPL 2022 Closing Ceremony. 
IPL 2022: List of All Prize Winners 

1. Aramco Purple Cap Winner Of The Season: Yuzvendra Chahal (27 Wickets)  
2. Aramco Orange Cap Winner Of The Season: Jos Buttler (863 Runs)  
3. Player Of The Match (Final): Hardik Pandya 
4. Upstox Most Valuable Player Of The Season: Jos Buttler  
5. Punch Super Striker Of The Match (Final): David Miller  
6. Dream11 Game Changer Of The Match (Final): Hardik Pandya  
7. Unacademy Let’s Crack It Sixes Award (Final): Yashasvi Jaiswal  
8. CRED Powerplayer Of The Match (Final): Trent Boult  
9. Upstox Most Valuable Asset Of The Match (Final): Hardik Pandya  
10. SwiggyInstamart Fastest Delivery Of The Match (Final): Lockie Ferguson  
11. Rupay On The Go 4s Of The Match (Final): Jos Buttler  
12. IPL 2022 Emerging Player Of The Season: Umran Malik 
13. Unacademy Let’s Crack It Sixes Award Of The Season: Jos Buttler  
14. Punch Super Striker Of The Season: Dinesh Karthik (SR – 183.33) 
15. Dream 11 Game Changer Of The Season: Jos Buttler  
16. PayTM Fairplay Award: Gujarat Titans & Rajasthan Roya ls 
17. CRED Powerplayer Of The Season: Jos Buttler  
18. SwiggyInstamart Fastest Delivery Of The Season: Lockie Ferguson (157.3 KMPH)  
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19. Rupay On The Go 4s Of The Season: Jos Buttler  
20. Tata IPL Catch Of The Season: Evin Lewis 
About IPL:  
Founded: 2008, India 
Headquarters: Mumbai 
Founders: Board of Control for Cricket in India, Lalit Modi  

 
Lovlina Borgohain Elected Chair of IBA Athletes Committee, Shiva Thappa Elected Member 

 Tokyo Bronze Medallist, Lovlina Borgohain was elected as IBA’s Athletes’ Committee Chair. 
International Boxing Association (IBA) announced that Indian boxer and Tokyo Olympics 
Bronze medallist Lovlina Borgohain has received the highest number of votes during the 
election held at the 2022 Women’s World Championships and thus has been elected as the 
chair and a voting member on the Board of Directors for the IBA’s Athletes’ Committee. 

 Further, Indian boxer Shiva Thapa has also been elected as a member of the IBA Athletes 
Committee following the election held during the 2021 IBA Men’s World Championships. 
The duo, who are both under the Sports Authority of India’s (SAI) Target Olympic Podium 
Scheme (TOPS) have confirmed that they have accepted their roles and look forward to 
representing India and other boxers at the Board of Directors’ meeting. 
About International Boxing Association: 
Headquarters: Lausanne, Switzerland 
President: Umar Kremlyov 
Founded: 1946 

 
Narinder Batra Steps Down as Indian Olympic Association President 

 Narinder Batra has resigned from his position as president of the Indian Olympic Association 
(IOA). Mr Batra also indicated that he will not run for president of the IOA again. He is also 
the International Hockey Federation’s president (FIH). 

 In a letter, Batra stated that his involvement with FIH as president will take more time due 
to the organization’s different activities. 

 Batra went on to say that it’s time for someone with a fresh perspective and ideas to take 
over the post he was voted to in 2017. 
About Indian Olympic Association (IOA) 
President: Narinder Batra 
Founded: 1927 
Headquarters: New Delhi 
Secretary General: Rajeev Mehta 
Founders: Harry Buck, Arthur Noehren 

 
Man City crowned 2021/22 Premier League champions after pipping Liverpool on 
stunning final day 

 Manchester City has won 2021/22 Premier League champions their fourth title 
success. Manchester City won over Aston Villa in the final game of the season. In 
Manchester City’s 38 league matches this season, they have won 29, drawn six, 
and lost three, scoring 99 goals in the process.  
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 Manchester City has now won four Premier League ti tles and eight major 
trophies under Pep Guardiola since his arrival in the summer of 2016. 
Manchester City clinched a sixth Premier League title in 11 seasons on Sunday by 
scoring three times in five minutes to come from behind to beat Aston Villa 3 -2 
in the finale to avoid being toppled by challenger Liverpool.  
About Manchester City: 
Owner: City Football Group 
CEO: Ferran Soriano (1 Sept 2012) 
Founded: 1880, Gorton, United Kingdom 
Founders: William Beastow, Thomas Goodbehere, Arthur Connell, Anna Connell  

 
BCCI inks NFT deal For Women's T20 Challenge 

 The Indian cricket board, which has a reputation for being sluggish to adopt new 
protocols, has now decided to examine using non-fungible tokens (NFT). 
FanCraze was announced as the Cricket Board’s official part ner and accomplice 
for the Women’s Twenty20 Challenge. In the cricket metaverse, FanCraze is an 
organization. For a long time, the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) 
refused to accept NFT corporations as sponsors, and it also demanded that the 
Indian Premier League (IPL) setups “maintain the distance.” This happened at a 
time when the International Cricket Council (ICC) and its other component 
entities had begun to ask NFT groups to join through formal partnerships.  

 “One of the most intriguing features of it all is that it all began in India with 
women’s cricket.” It boosts fan engagement, something the women’s cricket 
community desperately needs right now.  

 The BCCI is also in charge of organizing the Indian Premier League for women, 
and the time is ideal. 

 This also gives NFT a platform to penetrate the country’s men’s cricket market, 
which is as huge as any game elsewhere in the globe, and this is an opportunity 
that has been made available to them as a consequence of this “remark on the 
sequence of events that follows.”  

 FanCraze is an International Cricket Council partner and is actively preparing for 
the West Indies. 
About BCCI: 
Headquarters: Mumbai 
Founded: December 1928 
President Sourav Ganguly 
Secretary: jay shah 

 
Haryana beat Jharkhand 2-0 to win Hockey India Sub-Junior Women’s National 
Championship in Imphal 

 Hockey team of Haryana won the Hockey India sub-junior women’s national 
championship 2022 in Imphal, defeating Hockey team of Jharkhand 2 -0 in the 
final. Uttar Pradesh Hockey team defeated Madhya Pradesh Hockey team 3-0 to 
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finish on the third place in the Hockey India sub -junior women’s national 
championship 2022 in Imphal.  

 Riya in the 13th minute and Sejal in the 39th minute, each scored a goal to 
enable Hockey team of Haryana successfully  defend their title in a tense 2-0 
victory. Uttar Pradesh Hockey team defeated Madhya Pradesh Hockey 3 -0 earlier 
in the day to finish third in the Hockey India sub-junior women’s national 
championship. Pushpanjali Sonkar in the 4th minute, Manisha Patel in  the 5th 
minute, and Purnima Yadav in the 58th minute, each scored one goal to help 
Uttar Pradesh Hockey finish third for the second year in a row.  
About Haryana: 
Capital: Chandigarh 
Governor: Bandaru Dattatreya 
Chief Minister: Manohar Lal Khattar 

 
Hockey Association of Odisha Lifts Title at 12th Senior Women National Championship 
2022 

 Odisha women’s team has won its first -ever gold in Senior Nationals as they 
defeat Karnataka 2-0 in the final of the 12th Hockey India Senior Women’s 
National Championship. Earlier, Hockey Jharkhand defeated Hockey Haryana 3-2 
in the third-fourth place match. The 12th Hockey India Senior Women’s National 
Championship was held in Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh.  

 However solid defensive performances from both sides ensured that the match  
went into the Halftime with the scoreline reading 0-0. Punam Barla (34′) opened 
the scoring in the match in the third quarter as Odisha picked up the lead. Ashim 
Kanchan Barla (59′) sealed the game with a late goal as Odisha beat Karnataka 2 -
0 to claim the championship.  
About Odisha: 
Governor: Ganeshi Lal 
Capital: Bhubaneswar 
Chief Minister: Naveen Patnaik 

 
Formula 1: Max Verstappen wins Spanish GP to take title lead  

 Formula One world champion, Max Verstappen won the Spanish Grand Prix in a 
Red Bull to take over at the top from Ferrari’s Charles Leclerc, who retired with 
an engine failure while leading at Circuit de Barcelona -Catalunya. Mexican Sergio 
Perez finished second, 13 seconds behind but with the consolation of a bonus 
point for fastest lap, after being told to let his teammate pass for a third victory 
in a row after Imola and Miami. 

 Britain’s George Russell came third for a revived Mercedes and after going 
wheel-to-wheel with Verstappen early on in a thrilling display of defensive 
driving as they battled for second place behind Leclerc.  
About Spanish Grand Prix: 
First held: 1913 
Most wins (constructors): Ferrari (13) 
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Number of times held: 61 
 
Indian teen sensation R Praggnanandhaa stuns World Champion Magnus Carlsen for 
2nd time in year 

 Indian GM Praggnanandhaa posted his second win over world champion Magnus 
Carlsen in 3 months when he stunned the Norwegian at the Chessable Masters 
online rapid chess tournament. 16-year-old Praggnanandha beat Magnus Carlsen 
for the first time in February at Airthings Masters, an online rapid chess 
tournament. 

 Praggnandha took his tal ly to 12 points while Carlsen was 2nd on the 
leaderboard behind China’s Wei Yi on Day 2 of the tournament. Abhimanyu 
Mishra, the youngest Grand Master in the world, is also part of the 16 -man 
tournament. Praggnanandhaa had won with black pieces to end Carl sen’s 3-
match winning run at the Airthings Masters in just 19 moves in a Tarrasch 
variation game. 

 
Eintracht Frankfurt wins Europa League in throwback of a final  

 German club Eintracht Frankfurt has won their first European trophy in 42 years 
after defeating the Rangers by 5-4 on penalties in Seville, Spain. Goalkeeper, 
Kevin Trapp has saved at the end of extra time and another in the shootout to 
help give Frankfurt the 5-4 win on penalties. Scottish club Rangers was also 
trying to win its first European title since the Cup Winners’ Cup in 1972. Kevin 
Trapp (Eintracht Frankfurt) was Man of the Match.  

 Colombia striker Rafael Borré, who scored a second -half equalizer for Frankfurt, 
converted the decisive penalty to clinch the club’s first European trophy since 
the 1980 UEFA Cup, a predecessor to the Europa League. The win also secures a 
first appearance in the Champions League next season for Frankfurt.  
About UEFA Europa League: 
Current champions: Eintracht Frankfurt  
Most successful club(s):  Sevilla (6 titles) 
Founded: 1971 

 
Nikhat Zareen becomes fifth Indian woman to win world boxing  

 Nikhat Zareen gave a dazzling performance to beat Thai Olym pian Jutamas 
Jitpong 5-0 and become the fifth Indian woman to win a World title at the 
Women’s World Championships, Istanbul. Nikhat thus becomes only the fifth 
Indian women’s boxer after Mary Kom, Sarita Devi, Jenny RL and Lekha KC to win 
a gold at the World Championships. The 25-year-old Zareen is a former junior 
youth world champion. 

 The 25-year-old Indian took full advantage of her long reach and maintained her 
dominance against the Thai boxer, whom she had beaten in the 2019 Thailand 
Open semi-final—the only meeting between the two, enroute her silver medal 
finish. 
About International Boxing Association 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eintracht_Frankfurt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sevilla_FC
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Headquarters location: Lausanne, Switzerland 
President: Umar Kremlyov 
Founded: 1946 

 
Uber Cup 2022: China denied 16th crown as Korea win thrilling final to clinch go ld 

 After a thrilling final at the Impact Arena in Bangkok, Thailand, Korea stunned 
defending champions China to capture their second Uber Cup title. Korea fought 
back from behind twice to deny China a record-extending 16th title in the 
famous team tournament in a tie that lasted close to 90 minutes apiece.  

 In the deciding singles match, Korea’s 46th -ranked Sim Yu-jin faced China’s 15th-
ranked Wang Zhiyi, with the final knotted at 2 -2. Sim, who turned 23, beat Wang 
28-26, 18-21, 21-8 in an hour and 28-minute match. 

 After a surprising run in Bangkok, Korea won the Uber Cup for the first time in 12 
years. The Asian giants beat India 5-0 to win their group, then defeated Denmark 
and Japan 3-0 in the quarter-finals and semi-finals, respectively. 

 World No. 3 In the first game, Chen was defeated by fourth-ranked An by 21-17. 
The Korean had a five-point lead early in the second game, but Chen came back 
to win that game 21-15 and the decider 22-20, despite an ankle injury concern. 

 In the second doubles match of the final, Korea’s Km Hye Jeong and Kong 
Heeyong defeated Ping Huang and Li Wen Mei in straight games, forcing the final 
to a decider. 
About South Korea: 
Capital: Seoul 
President: Yoon Seok-youl 
Currency: South Korean won  

 
India wins first Thomas Cup title, beats Indonesia 3-0 

 India’s men’s badminton team wins the Thomas Cup title for the first time ever 
with a stunning 3-0 win over powerhouse Indonesia in the final. India took on 
14-time winners Indonesia in the final of the Thomas Cup in Bangkok, Thailand 
and lifted the title defeating the defending champions by 3 -0. India dished out a 
performance for the ages with World Championships medallist Lakshya Sen, 
Kidambi Srikanth and the world number 8 doubles duo of Chirag Shetty and 
Satwiksairaj Rankireddy producing memorable performances. 

 India was off to a perfect start as Lakshya Sen defeated Anthony Ginting by 8 -21, 
21-17, 21-16 in a thrilling tie. 

 India’s doubles pair Satwik and Chirag defeated Ahsan -Sukamuljo 18-21, 23-21, 
21-19, the most sensational victory of  their career, to give India a 2-0 lead. 

 In the third game, Kidambi Srikanth defeated Jonatan Christie 21 -15, 23-21 to 
make it 3-0. They have done it without losing a match in the final.  

 
ISSF Junior World Cup: Esha Singh, Saurabh Chaudhary Win Mixed Team Pistol Gold 

 Indian pistol pairs Esha Singh and Saurabh Chaudhary clinched the mixed team pistol gold at 
the International Shooting Sport Federation (ISSF) Junior World Cup in Suhl, Germany. Esha 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enIN983IN983&q=international+boxing+association+headquarters+location&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3MDI3NTIs0DLKKLfST87PyUlNLsnMz9PPL0pPzMusSgRxiq0yUhNTCksTi0pSi4oVcvKTwcKLWM0y84AieWBeYo5CUn5FZl66QmJxcX5yJlhQAatGAGj8_D17AAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiCle_5j_X3AhWRE4gKHSbRDUsQ6BMoAHoECF8QAg
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enIN983IN983&q=Lausanne&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3MDI3NTIsUOIAsU0KU7K0jDLKrfST83NyUpNLMvPz9POL0hPzMqsSQZxiq4zUxJTC0sSiktSiYoWc_GSw8CJWDp_E0uLEvLzUHayMu9iZOBgArAp2Zl8AAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiCle_5j_X3AhWRE4gKHSbRDUsQmxMoAXoECF8QAw
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enIN983IN983&q=international+boxing+association+president&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3MDI3NTIs0FLPTrbSzy9KT8zLrEosyczPQ-FYFRSlFmempOaVLGLVyswrSS3KA4sn5igk5Vdk5qUrJBYX5ydnggUV4IoBDIsg-2QAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiCle_5j_X3AhWRE4gKHSbRDUsQ6BMoAHoECGAQAg
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enIN983IN983&q=Umar+Kremlev&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3MDI3NTIsUOLVT9c3NExPL6usMiiM11LPTrbSzy9KT8zLrEosyczPQ-FYFRSlFmempOaVLGLlCc1NLFLwLkrNzUkt28HKuIudiYMBAHkNtZ5dAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiCle_5j_X3AhWRE4gKHSbRDUsQmxMoAXoECGAQAw
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBD_enIN983IN983&q=international+boxing+association+founded&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3MDI3NTIs0FLNTrbSzy9KT8zLrEosyczPQ-FYpeWX5qWkpixi1cjMK0ktygOLJuYoJOVXZOalKyQWF-cnZ4IFFaBKAbjBXwVgAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiCle_5j_X3AhWRE4gKHSbRDUsQ6BMoAHoECFoQAg
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and Saurabh came through after topping a 38-field qualification round of 60 shots with 
scores of 578 and 575 respectively. 

 The team of Palak and Sarabjot Singh has settled for the silver medal in the same event. 
Ramita and Paarth Makhija also won silver in the 10m air rifle mixed team competition. In 
all, India has so far won 10 medals, including four gold. 
About ISSF: 
Founded: 1907 
Headquarters: Munich, Germany 
President: Vladimir Lisin 

 
Inter Milan clinch Italian Cup with 4-2 victory over Juventus in final 

 Inter Milan defeated Juventus 4-2 after extra time in the Italian Cup final. Ivan Perisic scored 
twice in extra time after Hakan Çalhanoglu had converted a controversial late penalty. 
Nicolò Barella scored the other goal for Inter. The Italian Cup final soccer match between 
Juventus and Inter Milan was held at the Stadio Olimpico in Rome, Italy. 

 Hakan Calhanoglu stepped up from the penalty spot with 80 minutes on the clock to force 
extra time before another spot-kick was converted by Ivan Perisic to put the Nerazzurri 
within touching distance of the trophy. 
About Italian Cup 
Current champion: Inter Milan 
Founded: 1922; (100 years ago) 
Most successful club(s): Juventus (14 titles) 

 
Archery Asia Cup 2022: India Bags 14 Medals  

 Indian archers wrapped up a highly successful Asia Cup 2022 Stage -2 campaign in 
Sulaymaniyah, Iraq with a total of 14 medals – eight golds, four silvers and two 
bronze. The Indian team of women archers Parneet Kaur, Aditi Swami, and Sakshi 
Chaudhary has won India’s first gold medal of the continental meet after 
defeating Kazakhstan in Iraq.  

 The men’s team of Prathamesh Fuge, Rishabh Yadav, and Jawkar Samadhan has 
won the second gold for India. The compound mixed duo of Prathmesh Fuge & 
Parneet Kaur won the third Gold Medal at Asia Archery Cup.  

 
Abhinav Deshwal wins men's 10m air pistol gold at Deafly mpics 

 Abhinav Deshwal has won the second gold medal for India in shooting at the 
ongoing 24th Deaflympics in Caxias do Sul, Brazil. He was tied with silver winning 
Ukrainian Oleksii Lazebnyk before winning gold in a shoot -off. India has four 
medals in the shooting competition at the 24th Deaflympics.  

 Abhinav made the top eight final round after finishing second in the 60 -shot 
qualification round with a score of 575 out of 600. He was tied on points there 
too with Kim Kihyeon, but the Korean topped on account of more inner 10s. 
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Madrid Open: Rising Spanish tennis star Carlos Alcaraz beat Alexander Zverev to win 
title 

 Carlos Alcaraz (Spain) has clinched the men’s singles Madrid Open title 2022 
after beating the defending champion Alexander Zverev (Germany). Al caraz has 
also defeated Rafael Nadal and Novak Djokovic (world No.1) to reach the final. It 
is his second Masters 1000 crown after Miami 2022 and his fourth title of the 
year. 

 Ons Jabeur (Tunisia) has clinched the women’s singles title to become the first 
African player to win a WTA 1000 event.  

 
Verstappen wins inaugural Miami Grand Prix over Leclerc after late Safety Car drama  

 F1 world champion Max Verstappen has won the inaugural Miami Grand Prix for 
Red Bull after defeating the Ferrari rival Charles Leclerc. Leclerc (Ferrari) 
finished second and Spanish teammate Carlos Sainz (Ferrari) placed third in the 
Miami Grand Prix 2022. The victory cut Leclerc’s lead over Verstappen to 19 
points in the championship, while the Monegasque’s Ferrari teammate Carlos 
Sainz completed the podium. 

 
‘Intimidating’ Wriddhiman Saha: BCCI slaps 2 -year ban on Boria Majumdar 

 The Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) has banned journalist Boria 
Majumdar for two years after an internal inquiry found him guilty of an attempt 
to “threaten and intimidate” wicketkeeper Wriddhiman Saha. The BCCI apex 
council, during its meeting last week, considered the report of a three -member 
committee and decided to ban Majumdar from being involved in any cricket or 
interviewing cricketers for two years. 

 The BCCI Committee considered the submissions by both Mr Saha and Mr 
Majumdar and concluded that the actions by Mr Majumdar were indeed in the 
nature of threat and intimidation. The BCCI Committee recommended the 
following sanctions to the Apex Council of BCCI. 

 
Tokyo Olympian Kamalpreet Kaur provisionally suspended after testing positive for 
banned drug 

 Olympian discus thrower Kamalpreet Kaur has been provisionally suspended by 
Athletics Integrity Unit (AIU) for testing positive for a banned subs tance. 
Kamalpreet, who was tested on March 29, was suspended for the presence/use 
of the prohibited substance stanozolol in her sample, a breach of the World 
Athletics anti-doping rules. Kaur had made it to the Tokyo Olympics final, 
finishing sixth with a throw of 63.7m. 

 A provisional suspension is when an athlete or other person is suspended 
temporarily from participating in any competition or activity in athletics prior to 
a final decision at a hearing conducted under the World Athletics Anti -Doping 
Rules or the Integrity Code of Conduct. Last year, Kamalpreet became the first 
Indian to breach the 65m-mark in the discus throw. She has a national record 
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against her name which she created with a throw of 66.59m at the Indian Grand 
Prix. 

 
Deaflympics: Dhanush Srikanth hits bullseye for India’s first -ever shooting gold 

 Shooter Dhanush Srikanth has won gold and Shourya Saini has won the bronze in 
the men’s 10m air rifle competition in the 24th Deaflympics at Caxias do Sul, 
Brazil. Later, the Indian badminton team also won gold after beating Japan by 3-
1 in the final to make it a double celebration for the country. Ukraine is leading 
the chart with 19 gold, six silver and 13 bronze medals. With two gold and one 
bronze medal, India has placed eighth on the medals t able. 

 
Ronnie O'Sullivan claims record-equalling seventh world title 

 Ronnie O’Sullivan (England) has won the 2022 World Snooker Championship by 
defeating Judd Trump (England) against 18-13 in the finals, which were held 
from April 16 to May 2, 2022 at the Crucible Theatre in Sheffield, England. The 
tournament was organised by the World Snooker Tour and sponsored by sports 
betting company Betfred. The Total prize money is 2,395,000 Euros and the 
Winner gets a share of 500,000 Euros.  

 O’Sullivan (Aged 46) becomes the oldest world champion in Crucible history, 
eclipsing Ray Reardon, who won his sixth title aged 45 in 1978. It was Ronnie 
O’Sullivan’s seventh World Snooker Championship title, previously in 2001, 2004, 
2008, 2012, 2013 and 2020, equalling Stephen Hendry’s modern-day record of 
seven world titles (Hendry won all of his in the 1990s).  

 
Jain University became the overall winner of the Khelo India University Games  

 JAIN (Deemed-to-be University) with 20 gold, 7 silver and 5 bronze medals has 
won the 2nd edition of the Khelo India University Games 2021. Lovely 
Professional University (LPU) with 17 golds has placed second and Punjab 
University placed third with 15 gold medals. Siva Sridhar has emerged as the star 
swimmer by winning 11 gold. The closing ceremony of KIUG was held at Sri 
Kanteerava Outdoor Stadium, Bengaluru. Veera was the mascot of KIUG 2021.  

 A total of 20 games were played and participated by 3900 students from 210 
Universities in the second edition of the Khelo India University Games. The 
Games introduced indigenous sporting competitions such as Yogasana and 
Mallakhamba for the first time in the history of national sports.  

 
Stadium to be built in Neeraj Chopra's native village 

 Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar has announced that a stad ium will 
be built in Olympic gold-medallist Neeraj Chopra’s native village in Panipat. A 
stadium would be built in Neeraj Chopra’s village for Rs 10 crore. Last year, 
Chopra became the first Indian to win a gold medal in the Olympic track and 
field. 

 Khelo India Youth Games-2021 will be organised by the Haryana Government 
from June 4 to June 13. Haryana has become a sports hub and players from the 
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state have brought laurels at various national and international level sporting 
events. Haryana is also giving the highest prize money to its players.  

 
Kerala beat West Bengal to lift their seventh Santosh Trophy title  

 Kerala beat West Bengal 5-4 in the penalty shootout to win the 75th Santosh 
Trophy 2022 at the Manjeri Stadium in Malappuram, Kerala. The teams were 
level 1-1 after extra time in a pulsating encounter in which plenty of chances 
were created at both ends with the finishing being astray.  

 This is Kerala’s third win in a Santosh Trophy tournament on home soil. Earlier, 
they had won two editions in Kochi, in 1973-74 and 1992-93. Kerala captain Jijo 
Joseph, who was adjudged the player of the match for a commanding 
performance in the middle of the park.  

 
PV Sindhu settles for bronze at Badminton Asia Championships  

 After a heartbreaking three-game loss to top-seed and defending champion 
Akane Yamaguchi of Japan in the semifinal in Manila. She had won her first 
bronze in the Asia Badminton Championships 2014 Gimcheon edition.  

 Sindhu has assured a medal in the championship when she defeated He Big Jiao 
of China by 21-9,13-21 and 21-19 in the quarterfinal. She has won silver in 2016 
Rio de Janeiro, and bronze in 2020 Tokyo.  

 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
INS Gomati bids adieu after 34 years of service, decommissioned at Mumbai  

 INS Gomati was decommissioned at the Naval Dockyard under the command of 
Captain Sudip Malik. INS Gomati derives her name from the vibrant river Gomti 
and was commissioned on 16 April 1988 by then Defence Minister, KC Pant, at 
Mazgaon Dock Ltd, Bombay. The third ship of the Godavari class guided-missile 
frigates, INS Gomati was also the oldest warrior of the western fleet when 
decommissioned. 

 INS Gomati participated in numerous operations including Cactus, Parakram and 
Rainbow, and several bilateral and multinational naval exercises. IMS Gomati 
was twice awarded the coveted Unit Citation, in 2007 -08 and again in 2019-20, 
for remarkable spirit and stellar contribution to national maritime security.  

 The ship’s legacy will be kept alive in an open -air museum being set up on the 
picturesque banks of the eponymous river Gomti in Lucknow where several of 
her combat systems will be displayed as military and war relics.  
About INS Gomati (F21):  
Length: 126 m 
Draft: 4.5 m 
Beam: 14 m 
Decommissioned: 15 May 2022 
Commissioned: 16 April 1988 
Speed: 27 knots (50 km/h; 31 mph) 
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MeitY holds Brainstorming with Researchers & Startups to shape strategy for Digital 
India BHASHINI 

 Shri Rajeev Chandrasekhar, Minister of State for Electronics and Information 
Technology, Skill Development & Entrepreneurship, was present during a 
brainstorming session organised by MeiTY on Mission Digital India BHASHINI – 
the National Language Translation Mission (NLTM). According to him, Startups 
are an essential component of our digital ecosystem, and Mission Digital India 
Bhashini will support them in developing India-specific and Indian Languages 
enabled IT solutions. 

 MSMEs, Startups, and Individual Innovators will have access to Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) resources through the 
Bhashini Platform. 

 The goal of this mission is to empower Indian citizens by linking them to the 
country’s digital initiatives in their local language, resulting in digital inclusion. 
Bhashini is an interoperable platform that will catalyse the entire Digital 
Ecosystem. Realizing the goal of Digital Government is a huge step forward.  

 The mission will create and cultivate an ecosystem that will bring together 
central and state government agencies, as well as start -ups, to develop and 
implement new products and services  in Indian languages. 

 
Union Minister Dr Jitendra Singh Launches Portal ‘BioRRAP’ for Biotech Researchers & 
Start-Ups 

 In keeping with the ethos of One Nation, One Portal, Union Minister Dr. Jitendra 
Singh unveiled the Single National Portal for Biotech Rese archers and Start-ups. 
All those seeking regulatory permission for biological research and development 
activity in the country will use BioRRAP. According to the Minister, 
biotechnology has quickly become a viable academic and career option for Indian 
youth. The country currently has over 2,700 biotech start -ups and over 2,500 
biotech enterprises in operation.  

 Jitendra Singh, speaking after the portal’s debut, stated that India is on track to 
become a global bio-manufacturing hub and will rank among the top five 
countries in the world by 2025. He added that the Portal will allow stakeholders 
to view the approvals given to a specific application using a unique BioRRAP ID. 
He hailed DBT’s one-of-a-kind gateway as a step toward making science and 
scientific research more accessible to Indians, as well as making it easier to 
create businesses. 

 
China Plans to launch World's First Search For Habitable Planets through Space Telescope 

 Chinese scientists have proposed a space project to survey the sky through a space-borne 
telescope to hunt for habitable Earth-like planets outside the solar system, about 32 light-
years from Earth. The project, named Closeby Habitable Exoplanet Survey (CHES) would be 
the first space mission specially designed to search for habitable terrestrial planets around 
nearby Sun-like stars. 
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 The exploration of habitable planets outside the solar system is one of the key frontiers of 
fundamental research in astronomy. The discovery of the nearby habitable worlds will be a 
great breakthrough for humankind, and will also help humans visit those Earth twins and 
expand our living space in the future. 

 The CHES will observe about 100 Sun-like stars 32 light-years away on a long-term survey, 
and will hopefully discover roughly 50 Earth-like planets or super-Earths, planets that are up 
to about 10 times the mass of Earth. 

 CHES will offer crucial clues to the issues such as other extra-terrestrial lives and the planets 
becoming the cradle of life. 
About China 
Capital: Beijing 
Currency: Renminbi 
President: Xi Jinping 

 
Hyderabad based Skyroot Aerospace successfully test fires its rocket engine 

 Private sector rocket maker Skyroot Aerospace Private Ltd successfully tested its Kalam-100 
rocket that will power the Vikram-1 rocket’s third stage/engine. The company announced 
the completion of the milestone of full duration test-firing of its Vikram-1 rocket stage. The 
third stage, named Kalam-100 after former President APJ Abdul Kalam, was fired for a 
duration of 108 seconds. 

 During the test, the rocket produced a peak vacuum thrust of 100 kN (about10 tons) 
showing its structure built with a high-strength carbon-fibre structure, solid fuel, Ethylene-
Propylene-Diene terpolymers (EPDM) thermal protection system, and carbon ablative 
nozzle. 

 The rocket’s stage was tested at the facilities of Solar Industries India Ltd, one of the 
investors in Skyroot. 
About Telangana :  
Founded: 2 June 2014 
Capital: Hyderabad 
Governor: Tamilisai Soundararajan 
Chief Minister: K. Chandrashekar Rao 

  
WCR develops battery-operated dual-mode locomotive 'Navdoot'; Running at 
Jabalpur, Mudwara, and other stations on trial basis  

 West Central Railway has developed a battery-operated dual-mode locomotive 
named Navdoot. This engine runs on both modes i.e. battery and electricity. 
Currently, it is being used during the shunting of trains at Jabalpur, Mudwara, 
and other stations on a trial basis. This Dual Mode Locomotive has also received 
the Best Innovation Award from the Railway Board. Railways will save 1000 litres 
of diesel every day with this new locomotive. After clearing all the trials, it will 
be used more widely. 

 This engine runs on both modes i.e. battery and electricity.  
 This e-engine can pull 18 coaches at a speed of 30 kmph.  
 It has 84 batteries and has a capacity to pull 400 tonnes at present.  
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 This has been developed by the Electric Department of New Katni Junction.  
 After clearing all the trials, it will be used more widely in other stations for 

purposes like carrying goods, coal, oil tankers etc.  
 
ISRO successfully tests large human-rated solid rocket booster for Gaganyaan mission  

 At Satish Dhawan Space Centre (SDSC) in Sriharikota, Andhra Pradesh, the Indian 
Space Research Organisation (ISRO) successfully completed the static test of a 
human-rated solid rocket booster (HS200) for the Gaganyaan p rogramme. 

 According to the Bengaluru-based space agency, the HS200 is the human-rated 
version of the S200 rocket booster of the satellite launch vehicle GSLV Mk III, 
also known as LVM3. 

 The successful completion of this test is a crucial milestone for ISRO ’s famous 
Gaganyaan human space flight programme, as the first stage of the launch 
vehicle is tested for its full duration performance.  

 ISRO Chairman and Secretary of the Department of Space, S Somanath, and 
Director of the Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC), S Unnikrishnan Nair, as 
well as other ISRO scientists, were present at the ceremony.  

 The HS200 booster was designed and developed by VSSC in Thiruvananthapuram, 
while the propellant casting was completed at SDSC in Sriharikota.  

 
WEF to focus on emerging technologies to help small, marginal farmers   

 The World Economic Forum (WEF), in collaboration with the government’s 
research institute Niti Aayog, is focusing on how to better employ emerging 
technologies like artificial intelligence (AI), the Internet  of Things (IoT), 
blockchain, and drones to aid farmers, especially small and marginal farmers.  

 Agriculture is an important part of the Indian economy, employing 43 percent of 
the country’s workers.  

 Small holders, who account for 86 percent of all farmers in India and own less 
than 2 hectares of land (compared to 2-10 hectares for medium holders and 
more than 10 hectares for large holders), are still among the poorest people in 
the country, earning only 39 percent of what medium holders earn and only 13 
percent of what large holders earn. 

 Due to insufficient transparency of demand, exploitative intermediation, 
inadequate quality assurance, inadequate access to efficient and low -cost 
logistics, and little bargaining power, smallholder farmers are typically un able to 
obtain equivalent value for their produce.  

 Improved value capture and total value production in the agricultural 
environment are required to increase farmer incomes. Technology has the 
potential to quickly develop and iterate solutions, reduce cost s, improve 
information flow transparency, and boost connectivity across value chain actors.  
About WEF 
Founded: January 1971 
Headquarters: Cologny, Switzerland 
President of WEF :  Børge Brende 
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Bengaluru-based Bellatrix Aerospace tests green satellite propulsion 

 Bengaluru-based Bellatrix Aerospace has successfully tested an environmentally 
friendly satellite propulsion system that offers a 20 percent increase in fuel 
efficiency over hydrazine-dependent fuel systems. Bellatrix’s recent testing of its 
green propulsion system also signals a turning point in the company’s quest to 
develop a space taxi for satellites.  

 Satellite thrusters use the poisonous substance hydrazine, which has a negative 
influence on the environment, prompting space experts to look for 
environmentally friendly replacements.  

 According to a press statement from ISRO, the union cabinet approved two 
unmanned missions and one crewed mission as part of the Rs 9,023 -crore 
Gaganyaan project. 

 Should green propellants be explored for human flight mis sions, they would 
result in faster processing times and fewer handling needs, both of which are 
key roles in a crewed human flight mission.  
About Bengaluru  
Bengaluru (Bangalore) is the capital of India's southern Karnataka state.  
Karnataka CM :  Basavaraj Bommai 
Karnataka Governor:  Thaawar Chand Gehlot 

 
Coast Guard commissions its second air squadron  

 At the Coast Guard Air Enclave at Nedumbassery in Kochi, the Coast Guard 
commissioned its second Air Squadron, 845 Squadron . The new Air Squadron 
was commissioned by Coast Guard Director General V S Pathania and is equipped 
with Advanced Mark III (ALH Mark III) helicopters produced in -house. 

 The commissioning represents a huge step forward in terms of self -reliance in 
search and rescue missions and long-range maritime surveillance. Four 
helicopters have been stationed in Kochi to cover the Karnataka, Kerala, and 
Lakshadweep coasts. Commandant Kunal Naik leads a squadron of nine officers 
and 35 soldiers. 

 Hindustan Aeronautics Limited designed and built the HAL Dhru v utility 
helicopter (HAL). HAL Dhruv’s development was disclosed in November 1984. 
The helicopter initially flew in 1992, although it took longer to build due to a 
number of issues, including the Indian Army’s request for design alterations, 
funding constraints, and sanctions imposed on India after the 1998 Pokhran -II 
nuclear tests. The name is derived from the Sanskrit word dhruv, which signifies 
firm or unshakeable. 

 
ISRO plans mission to Venus by Dec 2024 

 The Indian Space Research Organisation will send a spacecraft to orbit Venus to study what 
lies below its surface, the space body’s Chairperson S Somnath announced. ISRO is expecting 
to launch the mission by December 2024 with an orbital manoeuvre planned for a year after 
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that. The orbital manoeuvre is the use of propulsion systems to change the orbit of a 
spacecraft. It enables a spacecraft to enter a planet’s orbit. 

 In 2025, the Earth and Venus would be aligned in a manner that it would require a minimum 
amount of propellant for the spacecraft to enter the orbit of the hottest planet in the Solar 
System. A similar window to conduct the mission would next be available in 2031. 

 
RPF detects 26 cases of transportation of illegal tobacco products from 5th April to 30th April, 
2022 

 Railway Protection Force (RPF) has recently started “Operation Satark”. Focused effort 
under “Operation Satark” was launched from 5th April to 30th April 2022 wherein 26 cases 
of transportation of illegal tobacco products were detected with seizure of tobacco products 
worth more than Rs 44 Lakhs and arrest of 14 persons involved. 

 Being aware of its responsibility as the first responder in cases of smuggling through rail, RPF 
took concerted action in such cases and seized smuggled items worth about Rs. 3.18 Crores 
during the period mentioned above. For taking action against illicit liquor, fake currency 
circulation, illegal tobacco products, unaccounted gold or cash orprecious items, and any 
other items being transported through railway network for the purpose of tax evasion or 
smuggling or commission of crime or acts of terror. 

 

OBITUARY 
Former Albanian President Bujar Nishani dies at 55 

 Bujar Nishani, a former Albanian President had died at 55 due to a health problem. 
President Bujar Nishani born on 29 September 1966 in Durrës, Albania, was well known for 
his centre-right political affiliation with the leftist coalition. He served as president from 
2012 until 2017. At 45, he was elected as the youngest and sixth president in post-
communist Albania, supported only by lawmakers from the centre-right Democratic party of 
then-Prime Minister Sali Berisha. 
About Albania:  
Capital: Tirana 
Currency: Albanian lek 
President: Ilir Rexhep Meta 
Prime Minister: Edi Rama 

 
Punjabi singer Sidhu Moose Wala shot dead in Mansa 

 29-year old Punjabi singer, Sidhu Moose Wala was shot dead by unidentified 
assailants in Jawaharke village of Mansa district, Punjab. The incident happened 
a day after the Punjab Police ordered the withdrawal of security of his security 
along with more than 420 people, including former MLAs, Jathedars of two 
Takhts, heads of Deras, and police officers.  

 Born on June 17, 1993, Shubhdeep Singh Sidhu aka Sidhu Moose Wala belonged 
to the Moose Wala village in Mansa district. Moose Wala had a fan following 
running into millions and was popular for his rap. Moose Wala held a degree in 
electrical engineering. He had learned music during his college days and had 
later moved to Canada. Sidhu Moose Wala had contested this year’s Punjab 
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assembly election on a Congress ticket from Mansa and was defeated by AAP 
candidate Vijay Singla by a huge margin of 63,000 votes.  
About Punjab: 
Chief Minister: Bhagwant Mann Trending 
Capital: Chandigarh 
Governor: Banwarilal Purohit 

 
Veteran Communist leader Sivaji Patnaik passes away at 91  

 Veteran Communist leader and three-time Member of Parliament, Shivaji Patnaik 
passed away at the age of 93. Shivaji Patnaik is lauded as the founder of CPI 
(Marxist) in Odisha. He was born on August 10, 1930, the veteran leader had 
joined the State student’s movement at the age of 17 when he was studying in 
Ravenshaw College. He had a crucial role in the formation of CPI(M) when the 
Communist party faced division in 1964. He remained the party secretary from 
1971 to 1990. He was also elected to the Central Committee of the party. 

 
Former Australia Cricket All -rounder Andrew Symonds Dies In a Car Accident at the 
age of 46 

 Former Australian all-rounder Andrew Symonds has been killed in a car crash. 
The 46-year-old, who played 26 Tests and 198 one-day internationals for 
Australia from 1998 to 2009, was involved in a single -car accident outside 
Townsville in Queensland state. Symonds was also a top -rate fielder and was a 
key part of Australia’s back-to-back 50-over World Cups triumphs in 2003 and 
2007. 

 Domestically, he played for Queensland for 17 seasons, while appearing for 
Gloucestershire, Kent, Lancashire and Surrey in the English County Championship 
and for Deccan Chargers and Mumbai Indians in the Indian Premier League.  

 Symonds, who was born in England with one parent of Afro -Caribbean descent, 
will also be remembered for the infamous “monkeygate” scandal that sent him 
into a downward spiral. He accused India spinner Harbhajan Singh of calling him 
a “monkey” in Sydney’s 2008 New Year Test.  

 
UAE President Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan dies aged 73  

 UAE President and Ruler of Abu Dhabi, Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan passed away. He 
served as the President of the UAE and Ruler of Abu Dhabi since November 3, 2004. The 
Ministry of Presidential Affairs condoles the people of the UAE, the Arab and Islamic nation 
and the world over the demise of His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, the 
president of the UAE. 

 Born in 1948, Sheikh Khalifa was the second President of the UAE and the 16th Ruler of the 
Emirate of Abu Dhabi. He was the eldest son of Sheikh Zayed. 

 He was elected to succeed his father, late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, who served as 
the UAE’s first president since the union in 1971 until he passed away on November 2, 2004. 

 Since becoming the president of the UAE, Sheikh Khalifa has presided over a major 
restructuring of both the Federal Government and the government of Abu Dhabi. Under his 
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reign, the UAE witnessed an accelerated development that ensured decent living for the 
people calling the country home. 
About UAE 
Capital: Abu Dhabi 
Currency: United Arab Emirates dirham 
Prime minister: Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum  

 
Padma Shri Awardee Dr Rama Kant Shukla died at the age of 81 

 Padma Shri Dr Rama Kant Shukla, a profound Sanskrit and Hindi Scholar, has passed away in 
Aligarh, Uttar Pradesh(UP). He was born in Khurja city in Bulandshahr district, UP. Dr Rama 
Kant Shukla is the founder and general secretary of Devavani Parishad in Delhi, and the 
founding chairman and editor of “Arvacinasamskrtam”, a quarterly journal in Sanskrit. He 
was conferred the titles of Sanskrit Rashtrakavi, Kaviratna, and Kavi Siromani by literary and 
Sanskrit organizations. 

 The Government of India(GoI) honoured him with Padma Shri in 2013 for literature and 
education. 

 In 2009, He was honoured with the President’s Award under the Sanskrit category. 

 He has also received the Sahitya Academy Award in 2018 under Sanskrit Category for poetry 
“Mama Janani”. 

 He has also been honoured with the UP Government’s State Award; Sanskrit Rashtrakavi; 
Kalidas Samman; Delhi Sanskrit Academy’s Akhil Bharatiya Maulika Sanskrit Rachana 
Puraskara, the Sanskrit Samaradhaka Puraskara, and others. 
About Padma shri Award 
Established: 1954 
Total: 3225 
Last awarded: 2022 (107 Awardee) 

 
Leonid Kravchuk, First President of Ukraine, Dies at 88  

 Leonid Kravchuk, a former communist who helped sign the Soviet Union’s death 
warrant and then served as the first president of independent Ukraine, passed 
away at the age of 88. Kravchuk was known as the “wily fox” as he rose through 
the ranks of Ukraine’s Communist Party and take over as head of the parliament 
in 1990. He signed the Belovezha accords with Russian President Boris Yeltsin 
and Belarusian leader Stanislav Shushkevich in December 1991 which effectively 
triggered the Soviet Union’s collapse.  
About Ukraine  

 Capital: Kyiv 
 Currency: Ukrainian hryvnia 
 President: Volodymyr Zelenskyy 
 Prime minister: Denys Shmyhal 

 
World’s oldest chess grandmaster Yuri Averbakh died at 100  

 Russian chess grandmaster, Yuri Averbakh who was among the world’s best 
players for a decade, trained world champions and was the last surviving 
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participant in one of the greatest competitions in history, has died in Moscow at 
100. He won the Moscow Championship in 1949 and earned the Grandmaster 
title in 1952. In 1954, he became the champion of the USSR. He also chaired the 
Chess Federation of the USSR from 1972 to 1977.  
About Russia 
President: Vladimir Putin 
Prime minister:  Mikhail Mishustin 
National Capital:  Moscow 
Currency: Russian ruble 

 
Former Union Minister Pandit Sukh Ram passes away at the age of 94  

 Veteran Himachal Pradesh Congress leader and former Union minister, Pandit 
Sukh Ram has passed away at 94. He was the Union Minister of State, 
Communications (Independent Charge) from 1993 to 1996 and a me mber of Lok 
Sabha from the Mandi constituency (Himachal Pradesh). He won the Lok Sabha 
elections three times and the Vidhan Sabha elections five times. In 2011, he was 
sentenced to five years of imprisonment for corruption when he was 
Communications Minister in 1996. 

 
Eminent Odia litterateur Rajat Kumar Kar dies at age 88  

 The eminent Odia litterateur Rajat Kumar Kar passed away due to heart -related 
ailments. He received Padma Shri in 2021 for literature and education. He was 
known for his commentary during the annual Ratha Jatra (Jagannath culture) on 
TV and radio. His writing includes Upendra Bhanja literature and has seven non -
fiction to his credit. He also contributed to the revival of the dying art of Pala of 
Odisha. 

 
Last Surviving F1 Race Winner From 1950s Tony Brooks Passes Away aged 90 

 Tony Brooks, a British racing driver who won six Formula One Grand Prix in the 1950s and 
was nicknamed the “Racing Dentist”, has passed away. He was born in the United Kingdom 
in 1932. Tony retired from the sport at the age of just 29 after driving for four teams – BRM, 
Vanwall, Ferrari, and Cooper. 

 Brooks was the most successful driver of his era after Juan Manuel Fangio, Alberto Ascari, 
and Moss. His most famous victory was perhaps at the 1957 British Grand Prix at Aintree, a 
home win he shared with his compatriot Moss. 

 Brooks made his debut for BRM at the 1956 British Grand Prix before going on to drive for 
Vanwall in 1957 and 1958. The year after he was picked by Enzo Ferrari, the season he also 
came agonizingly close to winning the world title, only to lose it by four points to Jack 
Brabham. 

 
'Bharat Ek Khoj' actor Salim Ghouse dies at 70 

 Film and TV actor Salim Ghouse passed away in Mumbai after suffering a cardiac 
arrest. He started his acting journey in 1978 with the movie Swarg Narak, 
following which he featured in films like Chakra (1981), Saaransh (1984), Mohan 
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Joshi Hazir Ho! (1984), and several others. He was also a known face in the 
television industry. He essayed the roles of Rama, Krishna and Tipu Sultan in 
Shyam Benegal’s TV Series Bharat  Ek Khoj. He was also a part of the sitcom 
Wagle Ki Duniya (1988). 

 

APPOINTMENTS AND RESIGNATIONS 
Justice Pradip Mohanty Appointed As Acting Chairperson Of Lokpal  

 President Ram Nath Kovind has given justice Pradip Kumar Moh anty the 
additional charge of Lokpal chairperson after justice Pinaki Chandra Ghose 
completed his term as the Lokpal chief. At present, there are six members in the 
Lokpal. President Ram Nath Kovind had on March 23, 2019, administered the 
oath of office to justice Ghose as the Lokpal chairperson. 

 Two posts of judicial members have been lying vacant for over two years.  
 The Lokpal and Lokayuktas Act, which envisages the appointment of a Lokpal at 

the Centre and Lokayuktas in states to look into cases of corru ption against 
certain categories of public servants, was passed in 2013.  

 A Lokpal chief and members are appointed for a term of five years or until 
attaining the age of 70 years. 

 A Lokpal chief and its members are appointed by the President after obtaining  
the recommendations of a selection committee headed by the Prime Minister 
and comprising the speaker of the Lok Sabha, the Leader of Opposition in the 
lower house, the Chief Justice of India or a judge of the Supreme Court 
nominated by him, and an eminent  jurist as recommended by the chairperson 
and members of the selection panel.  
About Lokpal: 
Founded: 19 March 2019 
Headquarters: New Delhi, India 

 
Indian officer Anwar Hussain Shaik is new chair of WTO's committee on technical barriers on 
trade 

 An Indian Government Officer, Anwar Hussain Shaik has been made the chair of the World 
Trade Organisation’s Committee on Technical Barriers on Trade. Mr. Shaik will take this role 
from Elisa Maria Olmeda de Alejandro from Mexico. WTO is a 164-member multilateral 
body which formulates rules for global exports and imports and adjudicates disputes 
between countries on trade-related issues. India is a member since 1995. 

 The Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Agreement aims to ensure that technical regulations, 
standards and conformity assessment procedures are non-discriminatory and do not create 
unnecessary obstacles to trade. TBT Committee work involves two broad areas, review of 
specific measures and strengthening implementation of the TBT Agreement. WTO members 
use this committee to discuss specific trade concerns, specific laws, regulations or 
procedures that affect their trade, usually in response to notifications. 
About World Trade Organization(WTO) 
Headquarters: Geneva, Switzerland 
Purpose: Reduction of tariffs and other barriers to trade 
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Founded: 1 January 1995 
Head: Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala (Director-General) 

 
Tedros re-elected to lead the World Health Organization 

 World Health Organization has re-appointed Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus as 
Director-General of WHO for the second term with effect from 16th August 2022. 
His re-election was confirmed during the 75th World Health Assembly in Geneva. 
He was the sole candidate. Dr Tedros was first elected in 2017. Before joining 
the WHO, Dr Tedros was served as Minister of Foreign Af fairs and as Minister of 
Health in Ethiopia. 

 The vote by secret ballot, announced by Ahmed Robleh Abdilleh from Djibouti at 
a major annual meeting, was seen as a formality since Tedros was the only 
candidate running. Ministers and delegates took turns to shake hands and 
hugging Tedros, a former health minister from Ethiopia, who has steered the UN 
agency through a turbulent period dominated by the COVID -19 pandemic. 
About World Health Organization: 
President: Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus 
Headquarters: Geneva, Switzerland 
Founded: 7 April 1948 

 
Khadi commission head Vinai Kumar Saxena is the new Lieutenant Governor of Delhi  

 Vinai Kumar Saxena will be the new lieutenant governor of Delhi, President Ram 
Nath Kovind’s office announced. The President of India has be en pleased to 
appoint Shri Vinai Kumar Saxena to be the Lt. Governor of the National Capital 
Territory of Delhi with effect from the date he assumes charge of his duties. The 
President of India has accepted the resignation of Anil Baijal as Lt. Governor 
National Capital Territory of Delhi.  

 Saxena is the current chairman of the Khadi and Village Industries Commission, 
an organisation under the Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises.  

 He was born on March 23, 1958, and is a Kanpur University alumnus w ith a Pilot 
license. In March 2021, he was appointed by the Union government as a member 
of the national committee to commemorate 75 years of India’s independence.  

 In November 2020, he was nominated as a member of the Padma Awards 
selection panel for the year 2021. 

 In 1984, Vinay Kumar Saxena joined the well -known JK Group in Rajasthan as an 
assistant officer. In the group’s white cement plant in the state, he worked for 
11 years in various capacities. 
About Delhi: 
Capital: New Delhi 
Lieutenant Governor: Vinai Kumar Saxena 
Chief Minister: Arvind Kejriwal.  
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Ex-RBI Deputy Governor SS Mundra has been named Chairman of the BSE.  
 Leading stock exchange BSE Limited announced that it has approved the 

appointment of SS Mundra, Public Interest Director as the Chairman of the board 
of directors of the company. Mundra will replace Justice Vikramajit Sen who is 
the current chairman. Mundra was appointed as Public Interest Director at BSE 
in January 2018. He retired as Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank of India on 
30th July 2017. 

 Prior to that, the last position held by him was as Chairman and Managing 
Director of Bank of Baroda from where he superannuated in July 2014. However, 
the appointment is subject to approval by market regulator SEBI. The experience 
gained in guiding these entities has bestowed him with wide leadership skills and 
keen insights in best practices in Corporate Governance.  

 
Larsen & Toubro re-appoints SN Subrahmanyan as MD & CEO 

 N. Subrahmanyan, the current deputy managing director and president of Lars en 
and Toubro Ltd (L&T), has been named managing director and chief executive 
officer, marking the first change of guard at the top of India’s largest 
engineering and construction corporation in 18 years. S.N. Subramanyam will 
replace A.M. Naik as the CEO of the company. 

 L&T said that A.M. Naik, the company’s long -serving chairman, has been named 
non-executive chairman for three years to ensure a smooth transition of 
leadership and to provide direction and mentorship to management.  

 The present term of Naik as group executive chairman expires on September 30. 
He had been given a five-year extension till the company’s annual general 
meeting in 2017, which he had received in 2012.  

 During Naik’s 18-year tenure, the $16 billion-in-revenue L&T has gone global, 
waged bitter battles with competitors, avoided a hostile acquisition, and 
diversified into various new sectors, including defence equipment 
manufacturing. 

 Subrahmanyan also takes over at a difficult time: private investment demand in 
India hasn’t taken off, West Asia is slowing due to low oil prices, and the 
company has a high working capital and low return on equity.  
About Larsen & Toubro 
CEO: S N Subrahmanyan (Jul 2017) 
Headquarters: Mumbai 
Founded: 7 February 1946, Mumbai 
Founders: Henning Holck-Larsen, Søren Kristian Toubro 

 
Former Indian Chief Election Commissioner Sunil Arora has been named Chairman of 
Gram Unnati 

 Sunil Arora, the former chief election commissioner, has been named as the new 
non-executive chairman of Gram Unnati’s board. Arora is a retire d civil servant 
(IAS) with over 36 years of experience. He has worked as the secretary of two 
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important ministries, the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting and the 
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship.  

 Gram Unnati is a social venture that helps farmers increase their net income by 
increasing price realisation, enhancing agricultural productivity, and lowering 
cultivation costs. Gram Unnati provides agro-processors, banks, agro-input 
manufacturers, research institutes, and others with the physical and 
technological infrastructure they need to reach and service farmers. Gram 
Unnati offers marginal farmers consulting services, low -cost high-quality inputs, 
and market connections, as well as tailored production, logistics, and end -to-end 
quality control of agricultural products to institutional purchasers.  

 Sunil Arora, the 23rd Chief Election Commissioner of India, was born on April 13, 
1956. He also serves as the president of the Association of World Election Bodies 
(A-WEB). He is a retired Rajasthan cadre Indian Administrative Service (IAS) 
officer from the 1980 batch. He also worked for the Indian government as a 
secretary in two ministries. 
About Election Commission of India 
Formed: 25 January 1950 
Headquarters: New Delhi 
First executive: Sukumar Sen 
Preceding executive: Sunil Arora 
Current executive: Sushil Chandra  

 
Power Ministry additional secy Vivek Kumar Dewangan appointed CMD of REC  

 Vivek Kumar Dewangen, a Manipur cadre 1993 batch IAS officer, has been 
appointed Chairman and Managing Director of REC Ltd., Ministry of Power. In a 
top-level bureaucratic upheaval, the Centre has nominated senior IAS officer 
Nidhi Chibber as the chairperson of the Central Board of Secondary Education 
(CBSE). 

 Vivek Kumar Dewangen is now the Ministry of Power’ s Additional Secretary. 
Nidhi Chibber is the Additional Secretary of the Ministry of Heavy Industries. She 
is a 1994 batch Indian Administrative Service officer from the Chhattisgarh 
cadre. She has been appointed as the chairwoman of the CBSE with the stat us 
and pay of Additional Secretary to the Indian government.  
About REC Ltd:  
Founded: 25 July 1969 
Headquarters: National Capital Region 
Owner: Power Finance Corp 

 
RBI appoints Sitikantha Pattanaik and Rajiv Ranjan as executive directors  

 Rajiv Ranjan and Sitikantha Pattanaik have been named executive directors by 
the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). Rajiv Ranjan was Adviser -in-Charge of the 
Monetary Policy Department and Secretary to the Monetary Policy Committee 
before being appointed to executive director. Pat tanaik was an adviser at the 
Department of Economic and Policy Research before being appointed to ED.  
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 Rajiv Ranjan will oversee the Monetary Policy Department as Executive Director, 
while Pattanaik will oversee the Department of Economic and Policy Researc h 
(DEPR). 

 Rajiv Ranjan has over three decades of experience in macroeconomic policy and 
research, covering monetary and fiscal policy, real and external sector 
economics, and international relations. He’s worked in the Monetary Policy 
Department, the Department of Economic Policy and Research, the Department 
of External Investments and Operations, and the International Department at the 
RBI. For three years, he worked as an Economic Policy Expert at the Central Bank 
of Oman. 

 Sitikantha Pattanaik has worked in the RBI’s Monetary Policy Department and 
Department of Economic Policy and Research for the past three decades in the 
areas of economic research and monetary policy. He spent roughly five years on 
deputation from the RBI at the Central Bank of Oman.  
About RBI: 
Headquarters: Mumbai, India 
Founder: British Raj 
Founded: 1 April 1935, Kolkata 
Governor: Shaktikanta Das 

 
Manik Saha takes oath as 11th chief minister of Tripura, replaces Biplab Deb  

 Rajya Sabha MP and BJP state president Manik Saha is all set to t ake over as the 
new Chief Minister of Tripura. Manik Saha, the BJP State unit president and lone 
Rajya Sabha MP from Tripura, was elected as legislature party leader at a 
meeting held at the Chief Minister’s official residence. The decision was taken at 
a legislature party meeting following the resignation of CM Biplab Kumar Deb.  

 Tripura Chief Minister Biplab Kumar Deb has stepped down from his position 
after meeting Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) president J.P. Nadda and Union Home 
Minister Amit Shah during a two-day trip to New Delhi. Mr. Deb made the 
announcement after submitting his resignation to Governor S.N. Arya at the Raj 
Bhavan in Agartala. The State is slated to go to Assembly elections in 2023.  
About Tripura  
Capital: Agartala; 
Chief Minister: Biplab Kumar Deb; 
Governor: Satyadeo Narain Arya. 

 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed elected as the president of UAE  

 The Supreme Council of the Union elected Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, Ruler of Abu Dhabi, as President of the UAE. The Council held a meeting 
at the Mushrif Palace in Abu Dhabi, headed by Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al 
Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai. He 
has replaced Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, who died at the age of 73.  

 Sheikh Mohamed began wielding power in a period when his half -brother Sheikh 
Khalifa suffered bouts of illness, including a stroke in 2014. Under his low -key 
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direction, the UAE has put a man in space, sent a probe to Mars, and opened its 
first nuclear reactor. 
About UAE  
Capital: Abu Dhabi 
Currency: United Arab Emirates dirham 
Prime minister: Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum 

 
Nidhi Chibber appointed CBSE chief, Vivek Kumar Dewangen to be CMD of REC Ltd  

 Senior IAS officer, Nidhi Chibber has been appointed as the chairperson of the 
Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) in a top-level bureaucratic 
reshuffle effected by the Centre. Chibber, a 1994 batch Indian Administrative 
Service officer of Chhattisgarh cadre, is currently Additional Secretary, Ministry 
of Heavy Industries. She has been appointed as chairperson of the CBSE in the 
rank and pay of Additional Secretary to the government of India, an order issued 
by the Personnel Ministry. 

 The Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) is a national level board of 
education in India for public and private schools, controlled and managed by the 
Government of India. Established in 1929 by a resolution of the government, the 
Board was indeed a bold experiment toward inter-state integration and 
cooperation in the sphere of secondary education. T here are approximately 
26,054 schools in India and 240 schools in 28 foreign countries affiliated to the 
CBSE. 

 
Bajaj Finserv's Sanjiv Bajaj takes over as CII President 

 Chairman of Bajaj Finserv Limited, Sanjiv Bajaj has assumed the office of Confederation of 
Indian Industry (CII) President for the year 2022-23 after replacing the CEO of Tata Steel, TV 
Narendran. The newly constituted National Council of Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) 
at a meeting elected its new office-bearers for the year 2022-23. 

 Bajaj, an alumnus of the Harvard Business School in US, has been engaged with CII for many 
years at the State, Regional and National level. He was the President-Designate for 2021-22 
and the Chairman of the Western Region during 2019-20. 

 He has several awards to his credit including AIMA’s Managing India Award’s Entrepreneur 
of the Year (2019), ET’s Business Leader of the Year (2018), Financial Express’ Best Banker of 
the Year (2017-18), Ernst & Young’s Entrepreneur of the Year (2017) and Transformational 
Leader Award at the 5th Asia Business Responsibility Summit (2017). He is also a recipient of 
the Business World’s Most Valuable CEOs in India for 2015 and 2016. 
About Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) 
Founded: 1895 
Headquarters: New Delhi 
Director-General: Chandrajit Banerjee 
Motto: Charting Change Enabling Development 
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Deepika Padukone Becomes the First Indian Brand Ambassador Of Louis Vuitton  
 Actress Deepika Padukone has become the first -ever Indian brand ambassador of 

luxury brand Louis Vuitton. The news was announced by the French brand. The 
brand unveiled the role of a 36-year-old Bollywood actress during their new 
handbag campaign. It saw Padukone joining in actors Emma Stone and Zhou 
Dongyu for promotional shots. 

 Recently, she has been named as a part of an eight-member jury presided by 
French actor Vincent Lindon at 75th Cannes Film Festival. She has also received 
the first Time 100 Impact Awards for creating awareness about mental health. 
Padukone is often pictured sporting Louis Vuitton outfits and bags, and she had 
also modelled for them previously. She became the first Indian actor to feature 
in the brand’s campaign in 2020 when she posed for a mock book cover with 
stars like Lea Seydoux and Sophie Turner.  
About Louis Vuitton:  
Founder: Louis Vuitton 
Founded: 1854, Paris, France 
CEO: Michael Burke 
Headquarters: Paris, France 

 
Rajiv Kumar appointed next Chief Election Commissioner, to assume charge on May 
15 

 Election Commissioner Rajiv Kumar was appointed as the next chief election 
commissioner. He will assume charge on May 15 after incumbent Sushil Chandra 
demits office on May 14, a notification issued by the Law Ministry said. In 
pursuance of clause (2) of Article 324 of the Constitution, the President 
appointed Shri Rajiv Kumar as the Chief Election Commissioner with effect from 
the 15th of May 2022. 

 Kumar took charge as the Election Commissioner of the Election Commission of 
India (ECI) on September 1, 2020. Prior to assuming charge in the Election 
Commission, Kumar had been the chairman of the Public Enterprises Selection 
Board. He joined as the PESB chairman in April 2020.  
About Election Commission of India:  

 Formed: 25 January 1950 
 Headquarters: New Delhi 
 Current executive: Sushil Chandra 
 Jurisdiction: Government of India 

 
Pushp Kumar Joshi takes over as CMD of HPCL  

 Pushp Kumar Joshi, who recently took over as the interim chairman and 
managing director of Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd (HPCL), has been 
appointed to the Board of the nation’s third -largest oil refining and fuel 
marketing company. Joshi is also holding the additional charge of Director -
Marketing of HPCL. Prior to this Dr Joshi was Director -HR of the Corporation 
from August 01, 2012. 
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 Joshi, the senior-most director on the HPCL board, was in January picked by the 
government headhunter PESB to replace Mukesh Kumar Surana. Surana 
superannuated from services on April 30, 2022, but in absence of a formal order 
from the Appointments Committee of the Cabinet (ACC) headed by the Prime 
Minister, Joshi was named interim head. 

 
Supreme Court regains full strength of 34 judges as two new justices sworn in  

 The Union government of India has notified the appointment of Justice 
Sudhanshu Dhulia, the chief justice of Gauhati High Court, and Justice Jamshed 
Burjor Pardiwala, a judge of the Gujarat High Court, as judges of the Supreme 
Court. The Collegium headed by Chief Justice of India NV Ramana had 
recommended their names for appointment on May 5. The other members of the 
Collegium are Justices UU Lalit, AM Khanwilkar, DY Chandrachud and L 
Nageswara Rao. 

 At present, the Supreme Court has a strength of 32 judges as against a 
sanctioned strength of 34 judges. The fresh appointments will help regain the 
34-judge strength, but two other vacancies will arise soon with Justice Vineet 
Saran set to retire on May 10 and Justice Nageswara Rao on June 7.  

 Justice Sudhanshu Dhulia hails from Madanpur, a remote village located in Pauri 
Garhwal district of Uttarakhand. He had his early education in Dehradun and 
Allahabad and is an alumni of Sainik School, Lucknow. He did his graduation and 
law from the University of Allahabad. 

 Justice Pardiwala was born in Mumbai and did his schooling in St Joseph Convent 
School in his home town Valsad (south Gujarat). He graduated from the JP Arts 
College, Valsad, and secured a law degree from the KM Mulji Law College, Valsad 
in 1988. 

 
IBM Chairman Arvind Krishna elected to Board of Directors of Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York 

 IBM Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Arvind Krishna has been elected to 
the Board of Directors of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. He will fill the 
vacancy in the office for the remaining portion of a three -year term ending 
December 31, 2023. 

 Krishna, who has an undergraduate degree from IIT -Kanpur and a PhD from the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, has been elected as a Class B 
director, “representing the public with due but not exclusive consideration to 
the interests of agriculture, commerce, industry, services, labour, and 
consumers. 

 Prior to his stint as the IBM CEO, the 60-year-old Krishna was Senior Vice 
President of Cloud and Cognitive Software. He also headed IBM Research. He 
was the general manager of IBM Systems and Technology Group’s development 
and manufacturing organisation. 
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Indian-origin Nand Mulchandani appointed 1st-ever chief tech officer of CIA 
 Indian-Origin, Nand Mulchandani has been appointed as the first -ever Chief 

Technology Officer (CTO) of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the first line of 
defence for the United States. Prior to this, he served as the CTO and ac ting 
director of the Joint Artificial Intelligence Centre under the US Department of 
Defence. He served as the CEO of multiple successful startups like Oblix 
(acquired by Oracle), Determina, OpenDNS, and ScaleXtreme.  

 Before joining the CIA, Mulchandani most recently served as the CTO and acting 
director of the US Department of Defense’s Joint Artificial Intelligence Center.  

 Mulchandani completed his schooling in Delhi. He studied at the Bluebells School 
International between 1979 and 1987 and then went to Cornell University for his 
undergraduate course in Computer Science and Math. He then went on to secure 
a Master of Science degree in Management from Stanford, and a Master in 
Public Administration degree from Harvard.  

 
IRS Officer Sangeeta Singh gets additional charge of CBDT Chairman 

 Sangeeta Singh, a 1986 batch Indian Revenue Service (IRS) officer has been given 
additional charge of Chairman, Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT), after 
incumbent JB Mohapatra retired as the head of the direct taxes administ ration 
body on April 30. Currently, the board has four members including Sangeeta 
Singh. 

 Singh is currently holding charge of Audit and Judicial. She is also holding 
additional charge of Income Tax and Revenue and Tax Payers services. Her 
Husband, Arvind Singh is a Maharashtra Cadre IAS and presently serving as 
Secretary of Tourism, Government of India.  

 
Andy Jassy To Officially Become Next Amazon CEO On July 5th  

 Andy Jassy will officially become the CEO of Amazon on July 5th, the company 
announced at a shareholder meeting. Amazon announced that Jassy, who is the 
current CEO of Amazon Web Services (AWS), would replace Jeff Bezos as CEO of 
the entire company in February. 

 Bezos will become executive chair of Amazon’s board. Jassy joined the company 
in the late ’90s and was tasked with exploring what would become AWS around 
2003. 

 
JioSaavn Hires Amazon Music India Head Sahas Malhotra as New CEO  

 JioSaavn has named Sahas Malhotra, a former Amazon Music director and 
entertainment industry expert, as its new CEO. Pre viously, Sahas Malhotra 
worked for Sony Music India and Tips Industries. Sahas Malhotra was the 
business leader at Tips Music and the marketing director for Tips Film Production 
at Tips Industries. 

 From the JioSaavn company’s Mumbai headquarters, Sahas Mal hotra will manage 
the company’s efforts in the rapidly changing and fascinating Indian market. 
Sahas Malhotra has more than 24 years of experience in the entertainment 
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sector, including team development, film marketing, music P&L management, 
licensing, media planning, music publishing, and product management, according 
to JioSaavn. 

 
Lt Gen BS Raju takes over vice army chief  

 The Indian Army’s Director General of Military Operations, Lieutenant General 
Baggavalli Somashekar Raju has been appointed as the Vice Chief of the Army 
Staff from May 1. He was an alumnus of Sainik School Bijapur and National 
Defence Academy and commissioned in the Jat Regiment on December 15, 1984. 
He had commanded a battalion during Operation Parakram in the Western 
Theatre and J&K. He has been awarded the Uttam Yudh Seva Medal, Ati Vishisht 
Seva Medal, and Yudh Seva Medal.  

 Before taking over the new role, Lt General BS Raju was serving as the Director -
General of Military Operations during the standoff on the LAC, the de facto 
border between India and China. The two countries have been locked in a 
standoff since June 2020 when both sides lost several troops.  

 
Vinay Mohan Kwatra takes charge as India’s new Foreign Secretary  

 Vinay Mohan Kwatra took charge as India’s new Foreign Secretary. A 1988-batch 
Indian Foreign Service (IFS) officer, Mr Kwatra succeeded Harsh Vardhan Shringla 
who retired from service. Mr Kwatra was serving as India’s envoy to Nepal 
before assuming the charge of the Foreign Secretary.  

 A career diplomat with over 32 years of experience, Mr. Kwatra has also held the 
position of a Joint Secretary in the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) for two years 
between October 2015 and August 2017. 

 Mr Kwatra is known to have extensive expertise in dealing with India’s 
neighbourhood as well as the U.S., China and Europe. He has taken charge as the 
Foreign Secretary at a time when India is dealing with various geopolitical 
developments including the Ukraine conflict, the severe economic crisis in Sri 
Lanka and situation in Afghanistan and developments in the Indo-Pacific. 

 

IMPORTANT DAYS 
International Day of UN Peacekeepers 2022: 29th May 

 International Day of UN Peacekeepers is observed globally on 29th May. The 
International Day of United Nations Peacekeepers also offers a chance  to honour 
around 4,200 peacekeepers who lost their lives serving under the UN flag since, 
including 135 who lost the battle last year. UN Secretary -General António 
Guterres said that this year, the focus is on the Power of Partnerships.  

 The theme for this year’s Day is “People. Peace. Progress. The Power of 
Partnerships.” Peacekeeping is one of the many tools used by the United Nations 
to secure global peace and security. UN Peacekeepers are also known as the Blue 
Helmets, is a collective enterprise, which  aims to change lives for the better.  

 The first UN peacekeeping mission was established on 1948, May 29 when the 
Security Council deployed a small number of UN military observers to the Middle 
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East to form the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization (UNTSO) with 
the objective to monitor the Armistice Agreement between Israel and its Arab 
neighbours. Since 1948, more than 1 million people have served in the UN 
peacekeeping operations, which were 72 in number.  
About United Nations:  
Founded: 24 October 1945, San Francisco, California, United States  
Headquarters: New York, New York, United States  
Founders: United States, India, Poland, United Kingdom, Brazil ETC…  
Secretary General: António Guterres 

 
International Missing Children’s Day 2022: 25 th May 

 International Missing Children’s Day is an awareness event that is observed 
every year on 25th of May. The aims of the day are to place a spotlight on the 
issue of child abduction, educate parents on safeguarding measures to protect 
their children and also honour those who have never been found and celebrate 
those who have. This awareness event is run in conjunction with the Global 
Missing Children’s Network. The network, which was formed in 1998, has 23 
member countries who all connect in order to share informat ion and best 
practice, working towards improving the effectiveness and success rate of 
missing children investigations. 

 Missing Children’s Day began as an observance in the USA in 1983. The date was 
chosen following the disappearance of 6-year-old Etan Patz on 25th May 1979 
from New York City. International Missing Children’s Day which observes the 
same date was launched a number of years later in 2001 and is now observed all 
over the world. 

 
World Thyroid Day 2022: 25th May 

 World Thyroid Day is observed on May 25 to promote awareness and 
understanding of thyroid diseases, their symptoms, prevention, and treatments. 
The day came into existence in 2008 on a proposal by the European Thyroid 
Association (ETA). As per a report by Public Health Update, globally, m ore than 
200 million people are estimated to be dealing with thyroid disorders and 50 per 
cent of these cases remain undiagnosed.  

 There’s no separate theme for World Thyroid Day this year. However, for Thyroid 
Awareness Week observed between May 22 and 28,  Thyroid Federation 
international has announced the theme, “It’s not you. It’s your thyroid.” The 
theme focused on making sure that people understand the most common 
symptoms of thyroid disorders and take the necessary steps to cure it.  

 May 25 was officially adopted as World Thyroid Day during the Annual General 
Meeting prior to the European Thyroid Association (ETA) congress in September 
2007. The date of May 25 also marks the anniversary of ETA’s foundation in 
1965. Hence, it was chosen to be as a day ded icated to creating awareness about 
thyroid disorders. 
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International Week of Solidarity with the Peoples of Non -Self-Governing Territories 
2022: 25-31 May 

 United Nations is observing “International Week of Solidarity with the Peoples of 
Non-Self-Governing Territories” from May 25 to 31. On December 06, 1999, the 
UN General Assembly called for the annual observance of the Week of Solidarity 
with the Peoples of Non-Self-Governing Territories. In UN Charter, a Non-Self-
Governing Territory is defined as a Territory “whose people have not yet 
attained a full measure of self -government.”  

 To take effective measures to protect and guarantee the inalienable rights of the 
people of the Non-Self-Governing Territories to their natural resources, 
including land. To establish and maintain control over the future development of 
those resources and request the administering powers to take measures to 
protect the property rights of the peoples in these Territories.  

 The United Nations General Assembly(UNGA) adopted the resolut ion 
A/RES/54/91 on 6th December 1999 and decided the annually observe the 
International Week of Solidarity with the Peoples of Non -Self-Governing 
Territories starting from May 25. The week was first observed in 2000.  

 
250th Birth Anniversary of Raja Ram Mohan Roy Celebrated in India 

 The 250th birth anniversary of Raja Ram Mohan Roy was celebrated and 
commemorated by the Ministry of Culture under the Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav. 
The ministry of Culture organized an inaugural ceremony on 22nd May 2022. The 
inaugural ceremony was organized at the Raja Ram Mohan Roy Library 
Foundation, Salt Lake, Kolkata, and at Science City Auditorium, Kolkata.  

 According to the press release by the ministry, it was the 250th birth anniversary 
of Raja Ram Mohan Roy and the 50th foundation day of the Raja Ram Mohan Roy 
Library Foundation. Several ministers including the Governor of West Bengal, 
Jagdeep Dhankar were also present at the inaugural ceremony. The union 
minister of culture, tourism, and development of the North -eastern Region 
(DoNER), G Kishan Reddy, also joined the ceremony virtually.  

 The ministry inaugurated an iconic Statue of Raja Ram Mohan Roy at the Raja 
Ram Mohan Roy Library Foundation. It was inaugurated by Union minister G 
Kishan Reddy virtually. The union Minister addressed the celebration and said 
that ” Today, on the 250th birth anniversary of Raja Ram Mohan Roy, on behalf 
of Prime minister Narendra Modi and the Central government, I would thank and 
pay my regards for his great contribution to the emancipation of o ur society. It is 
wonderful confidence that today is the 250th Birth Anniversary of the great 
reformer and the historical 50 years of the Raja Ram Mohan Roy Library 
Foundation is also being completed.”  

 
International Day for Biological Diversity 2022: 22 nd May 

 International Day for Biological Diversity or World Biodiversity Day is observed 
on 22nd May every year to increase awareness and understanding of the issues 
of biodiversity. Biodiversity is essential for sustaining the balance of the planet. 
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It is the cornerstone of ecosystem services, which are completely tied to human 
well-being. 

 The theme in 2022 is “Building a shared future for all life”. Fitting within the 
context of the ongoing United Nations Decade on Restoration, which highlights 
that biodiversity is the answer to several sustainable development challenges, 
the slogan conveys the message that biodiversity is the foundation upon which 
we can build back better. 

 
International Day to End Obstetric Fistula 2022: 23 rd May 

 United Nations (UN) International Day to End Obstetric Fistula is marked on 23rd 
May since 2013 to promote action towards treating and preventing obstetric 
fistula, a condition that affects many girls and women during childbirth in 
developing countries. In 2003 the United Nations Po pulation Fund (UNFPA) and 
its partners launched the global Campaign to End Fistula, a collaborative 
initiative to prevent fistula and restore the health of those affected by the 
condition. The day was officially recognised in 2012.  

 Obstetric fistula is a devastating childbirth injury, and a neglected public health 
and human rights issue. Two million women in low-resource settings have an 
obstetric fistula, and 100,000 more develop one every year. Leaking urine and/or 
faeces and, as a result, living in desperate circumstances, only 1 in 50 ever 
receives treatment. 
About United Nations Population Fund:  
Headquarters: New York, United States 
Head: Natalia Kanem 
Founded: 1969 

 
144th Birth Anniversary of Gama Pehlwan 2022: 22 nd  May 

 Gama Pehlwan is a legendary wrestler in the history of India. He is a true 
inspiration all over the world and was given the title of Rustam -e- Hind and 
Rustam-e-Zamana which means Champion of India and Champion of the world. 
Gama Pehlwan was born on 22nd May 1878 in a Kashmiri Muslim fa mily. He was 
5’8 and weighed 110 kg.  

 Gama Pehlwan was first to notice when he entered a strongman completion at 
the age of 10 held in Jodhpur. He was among the top 15 participants in the 
competition and the Maharaja of Jodhpur was impressed by him. He was 
declared the winner due to his young age. Gama’s professional training started 
when the Maharaja of Datai got to know about him and took him for training. 
When he entered a wrestling competition in Baroda, Gama Pehlwan lifted a more 
than 1200 kg stone. The stone is kept in the Baroda Museum as a symbol of 
Honour and power. 

 
World Metrology Day 2022: 20th May 

 World Metrology Day(WMD) is annually observed across the globe on 20th May to create 
awareness about the Metrology, the science of measurement and its application. The day 
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highlights the use of Metrology in scientific fields, innovation, industries, trading and other 
fields. The day is an annual celebration of the singing of the Metre Convention on 20th May 
1875. 

 The theme for World Metrology Day 2022 is Metrology in the Digital Era. This theme was 
chosen because digital technology is revolutionizing our community, and is one of the most 
exciting trends in society today. 

 World Metrology Day is an annual celebration of the signature of the Metre Convention on 
20 May 1875 by representatives of seventeen nations. The Convention set the framework 
for global collaboration in the science of measurement and in its industrial, commercial and 
societal applications. The original aim of the Metre Convention – the worldwide uniformity 
of measurement – remains as important today as it was in 1875. 
About International Organization of Legal Metrology: 
Headquarters: Paris, France 
Founded: 1955 

 
Anti Terrorism Day 2022 : 21st May 

 Anti-Terrorism Day is observed every year on 21 May, on the death anniversary of former 
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi. He was assassinated on May 21, 1991, by the LTTE terrorists 
while campaigning for the Congress Party at Sriperumbudur in Tamil Nadu. Rajiv Gandhi 
became India’s youngest PM when he was sworn in at 40. He took over as the sixth PM of 
the country after Indira Gandhi’s assassination in 1984. He served from 1984 to 1989. 

 Anti-Terrorism Day is celebrated to promote peace and harmony. Terrorists feel the need to 
inflict disaster on innocent people either because they are brain-washed because they 
believe it is their religious purpose or simply because they don’t have a conscience. 
Whatever be their motivation, there’s no denying the fact that their activities are immoral. 

 The day also helps us remember the sacrifices made by thousands of soldiers and policemen 
who fought against terrorism to protect their country and their people. 

 
International Tea Day 2022: 21st May 

 The International Tea Day is observed on May 21 every year. The day is known to create 
awareness about safe working conditions for the tea workers, fair trade and a sustainable 
environment to improve the production of tea. The Day will promote and foster collective 
actions to implement activities in favour of the sustainable production and consumption of 
tea and raise awareness of its importance in fighting hunger and poverty. 

 The United Nations General Assembly has designated May 21 as International Tea Day 
based on a proposal moved by India at the FAO Intergovernmental Group (IGG) on Tea in 
October 2015. Before 2019, December 15 is celebrated as International Tea Day in tea 
producing nations such as Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Vietnam, Indonesia, Kenya, Malawi, 
Malaysia, Uganda, India and Tanzania. 

 The first International Tea Day was held in Delhi, India in 2005. It was in 2015 that the Indian 
government proposed the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation to expand this day 
globally. The day is observed in the month of May because it is during this time of the year 
that tea production begins in most countries. 
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World Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and Development 2022: 21st May  

 The UN General Assembly, in its resolution, declared May 21 to be the World Day for 
Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and Development. The day aims to celebrate the richness of 
the world’s cultures and highlight the significance of its diversity as an agent of inclusion and 
positive change for achieving peace and sustainable development. Diversity Day, officially 
known as “The World Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and Development”, is an 
opportunity to help communities understand the value of cultural diversity and learn how to 
live together in harmony. 

 In the year 2001, The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) adopted the ‘Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity’ as a result of the 
destruction of the Buddha statues of Bamiyan in Afghanistan in 2001. Then in December 
2002, the UN General Assembly (UNGA) in its resolution 57/249, declared 21 May to be 
World Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and Development. 

 
World Bee Day 2022: 20 th May 

 World Bee Day is observed worldwide on May 20. World Bee Day is to 
acknowledge the role of bees and other pollinators in the ecosystem. Raising 
awareness of the importance of pollinators in our environment, the threats they 
face and their important role in sustainability in the ecosystem is the key 
purpose behind the observance of this day. Also, it highlights how each 
individual can make a difference to support, restore and enhance the role of 
pollinators. 

 This year Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) will celebrate World Bee Day 
through a virtual event, under the theme ‘Bee Engaged: Celebrating the diversity 
of bees and beekeeping systems’.  

 World Bee Day was first inaugurated on 20th May 2018 and is celebrated every 
year ever since. This day commemorates the birth of Anton Jansa in 1734. She is 
considered the pioneer of beekeeping. In December 2017, the United Nations 
Member States approved the proposal of Slovenia to proclaim 20 May as World 
Bee Day. Beekeeping is something that is deeply rooted in the Slovenian 
tradition, and it is one of the leading European countries in terms of beekeepers.  
About FAO:  
Director-General: QU Dongyu; 
Headquarters: Rome, Italy; 
Founded: 16 October 1945. 

 
National Endangered Species Day 2022: 20 th May 

 Every year on the third Friday of May, people across the globe observe National 
Endangered Species Day. This year the day is celebrated on May 20. This year, it 
marks the 16th National Endangered Species Day. National Endangered Species 
Day is celebrated with the main emphasis on conserving our planet Earth’s flora 
and fauna. 
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 The day reminds human beings that they can do a lot to protect these species. 
National Endangered Species Day aim towards educating about the ways of 
conservation, restoration of the ecosystem and understanding of biodiversity.  

 The National Endangered Species Day theme 2022 is “Recovering key species for 
ecosystem restoration”. Every year the awareness campaign takes plac e around 
a theme. 

 
International Day against Homophobia, Transphobia and Biphobia 2022: 17 th May 

 On May 17, the International Day Against Homophobia, Biphobia, and 
Transphobia is commemorated, with the goal of coordinating international 
events to raise awareness of LGBT rights violations and inspire interest in LGBT 
rights work around the world. There had been commemorations in over 130 
countries till now. Despite progress, consensual same-sex relationships are still 
illegal in nearly 70 nations. Only one out of every three countries protects 
people from discrimination based on sexual orientation, one out of every ten 
protects people based on gender identity, and a minority protect people based 
on sex characteristics.  

 In 2019, 69 countries have made same-sex partnerships illegal. Furthermore, 
transgender people face punishment in 26 nations, and they are 
disproportionately vulnerable to violence around the world. In many countries, 
including Uganda, where homosexuality is illegal, IDAHOBIT is regularly utilis ed 
as a platform for organising actions to further the struggle for LGBT+ rights.  

 
World AIDS Vaccine Day 2022: 18 th May 

 World AIDS Vaccine Day is also known as HIV Vaccine Awareness Day (HVAD) is 
annually observed across the globe on the 18th of May to cre ate awareness and 
provide information about Acquired Immuno Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), a 
chronic, potentially life-threatening condition caused by the Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and its immunisation.  

 The observance of this day is led by the National Institutes of Health(NIH) – 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), United States of 
America. The Red Ribbon is an internationally recognized symbol of AIDS 
awareness. It is worn in support of people living with HIV and in remembr ance of 
those who have died. 

 World AIDS Vaccine Day was conceptualised by the speech of former United 
States President Bill Clinton on 18th May 1997, at the Morgan State University, 
Maryland, the United States of America(USA). The first -ever World AIDS Vaccine 
Day or HIV Vaccine Awareness Day was observed on 18th May 1998, as a 
commemoration of U.S. President Bill Clinton’s 1997 declaration.  

 
International Museum Day 2022: 18 th May 

 International Museum Day (IMD) is celebrated every year on 18 May. This day i s 
observed to highlight the importance of museums in any culture. Museums are 
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an important means of cultural exchange, enrichment of cultures and 
development of mutual understanding, cooperation and peace among peoples.  

 International Museum Day is celebrated with the aim of educating the public 
about museums and the challenges they face. Every year the International 
Council of Museums (ICOM) comes up with a specific Theme and all activities 
revolve around the particular topic. A museum is a place that displ ays collections 
of documents and historical artefacts of all different kinds from cultures, 
societies, and nature around the world.  

 This year, the theme for International Museum Day is ‘The Power of Museums’. 
As per ICOM’s website, the theme focuses on exp loring the power of museums to 
achieve sustainability, to innovate on digitalisation and accessibility, and the 
power of community building through education.  

 
World Hypertension Day 2022: 17 th May 2022 

 World Hypertension Day is observed every year on 17th  May, to raise awareness 
and encourage hypertension prevention, detection, and treatment. The major 
risk factor for cardiovascular disease is high blood pressure and hypertension is 
known as the “Silent Killer”. The force produced by flowing blood on the w alls of 
the body’s arteries, or main blood vessels, is known as blood pressure. When 
blood pressure is excessively high, it is called hypertension. Blood pressure is 
measured as a two-digit figure. When the heart contracts or beats, the first 
number (systolic) shows the pressure in blood vessels. The second number 
(diastolic) indicates the pressure in the arteries while the heart is at rest 
between beats. 

 If the systolic blood pressure measurements on two distinct days are both 140 
mmHg and/or the diastolic blood pressure readings on both days are 90 mmHg, 
hypertension is diagnosed. 

 Hypertension (high blood pressure) affects over one billion individuals globally 
and is a leading cause of cardiovascular disease and early mortality.  

 Hypertension is disproportionately prevalent in low- and middle-income nations, 
accounting for two-thirds of all occurrences, owing to rising risk factors in those 
populations in recent decades. 

 Furthermore, almost half of persons with hypertension are ignorant of their 
disease, placing them at risk of medical problems and mortality that may be 
avoided. 

 
World Telecommunication and Information Society Day 2022: 17 th May 

 The World Telecommunication and Information Society Day (WTISD) is observed 
each year to increase awareness of the benefits and opportunities that the 
Internet and other information and communication technologies (ICT) provide to 
nations, societies, and economies. It also hopes to raise awareness about how to 
close the digital divide. 

 Digital technologies for older persons and healthy ageing is the theme for World 
Telecommunication and Information Society Day this year.  
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 On a physical, emotional, and economical level, the topic emphasises the need of 
employing telecommunications and information communication technologies 
(ICTs) for the elderly to be healthy, connected, and independent.  

 Global population ageing will be a distinguishing demographic trend of the 
twenty-first century. 

 However, cultures are still unable to recognise the benefits that this trend can 
bring. 

 
National Dengue Day 2022:16 th May 

 National Dengue Day is observed on the 16th of May every year in India. 
National Dengue day was an initiative of the Ministry of health and family 
welfare to make people aware of dengue and its prevention measures. It also has  
the people to know how to prepare and control dengue before the transmission 
season begins. 

 Aedes Aegypti, is the main cause of the spread of dengue. It is a female 
mosquito that bites and transmits dengue to human beings.  

 Dengue is a mosquito-borne disease that is caused by the dengue virus of 4 
distinct stereotypes, namely, DEN-1, DEN-2, DEN-3, and DEN-4. 

 Symptoms of dengue are severe muscle pain nausea and it may also lead to 
death if not cured properly.  

 
Vesak Day or Buddha Purnima 2022: 16 th May 2022 

 This year Vesak Day or Buddha Purnima has celebrated on 16 May 2022. “Vesak”, 
the Day of the Full Moon in the month of May, is the most sacred day to millions 
of Buddhists around the world. It was on the Day of Vesak two and a half 
millennia ago, in the year 623 B.C., that the Gautama Buddha was born. It was 
also on the Day of Vesak that the Buddha attained enlightenment, and it was on 
the Day of Vesak that the Buddha in his eightieth year passed away.  

 The birth of Gautama Buddha is commemorated by Buddhists  and Hindus all over 
the world as the major festival of Buddha Purnima in countries like India, Nepal, 
Bhutan, Burma, Thailand, Tibet, China, Korea, Laos, Vietnam, Mongolia, 
Cambodia, Singapore, Indonesia and Sri Lanka (where it is called Vesak) but 
every country celebrates it differently.  

 The teachings of the Buddha, and his message of compassion and peace and 
goodwill have moved millions. Millions around the world follow the teachings of 
the Buddha and on the Day of Vesak commemorate the birth, the attain ment of 
enlightenment and the passing away of the Buddha.  

 Peace, understanding and a vision of humanity that supersedes national and 
other international differences are essential if we are to cope with the 
complexities of the nuclear age. 

 
International Day of Light 2022: 16 th May 

 The International Day of Light is celebrated on 16 May each year, the 
anniversary of the first successful operation of the laser in 1960 by physicist and 
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engineer, Theodore Maiman. This day is a call to strengthen scientific 
cooperation and harness its potential to foster peace and sustainable 
development. The laser is a perfect example of how a scientific discovery can 
yield revolutionary benefits to society in communications, healthcare and many 
other fields. 

 The International Day of Light celebrates the role light plays in science, culture 
and art, education, and sustainable development, and in fields as diverse as 
medicine, communications, and energy. The celebration will allow many 
different sectors of society worldwide to part icipate in activities that 
demonstrate how science, technology, art and culture can help achieve the goals 
of UNESCO – building the foundation for peaceful societies.  

 
International Day of Living Together in Peace 2022: 16 th May 

 The International Day of Living Together in Peace is held on 16th May every year. 
The day is celebrated on the 16th of May throughout the world and with its 
annual observance, it aims to urge people to live together in a united and 
peaceful way. Individuals can attain this by listen ing to each other and 
respecting one another despite their differences.  

 Living together in peace is all about accepting differences and having the ability 
to listen to, recognize, respect and appreciate others, as well as living in a 
peaceful and united way. 

 The day first came into being after the United Nations General Assembly adopted 
a resolution to declare 16 May as the International Day of Living Together in 
Peace on 8 December 2017. 

 
International Day of Families 2022: 15 th May 

 The International Day of Families is observed every year on 15 May to reflect the 
importance that the international community attaches to families. The 
significance of families is highlighted on this day. The United Nations works on 
topics that are critical to the well-being of families worldwide, such as health, 
education, children’s rights, gender equality, work -family balance, and social 
inclusion, among others.  

 The theme for this year ‘Families and Urbanization’ aims to raise awareness 
about the necessity of family-friendly urban policy. One of the most important 
emerging trends impacting our planet and the lives and well -being of families 
throughout the world is urbanization.  

 Sustainable Urbanization is related to achieving several Sustainable 
Development Goals and targets such as poverty eradication, good health, and 
well-being. Making cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient, and 
sustainable, and reducing inequality within and among countries.  

 
World Migratory Bird Day 2022:14th May 

 World Migratory Bird Day is marked twice a year since its inauguration in 2006. International 
Migratory Bird Day will be celebrated on 14 May and 8 October 2022. The day is celebrated 
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with an aim to safeguard migratory birds’ breeding, non-breeding as well as stopover 
habitats while preserving a healthy bird population. This is important because birds have an 
important role to play in the environment. They are needed to maintain the ecological 
balance. Birds are nature’s ambassadors, which is why it is necessary to restore ecological 
connection and integrity in order to boost migratory bird migration. 

 The theme for World Migratory Bird Day 2022 is light pollution. As artificial lighting has been 
increasing globally by at least 2 per cent per annum, this has had an adverse impact on 
many birds. Light pollution is a major threat to migratory birds as it leads to disorientation 
when they fly at night, this, in turn, leads to collisions and also interferes with their long-
distance migrations. 

 
International Day of Plant Health 2022: 12th May  

 The United Nations designated 12 May the International Day of Plant Health 
(IDPH) to raise global awareness on how protecting plant health can help end 
hunger, reduce poverty, protect biodiversity and the environment, and boost 
economic development. The United Nations declared 2020 as the International 
Year of Plant Health (IYPH). 

 The Year was extended until 1 July 2021 due to the postponement of some key 
initiatives caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. This is a once in a lifetime 
opportunity to raise global awareness on how protecting plant health can help 
end hunger, reduce poverty, protect the environment, and boost economic 
development. 

 Both our health and the health of our planet depend on plants. Plants makeup 
80% of the food we eat and 98% of the oxygen we breathe and yet they are 
under threat. Up to 40% of food crops are lost due to plant pests and diseases 
every year. 

 This is affecting both food security and agriculture, the main source of income 
for vulnerable rural communities.  

 
International Nurses Day 2022: 12th May  

 May 12 is observed as International Nurses’ Day across the world to honour the 
services of nurses. It is the birth anniversary of Florence Nightingale, the English 
social reformer, statistician and founder of modern nursing. She was also  known 
as Lady with the Lamp. She was the founder of modern nursing and was a British 
social reformer and statistician. 

 The theme for this year’s Nurses’ Day is “Nurses: A Voice to Lead – Invest in 
Nursing and respect rights to secure global health”. Many hospitals across the 
world are observing International Nurses Week from May 6 to 12. As part of it, 
several activities, including yoga sessions and seminars are being organised.  

 
National Technology Day 2022: 11 th May 

 National Technology Day is observed every year on 11th May across the country. 
National Technology Day has significant historical importance in India. Every 
year on this day, officials pay honour to India’s scientists for their achievements. 
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This day is commemorated as an achievement of India’s  technical advances, 
since on May 11, 1998, the country successfully tested nuclear weapons in 
Pokhran. 

 The theme for National Technology Day 2022 is “Integrated Approach in Science 
and technology for sustainable future”. The theme was launched by Union 
Minister Jitendra Singh. 
About National Technology Day  

 First National Technology Day observed in: 1999.  
 
International Day of Argania 2022: 10 th May 

 The United Nations observed 10th May 2022, the second International Day of 
Argania. This celebration crowns the efforts of the Kingdom of Morocco in 
promoting the Argan tree as an intangible cultural heritage of humanity and an 
ancestral source of resilient and sustainable development.  

 The day will be celebrated this year under the theme “The Argan tree, symbol o f 
resilience” and will serve to raise international awareness around the tree, its 
ecosystem, and the important position it holds in Moroccan culture and 
heritage. 

 The argan tree (Argania spinosa) is a native species of the sub -Saharan region of 
Morocco, in the southwest of the country, which grows in arid and semiarid 
areas. It’s the defining species of a woodland ecosystem, also known as 
Arganeraie, which is rich in endemic flora. It is resilient to a harsh environment 
under water scarcity, risk of erosion and poor soils. 

 This ecosystem of extraordinary beauty is not only important in terms of 
conservation, but also for research and socio -economic development, due to its 
forestry, agricultural and livestock use.  

 
Russia Victory Day 2022: 9 th May 

 Russian President Vladimir Putin commemorated the Soviet Union’s World War II 
victory over Nazi Germany with a magnificent military display and a speech from 
Moscow’s Red Square. In a speech that blamed the West for the crisis but 
featured no new escalations, Russian President Vladimir Putin tied his war in 
Ukraine to that historic fight. 

 Russia Victory Day is a commemoration of the 1945 victory over Nazi Germany. 
Following the signing of the German Instrument of Surrender late in the evening 
on May 8, 1945, it was initially inaugurated in the Soviet Union’s 15 republics 
(after midnight, thus on 9 May Moscow Time). After the signing ceremony in 
Berlin, the Soviet government announced the victory early on May 9th. Although 
the holiday was officially established in 1945 , it was only in 1965 that it became 
a non-working day, and then only in a few Soviet countries.  

 
World Thalassemia Day 2022: 08th May  

 World Thalassemia Day is celebrated on May 8 every year to commemorate 
Thalassemia victims and to encourage those who stru ggle to live with the 
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disease. Thalassemia is an inherited blood disorder that doesn’t let the body to 
create enough haemoglobin. The disease weakens and destroys the blood cells. 
There are two types of thalassemia, alpha and beta, along with Thalassemia 
minor, intermedia and major as its subcategories.  

 The theme for this year’s World Thalassemia day is ‘Be Aware.Share.Care: 
Working with the global community as one to improve thalassemia knowledge.’  

 
World Athletics Day 2022: 7th May 

 World Athletics Day is celebrated every year globally on the 7th of May to raise awareness 
about the importance of fitness and encourage them to play sports, especially athletics. The 
basic objective of World Athletics Day is to boost the participation of youths in athletics. The 
World Athletics Day gave a chance to schools, colleges and various other institutions to 
promote their children’s interests in various other sports from running to shot put and 
various other sports which require stamina. 

 In 1996, World Athletics Day was started by the then International Amateur Athletic 
Federation (IAAF) President Primo Nebiolo. The World Athletics federation and an 
international governing body for the field of athletics, IAAF, organises and sponsors this day 
every year since then, with a focus on fitness and health. 

 
International No Diet Day 2022: 6 th May 

 ‘International No Diet Day 2022’ is celebrated all over the world on 6 May. On 
this day, people are made aware of body acceptance, leaving aside behaviour 
like body shaming, which includes people of all shapes and sizes. Forgetting 
problems like obesity, increasing weight, weakness, and belly fat, people express 
their love towards themselves on this day.  

 In the year 1992, International No Diet Day was celebrated for the first time in 
the UK by British lady Mary Evans. Mary’s purpose was to convince people that 
they should accept themselves as they looked. Mary wanted people to become 
aware of the harm caused by dieting. 

 
World Hand Hygiene Day 2022: 5 th May 

 World Hand Hygiene Day (WHHD) is annually observed across the globe on the 
5th of May to maintain global promotion, visibility, and sustainability of hand 
hygiene in health care. This year, WHO is marking the day with the theme – 
Unite for safety: clean your hands, with a focus on encoura ging people to clean 
their hands at the right times with the right products that will help lead to high 
quality safer care everywhere. 

 WHO launched the “Save Lives: Clean Your Hands” global annual campaign in 
2009, which is celebrated as World Hand Hygiene  Day on 5th May to further the 
goal of maintaining a global profile on the importance of hand hygiene in health 
care. 
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Coal Miners Day 2022: 4 th May 
 Coal Miners Day is observed on 4th May every year to honour the coal miners. 

The day is celebrated to highlight the contributions of coal miners in meeting 
our energy demands. Below, we share a bit of the history of coal mining, the 
current energy scenario, and the role of coal miners in India.  

 The day honours the accomplishments and sacrifices made by coal min e workers 
so far. While the first-ever coal mine was opened in 1575 by one George Bruce of 
Carnock, Scotland. In India, the coal mining business began in 1774. It was when 
the East India Company exploited the Raniganj coalfield which is located in the 
Asansol and Durgapur It falls along the bank of River Damodar that crosses 
Jharkhand and West Bengal. 

 
Portuguese language day 2022: 05 th May 

 The date of 5 May was officially established in 2009 by the Community of 
Portuguese-speaking Countries (CPLP) – an intergovernmental organization that 
has been in official partnership with UNESCO since 2000, and which brings 
together peoples with the Portuguese language as one of the foundations of 
their specific identity – to celebrate the Portuguese language and Lusophone 
cultures. In 2019, the 40th session of UNESCO’s General Conference decided to 
proclaim 5 May of each year as “World Portuguese Language Day”.  

 The Portuguese language is not only one of the most widespread languages in 
the world, with more than 265 mil lion speakers spread through all continents, 
but it is also the most widely spoken language in the southern hemisphere. 
Portuguese remains, today, a major language of international communication 
and a language with a strong geographical projection, destine d to increase. 

  
International Firefighter’s Day 2022: 4 th May 

 International Firefighter’s Day is observed every year on May 4th to pay respect 
to those firefighting experts who have lost their lives in the line of duty. The 
main aim of this day is to recognise and honour professional firefighters across 
the world. They keep the community and the environment safe by sacrificing 
their lives for the riskiest jobs. 

 A tragic incident in Australia’s Linton led to the establishment of International 
Firefighters Day. This historical accident happened on December 02, 1998, which 
led to the taking of the lives of 5 firefighters. Therefore, a proposal was passed 
on January 04, 1999, to honour the firefighters who lost their lives on duty.  

 
World Asthma Day 2022: 3 rd May 

 World Asthma Day is observed every year on the first Tuesday of May to spread 
awareness and care about asthma in the world. This year it falls on 3rd of May 
2022. An annual event is organised by the Global Initiative for Asthma. This year 
the theme is ‘Closing Gaps in Asthma Care’. Asthma, the chronic inflammatory 
disease of the airways, affects 300 million people worldwide and India alone has 
15 million asthma patients. 
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 World Asthma Day is annually organized by the Global Initiative for Asthma 
(GINA). In 1998, the first World Asthma Day was celebrated in more than 35 
countries in conjunction with the first World Asthma Meeting in Barcelona, 
Spain. 

  
World Press Freedom Day 2022: 3 rd May 

 World Press Freedom Day is observed globally on 3rd May every year. It is also 
known as World Press Day. The day also pays tribute to journalists who have lost 
their lives. This year’s World Press Freedom Day theme “Journalism under digital 
siege,” spotlights the multiple ways in which journalism is endangered by 
surveillance and digitally-mediated attacks on journalists, and the consequences 
of all this on public trust in digital communications.  

 On 2-5, May 2022, UNESCO and the Republic of Uruguay are hosting the annual 
World Press Freedom Day Global Conference in a hybrid  format in Punta Del 
Este, Uruguay. Under the theme “Journalism under Digital Siege,” the digital 
era’s impact on freedom of expression, the safety of journalists, access to 
information and privacy are to be discussed.  

 
Statehood Day 2022: 1 st May   

 Maharashtra and Gujarat celebrated their statehood day on 1st May 2022. On 
May 1st, 1960, the bilingual state of Bombay was divided into two separate 
states by the Bombay Reorganisation Act, 1960: Maharashtra for Marathi 
speaking people and Gujarat for Gujarati speaking people. Gujarat was 
established as the 15th state of the Indian Union.  

 
World Tuna Day 2022: 2nd May 

 World Tuna Day is observed globally on 2nd May every year. This day is 
established by the United Nations (UN) to raise awareness about the import ance 
of tuna fish. Tuna is a significant source of food for humans as the fish has 
several rich qualities such as Omega 3, Vitamin B12, proteins and other minerals.  

 Tuna is mainly procured for two things namely traditional canned Tuna and 
Sashimi/Sushi. World Wildlife Fund (WWF), environmental groups have now 
warned the fisheries and Tuna now falls under endangered species. This day aims 
at spreading awareness about the overfishing of Tuna and the importance of 
maintaining the ecosystem and the food chain.  

 
World Laughter Day 2022: 1stMay 

 World Laughter Day is celebrated on the first Sunday of every May to remind 
people to laugh and make those around them laugh. This year the day is 
celebrated on 1st May. It has been scientifically observed that laughter t ends to 
decrease the cortisol level in the brain, which subsequently, affects positively on 
the body. Laughter has utmost importance when it comes to lifting the mood or 
tweaking the train of thought that is not heading in the right direction.  
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 World Laughter Day was first celebrated in Mumbai in 1998 when Dr Madan 
Kataria, founder of the Laughter Yoga Movement, highlighted a theory through 
that movement. He hypothesised that facial movements could reflect the mental 
state of a person. And so, slowly and gradually, parks and fields in the morning 
started filling up with roars of laughter. And this is how, with the advent of 
Laughter Yoga, was born the World Laughter Day.  

 
International Labour Day 2022: 1 st May 

 International Labour Day is observed globally on 1st May every year. It is also 
known as International Worker’s Day and May Day. The day is celebrated to 
spread awareness about Labour’s rights and mark their achievements. The day 
aims to pay tribute to workers’ sacrifices in achieving economic and social rights 
all over the world. 

 This all started in 1886 when on 1st May when people in the United States of 
America started a strike to fix the working duration to a maximum of 8 hours per 
day. Soon, there was a bomb blast that took place on 4th May in Haymarket 
Square of Chicago in which many people died and many others were severely 
injured. With respect to those who died in the incident, the socialist pan -
national organization started on 1st May as International Labour Day which also 
promoted labour welfare throughout the world.  

 
International Dance Day 2022 :29 th  April  

 The International Dance Day is observed globally on 29 April every year. The day 
celebrates the value and importance of the dance and encourages participation 
and education in this art form through events and festivals. This day is also 
celebrated to promote the multiple benefits of dancing, to recognize dance as a 
stress reliever, expressing oneself, a way of celebrating happiness, and an 
activity that brings people together.  

 In 1982 the Dance Committee of ITI founded International Dance Day to be 
celebrated every year on the 29th of April, the birthday of Jean-Georges Noverre 
(1727-1810), creator of modern ballet. The intention of the International Dance 
Day Message is to celebrate dance, revel in the universality of this art form, 
cross all political, cultural and ethnic barriers, and bring people together with a 
common language – dance. 

 
Mother’s Day 2022  

 A mother has different names like mommy, mom, and mamma, but every mother 
has the same role in our lives. She is a pillar of support for every family. She is 
the caretaker and gives unconditional love to all. The definition of a mother can 
be different for every individual, for someone she may be a caretaker, for 
someone she may be a best friend, and for someone, she is the best cook. We 
celebrate Mother’s Day to pay grat itude and appreciation to every mother in this 
world. A mother is such a great inspiration that only one day is not enough to 
appreciate the efforts of a mother.  
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 This year Mother’s day is on 8 March 2022. The first Mother’s Day was 
celebrated by Anna Jarvis in the year 1908 to honour her mother Ann Jarvis with 
a Memorial. Every mother deserves a day dedicated to her by her children and 
family. She works hard to put everyone together and encourages everyone. Only 
one day is not enough to celebrate a mother. Mother’s day is celebrated 
worldwide by expressing our love for our mother.  

 

SUMMITS AND MOU’S 
The 118th India-Pakistan bilateral meet on Indus Water Treaty 

 The Permanent Indus Commission conference, which is held yearly under the Indus Waters 
Treaty (IWT) 1960, began with India and Pakistan. The Indus discussions have survived the 
tie-freeze since both countries regard it as a requirement of the IWT. According to the 
ministry of external affairs, the two sides are expected to meet at least once a year, 
alternately in India and Pakistan, under the terms of the treaty. 

 The most recent summit, held in New Delhi on March 23-24, 2021, focused on the exchange 
of hydrological and flood data. 

 In March, India and Pakistan reaffirmed their commitment to implementing the Indus 
Waters Treaty in its entirety, and expressed the hope that the Permanent Indus 
Commission’s next meeting will be conducted in India soon. 

 A five-member Pakistani team has arrived in the United States for the two-day discussions. 

 The Indus talks are not seen as a forerunner to a more substantial engagement between the 
two countries. 

 The two countries previously met for diplomatic discussions in December 2015, and while 
they were able to announce a resumption of talks at that time, the process was never able 
to get off the ground due to the Pathankot assault. 
About Pakistan:  
Capital: Islamabad 
Prime minister: Shehbaz Sharif 
President: Arif Alvi 
Currency: Pakistani rupee 

 
Border Coordination Conference between BSF-BGB begins in Bangladesh 

 The Border Coordination Conference between India and Bangladesh was opened at Sylhet 
by Inspector General BSF-Regional Commander BGB. According to a Border Guards 
Bangladesh official press release, the four-day seminar will end on June 2. (BGB). The Indian 
team arrived in Bangladesh via the Integrated Check Post (ICP) in Dawki, Meghalaya, where 
they were greeted by top BGB personnel. 

 The conference will be attended by a five-member BSF team led by IG BSF Sumit Sharan. 
Brigadier General Tanvir Gani Chowdhury, Regional Commander, Chittagong, leads the 
Bangladesh delegation. 

 The Bangladesh delegation also comprises representatives from the Home Ministry, the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the Department of Land Records and Survey, in addition to 
BGB personnel. 

 The conference will cover all aspects of border security and administration. 
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 Illegal entrance, drug and other item smuggling, human trafficking of women and children, 
development activities within 150 yards of international borders, and attempts to improve 
mutual trust between the BGB and BSF will all be addressed. 
About Bangladesh: 
Capital: Dhaka 
Currency: Bangladeshi taka 
President: Abdul Hamid 
Prime minister: Sheikh Hasina 

 
President of India Inaugurates National Women Legislators Conference -2022 

 At the Legislative Assembly complex, President Ram Nath Kovind will kick off the 
two-day National Women Legislators’ Conference -2022, which is expected to 
draw a large number of female parliamentarians and legislators from throughout 
the country. The first-ever such event, hosted by the state Assembly, is part of 
the nation-wide celebrations scheduled under the Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav‘ 
honouring India’s 75th anniversary of independence. 

 According to Assembly sources, the two-day conference will focus on modern 
issues such as women’s rights, gender equality, and enough female 
representation in decision-making bodies. 

 Speakers in the session Constitution and Women’s Rights include Gujarat 
Assembly Speaker Nimaben Acharya, Lok Sabha MP Kanimozhi, former Lok Sabha 
Speaker Meira Kumar, and former Rajya Sabha member Brinda Karat.  

 The panellists for the session “Role of Women in India’s Freedom Struggle” will 
be MPs Supriya Sule and Jebi Methar, as well as former MP Subhashini Ali, while 
the speakers for the session Women’s Rights and Legal Gaps will be West Bengal 
minister Shashi Panja, MP Jaya Bachchan, Delhi Assembly deputy speaker Rakhi 
Birla, and Kerala High Court just ice Anu Sivaraman. 
Some Important Knowledge: 
Parliamentary Affairs Minister: K Radhakrishnan 
Lok Sabha Speaker: Om Birla 
Uttarakhand Assembly Speaker: Ritu Khanduri  
Gujarat Assembly Speaker: Nimaben Acharya  
National Federation of India Women general secretary: Annie Raja 

 
Health Secretary Rajesh Bhushan appointed as chairperson of Key WHO Panel  

 Union Health Secretary, Rajesh Bhushan has been appointed as the chairperson 
of the Committee B at the 75th World Health Assembly (WHA). Committee B 
primarily discusses administrative and financial matters of the World Health 
Organization (WHO). Each year, the World Health Assembly has a long and 
complex list of health challenges and responses to review and the Assembly 
functions through two committees — A and B. 

 Committee A meets to debate technical and health matters. It has listed critical 
issues to discuss during the 75th WHA including pandemic preparedness and 
response, amendment in International Health Regulations 2005, WHO work in a 
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health emergency, Global Strategy for HIV, TB, Viral hepatitis and eradication of 
polio, Immunisation agenda 2030, Infection prevention and control and human 
resources for health etc.  

 Committee B will discuss and prepare a report on many important issues which 
includes health conditions in the occupied Palestinian territory including East 
Jerusalem and the occupied Syrian Golan, the budget for WHO for the year 2022 -
23, prevention of sexual exploitation, WHO reforms Global strategy and plan of 
action on public health, innovation and intellectual property, audit report of 
WHO, Global strategy and plan of action on public health, innovation and 
intellectual property and intergovernmental organizations issues.  
About World Health Organization: 
President: Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus 
Headquarters: Geneva, Switzerland 
Founded: 7 April 1948 

 
Minister of State for Culture and External Affairs Smt. Meenakshi Lekhi, participated 
in the 7th BRICS Culture Ministers’ Meeting  

 Meenakshi Lekhi, Minister of State for Culture and External Affairs, attended th e 
7th BRICS Culture Ministers’ Meeting via video conference, which was hosted by 
the People’s Republic of China and attended by all BRICS Member Nations. Under 
the subject Establishing a Cultural Partnership Featuring Inclusiveness and 
Mutual Learning among BRICS, a discussion was conducted to promote and 
expand cultural activities among the BRICS countries.  

 The debate focused on boosting cultural digitization growth and collaboration, 
enhancing cooperation on cultural heritage preservation, and pushing the  
development of BRICS nations’ cultural exchange platforms.  

 The Ministers approved the BRICS Action Plan 2022 -2026, which aims to expand 
cultural cooperation and execute the 2015 BRICS Cultural Cooperation 
Agreement. 

 In her speech, the Minister articulated India’s viewpoint and highlighted the 
following points: 
About Bricks: 
Founded: June 2006 
Headquarters: Shanghai, China 
President: Marcos Prado Troyjo 

 
Uttarakhand govt BPCL ink pact for growth of renewable energy sector in state  

 An MoU was signed between the Uttarakhand government and Bharat Petroleum 
Corporation Limited (BPCL) in the presence of Uttarakhand Chief Minister 
Pushkar Singh Dhami for the promotion of the renewable energy industry and 
other projects in the state. The Uttarakhand government and Bharat Petroleum 
Corporation Limited inked a memorandum of understanding (MoU) for the 
development of new and renewable energy projects in the state.  
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 Secretary of State for Energy R Meenakshi Sundaram signed the MoU on behalf 
of the state, while Shelly Abraham, BPCL’s chief general manager (renewable 
energy), and executive director Amit Garg signed the documents on behalf of 
BPCL. According to CM Dhami, the agreement will help the hill state grow in the 
field of renewable energy, notably solar energy.  
About Uttarakhand 
Chief Minister: Pushkar Singh Dhami 
Governor: Gurmit Singh 
Capitals: Dehradun (Winter), Gairsain (Summer)  

 
India and Jordan Sign Deal for Fertiliser Sector Cooperation  

 A high-level group led by Dr. Mansukh Mandaviya visited Jordan in a first -of-its-
kind endeavor with the goal of securing fertilizers and raw materials for the 
short and long term. The visit took place against the backdrop of the current 
global fertilizer crisis. Dr. Mandaviya noted that the Jordan visit was historic in 
terms of assuring India’s supply of phosphoric and potassium fertilizers. Dr. 
Mansukh Mandaviya called Jordan as India’s chosen fertilizer partner during the 
meetings. 

 According to Union Minister of Health and Family Welfare and Chemicals and 
Fertilizers, Dr. Mansukh Mandaviya, there is no shortage of fertilizers in the 
country. 

 Government has taken proactive measures to assure adequate supplies for 
farmers ahead of the Kharif season, including increasing local production and 
forming cooperation with other countries.  

 Jordan Phosphate Mining Company (JPMC) inked MOUs with Indian public, 
cooperative, and private sector companies for supplies of 30 LMT Rock 
Phosphate, 2.50 LMT DAP, and 1 LMT phosphoric acid for the current year.  

 He also mentioned that India has signed a 5 -year MOU with Jordan for yearly 
shipments of 2.75 LMT of MoP, which will gradually increase to 3.25 LMT each 
year. These shipments will be critical for India’s continued fertilizer supply in the 
coming agricultural seasons. 
About Jordan: 
Capital: Amman 
Currency: Jordanian dinar 
Continent: Asia 
King: Abdullah II 

 
Union Edu Minister Dharmendra Pradhan inaugurates North East Research Conclave 
2022 at IIT Guwahati 

 Shri Dharmendra Pradhan, Union Minister for Education and Skill Development, 
launched the North East Research Conclave (NERC) 2022 at IIT Guwahati. In his 
remarks, Shri Pradhan stated that the conclave will enhance the ties between 
industry, academics, and policymakers, as well as re -energize the research, start-
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up, and entrepreneurial ecosystems in the resource-rich Northeastern Region 
states and the country. 

 When discussing the importance of research, the Education Minister stated that 
the goal of research should be to find solutions to the country’s chronic 
problems and to urge everyone to join together, work together, and produce for 
the welfare of the most vulnerable. He stated that NERC 2022 will be a global 
benchmark for meeting India’s and the world’s research and development 
aspirations. 

 Shri Pradhan urged students and young people to “travel on  the road of 
obligations and responsibilities” in order to help the country reach new heights.  

 Himanta Biswa Sarma, the Chief Minister of Assam, stated in his deliberation 
that Research and Development is critical for a fast -developing country like 
India. 
About Assam: 
Capital: Dispur 
Chief minister: Himanta Biswa Sarma 
Governor: Jagadish Mukhi 

 
Prime Minister attends second Global COVID-19 Summit to contribute to a global 
solution  

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi called for a reform of the UN health authority an d 
a review of its vaccine approval processes a week after the government 
challenged the WHO’s numbers for mortality during the Covid outbreak.  

 Modi also called for the World Trade Organization to be more flexible on the 
issue of patent waivers, where a joint India-South Africa proposal made in 2020 
has yet to be adopted, speaking at the second global Covid summit, which was 
virtually addressed by US President Joseph Biden and a number of other leaders 
including from the African Union, European Union, Canada , Germany, South 
Africa, Japan, and South Korea. 

 Taiwan was invited to the meeting by the US and other hosts, but China and 
Russia declined. 

 In the years 2020 and 2021, the WHO predicted 4.7 million fatalities in India, 
directly or indirectly due to Covid-19, over 10 times what the government 
estimates, making India’s death toll the largest in the world.  

 
Shri Bhupender Yadav leads Indian delegation to the 15th session of the Conference 
of the Parties (COP15)  

 The Indian team, led by Union Minister for Env ironment, Forest and Climate 
Change Shri Bhupender Yadav, arrived in Abidjan, Cote D Ivoire, for the UN 
Convention on Combating Desertification’s 15th Conference of Parties (UNCCD 
COP15). The fourteenth session of the Conference of Parties to the United 
Nations Convention to Combat Desertification was held in New Delhi, and India 
is the current president of the organisation.  
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 Despite the covid outbreak, India made major contributions to bringing nations 
together to achieve the global aim of preventing and re versing land degradation 
during its presidency. 

 During India’s presidency, G-20 leaders, recognising the importance of 
countering land degradation and developing new carbon sinks, set an 
aspirational goal of planting 1 trillion trees collectively by 2030, urging other 
countries to join forces with the G20 to achieve this global goal.  

 The fifteenth session of the Conference of the Parties (COP15) of the United 
Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD), which will take place in 
Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire, will bring together leaders from governments, the private 
sector, civil society, and other key stakeholders from around the world to drive 
progress in future sustainable land management and to explore links between 
land and other key sustainability issues. 

 
India and Madagascar ink MoU on cooperation in broadcasting  

 Prasar Bharati, India’s national broadcaster, has signed an MoU with 
Madagascar’s official ORTM (Office de la Radio et de la Television) for 
broadcasting cooperation and collaboration. Indian  Ambassador Abhay Kumar 
and ORTM Director General Jean Yves signed a Memorandum of Understanding. 
The MoU intends to exchange programmes, investigate co-production of 
programmes, and exchange persons. 

 Prasar Bharati’s internal products in the realms of cul ture, education, science, 
entertainment, sports, news, and other areas of mutual interest will be 
broadcast on TVM (Madagascar National Television).  

 Both sides will look into co-production prospects in areas of mutual interest, and 
TVM professionals will be trained in India. 

 The ceremony was attended by the Director of Cabinet of India’s Ministry of 
Communication and Culture, as well as members from Madagascar’s 
government. 

 
Jan Suraksha Scheme Completes 7 Years Of providing Social Security  

 The Jan Suraksha scheme which was launched by prime minister Narendra Modi 
on 9th May 2015 completes 7 years of providing social security today. Three Jan 
Suraksha schemes were launched by the prime minister, these schemes are 
Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana, and Pradhanmantri Suraksha Bima 
Yojana, and Atal Pension Yojana. Today the schemes complete 7 years of 
providing social security with the motto of recognizing the necessity to protect 
human life from risk and economic uncertainty. The government has launched 
two insurance schemes Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana and Pradhan 
Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana to ensure that the people from the unorganized 
sector of the nation are economically secure and the Atal Pension Yojana is to 
cover the needs of the elderly people in the country. 

 During the celebration of the 7th anniversary of the Jan Suraksha scheme the 
union minister of finance and corporate affairs, Nirmala Sitaraman stated that 
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“One of the main objectives under the national mission for finance inclusio n 
announced by the honorable prime minister on 15 August 2014, was to expand 
the coverage of insurance and pension to provide the poor and marginal section 
of the society the much needed financial securities through affordable products, 
the three Jan Suraksha schemes have brought the insurance and pension within 
the reach of the common man.”  

 
SEBI constitutes advisory committee on Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 
matters 

 The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has constituted a committee 
for advising on Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) related matters in 
the securities market. The committee will be chaired by Navneet Munot, the 
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of HDFC Mutual Fund.  

 The terms of reference of the committee include Enhancements in business 
responsibility and sustainability report, ESG ratings, and ESG investing. It will 
examine evolving disclosures/metrics relevant to the Indian context and suggest 
areas for assurance and a plan for implementation.  

 They include MD & CEO of Tata Chemicals, C Siva Kumar, executive director of 
NTPC, Amit Talgeri, chief risk officer, Axis Bank, Sharad Kalghtagi, ESG head 
Cipla, Amit Tandon, Institutional Investor Advisory Services, J N Gupta, founder 
& MD of Stakeholders Empowerment Services,  Rama Patel, Director Crisil Ratings 
and Ramnath. 
About SEBI  
Founded: 12 April 1992; 
Headquarters: Mumbai; 
Chairperson: Madhabi Puri Buch 

 
Boeing and Air Works provide MRO services for Indian Navy's P -8I aircraft 

 Air Works, an Indian maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) company, is 
partnering with the Boeing Company to conduct heavy maintenance checks on 
three Indian Navy P-8I long-range maritime patrol aircraft at Air Works, Hosur, 
demonstrating the success of the government’s Atmanirbhar Bharat (self -reliant 
India) campaign. 

 This significantly expands the scope and size of MRO in India, demonstrating 
both firms’ commitment to helping India achieve Aatmanirbhar status in 
aerospace and defence. 

 The partnership between Boeing and Air Works has resulted in quicker 
turnaround times and increased operating capability for important defence 
platforms in India. 

 The relationship began with checks on the P-8I Poseidon aircraft and has since 
expanded to include checks and MRO on the Indian Air Force’s Boeing 737 VVI P 
aircraft’s landing gear.  
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Skill Ministry join hands with ISRO, launches ISRO Technical Training Programme 

 The Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship (MSDE) signs an MoU 
(Memorandum of Understanding) with the Indian Space Research Organisation with the 
goal of upskilling the technical workforce at the Department of Space of ISRO. Shri Rajesh 
Aggarwal, Secretary MSDE, and Shri S. Somanath, Secretary Department of Space/ Chairman 
ISRO, signed the MoU. 

 The initiative aims to establish a formal framework for short-term courses to provide 
training for the skill development and capacity building of ISRO technical professionals in the 
space domain in the country, in accordance with industry requirements. Over the next five 
years, more than 4000 ISRO technical professionals will be taught in the programme. 

 The training will take place at MSDE’s National Skill Training Institutes (NSTIs) throughout 
India. 

 The training program’s goal is to improve the abilities of diverse technical professionals in 
ISRO centres and units under the Department of Space (DOS). 

 
SC appoints panel headed by retired HC judge for recovery of monies from defaulters: NSEL 

 The Supreme Court of India formed a high-level committee, headed by retired Bombay High 
Court Judge Pradeep Nandrajog, for recovery of money from the defaulters against whom 
the National Spot Exchange (NSEL) has secured money decrees. NSEL has already secured 
decrees and arbitration awards of Rs 3,534 crores against the defaulters. Further, defaulters’ 
liabilities of Rs 760 crores have already been crystallised by the committee appointed by the 
Bombay High Court. 

 Proceedings for a decree against NK Protein worth Rs 964 crores is pending before the 
Bombay High Court. In 2013, investors and traders in NSEL lost about Rs 5,600 crores after 
the exchange shut trading abruptly leading to a series of defaults. Two of the defaulters 
have already paid their liabilities worth Rs 196 crores. The claims will be verified by the 
Supreme Court-appointed committee. The Supreme Court-appointed committee will 
oversee the sale of assets, attached by the Maharashtra government under the MPID Act 
and Enforcement Directorate across India. 

 
IIT Bombay Ties Up With India Meteorological Department For Developing User -
Friendly Weather Forecasting App 

 The Indian Institute of Technology (IIT Bombay) has partnered with the Ministry 
of Earth Sciences’ India Meteorological Department (IMD) to develop climate 
solutions for stakeholders at the village, city, and district levels. The partnership 
will aid the institute in the development of sensors and drone -based smart 
monitoring systems, climate-smart agriculture technology for water and food 
security, intelligent and automated early warning systems, climate and health, 
smart power grid management, wind energy forecasting, and heat wave 
forecasting. 

 IIT Bombay is intending to build a Centre of Excellence (CoE) in Climate Services 
and Solutions within the Interdisciplinary Program in Climate Studies (IDPCS), 
given the country’s ambitious goal of reaching net zero by 2070. 
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 “IDPCS at IIT Bombay was established in 2012 and has finished its 10 -year 
journey with considerable financial backing from the Department of Science and 
Technology.” 

 
Railways ministry signs pact with C-DOT for modernisation of telecommunication 
facilities 

 The Ministry of Railways and the Centre for Development of Telematics (C -DOT) 
signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) to form a strong collaborative 
working partnership for coordination and resource sharing in the provisi on of 
telecommunication facilities in the delivery and implementation of C -Telecom 
DOT’s Solutions and services in railways.  

 During the MoU signing ceremony, Rajkumar Upadhyay, Executive Director and 
Chairman of the C-DOT Board, Aruna Singh, Additional Member, Telecom and 
Railway Board, and other top Railways and C-DOT personnel were present. 

 This MoU will allow C-DOT and the Ministry of Railways to collaborate on 
telecommunications modernization in Indian Railways for Public Safety and 
Security Services using Long Term Evolution (LTE-R) for Railways in accordance 
with world standards, 5G Use Cases in Indian Railways in accordance with Make 
in India policy, Internet of Things, Unified Network Management System, 
Network Management System, Video Conference software, Chatting application, 
Routers and Switches. 

 
Indian Army signs tripartite MoU for 'Manipur Super 50'  

 Red Shield Division of the Indian Army under the aegis of Spear Corps entered 
into a tripartite agreement with the State Bank of India Foundation (S BIF) and 
the National Integrity and Educational Development Organization (NIEDO) to 
establish ‘Red Shield Centre for Excellence and Wellness’ in Manipur’s Bishnupur 
district. The project ‘Manipur Super 50’ is expected to be fully functional for the 
first batch of 50 students by the first week of July 2022.  

 This initiative will be able to create a feeling of mental and social well -being 
amongst parents and their children by providing quality education thus catering 
for a better life and evolving responsible citizens for our country.  

 The centre which will be opened in Bishnupur Battalion will remain as 
instrumental in bringing a progressive and inclusive society.  

 
Qualcomm India partners with MeiTY’s C-DAC to help Indian chipset startups 

 Qualcomm India Private Limited, a subsidiary of Qualcomm Inc., proposes to 
launch and run the Qualcomm Semiconductor Mentorship Program 2022 for 
selected semiconductor startups in India, with the goal of providing mentorship, 
technical training, and industry outreach. Qualcomm India has established a 
partnership with the C-DAC, an autonomous scientific society within the Ministry 
of Electronics and Information Technology of the Government of India, which 
will serve as an outreach partner for the programme and help participating 
entrepreneurs gain exposure. 
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 Qualcomm India would support technological breakthroughs as well as 
intellectual-property-driven innovation and product development in the Indian 
ecosystem. 

 It will aid in the reduction of innovation risks, the acceleration of company 
development, and the development of soft skills and knowledge bases among 
Indian semiconductor design companies.  

 
AWARDS AND RECOGNITION 

RJ Umar from Kashmir receives Immunisation Champion award by UNICEF 

 Radio Jockey Umar Nisar (RJ Umar) from South Kashmir, has been awarded the ’01 Best 
Content Award’ and the Immunization Champion award by United Nations International 
Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) at the annual Radio4Child 2022 Awards in Mumbai, 
Maharashtra. The award was presented by multi-Grammy Award-winning music composer, 
environmentalist, and UNICEF celebrity supporter Ricky Kej, OIC UNICEF, UP Dr Zafrin 
Chowdhury, chief of communications and advocacy and partnerships, UNICEF India. 

 The award has been conferred to Umar for his work of providing awareness and countering 
rumours to reach audiences during the pandemic. The Radio4Child felicitated radio 
professionals from private FM and All India Radio from across the country for their 
commendable work during the COVID-19 pandemic as well as for routine vaccination. These 
radio professionals highlighted the importance of routine vaccination among people. 
About UNICEF: 
Headquarters: New York, United States 
Head: Catherine M. Russell 
President: Tore Hattrem 
Founded: 11 December 1946, New York, United States 
Founders: United Nations General Assembly, Ludwik Rajchman 

 
MIFF 2022: Sanjit Narwekar conferred with V Shantaram Lifetime Achievement award  

 The 17th edition of the Mumbai International Film Festival of India (MIFF 2022) confers Dr V. 
Shantaram Lifetime Achievement Award on noted author and documentary filmmaker Shri 
Sanjit Narwekar to commemorate his exquisitely deep, remarkably diverse and inspiring 
body of work. Union Minister of Commerce & Industry, Consumer Affairs, Food & Public 
Distribution and Textiles Piyush Goyal presented the award to Sanjit Narwekar along with a 
cash prize of Rs 10 lakhs (Rs 1 million), Golden Conch and a citation. 

 Shri Narwekar is a National award-winning film historian, author, publisher and 
documentary filmmaker with more than four decades of cross-media experience in 
Journalism, Public Relations, Publishing and Filmmaking. 

 Shri Narwekar has rendered a seminal contribution for the enrichment of documentary 
cinema and its literature. Through his lifelong and passionate engagement with the past, 
present and future of films, Shri Narwekar has touched many hearts across ages. 

 Winner of the National Award for the Best Book on Cinema in 1996, Shri Narwekar’s passion 
for film history has manifested in writing and editing more than 20 books on cinema, 
including Marathi cinema ‘In Retrospect’, which won him the Swarna Kamal. 
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 He is credited with directing Films Division’s ‘The Pioneering Spirit: Dr V Shantaram’, a biopic 
of the legendary filmmaker, and writing and directing a number of documentaries on varied 
subjects. 

 He has also served on the selection committee and Jury of many national and international 
film festivals, including the National Award Jury for Writing on Cinema. 
About Maharashtra: 
Governor: Bhagat Singh Koshyari 
Capital: Mumbai 
Chief Minister: Uddhav Thackeray 

 
Shaunak Sen's Documentary 'All That Breathes' Wins L'OEil D'Or at Cannes  

 Filmmaker Shaunak Sen’s documentary All That Breathes, India’s only entry at 
Cannes Film Festival 2022, has won the 2022 L’Oeil d’Or, the festival’s top prize 
for documentaries. “L’Oeil d’Or goes to a film that, in a world of destruction, 
reminds us that every life matters, and every small action matters . The award 
includes a cash prize of 5,000 euros ( ₹4.16 lakh approximately).  

 The L’Oeil d’Or documentary award, also known as The Golden Eye award, was 
created in 2015 by the French-speaking authors’ society LaScam in collaboration 
with the Cannes Film Festival. 

 All That Breathes had also won the World Cinema Grand Jury Prize: Documentary 
at the 2022 Sundance Film Festival. Recently, it was acquired by HBO, a US -based 
cable network. After its release in the US late this year, the documentary will 
debut on HBO and streaming service HBO Max in 2023.  
About United States:  
Capital: Washington, D.C. 
President: Joe Biden 
Currency: United States Dollar 

 
Cannes Film Festival: Ruben Ostlund Wins Second Palme D’Or With ‘Triangle Of 
Sadness’ 

 The 75th edition of the Cannes Film Festival came to a glittering close with the 
nine-member jury giving out the big awards at the prestigious festival. The 
awards were selected by a nine-member jury headed by French actor Vincent 
Lindon and presented in a closing ceremony inside Cannes’ Grand Lumière 
Theater. The jury included an Indian face in actor Deepika Padukone. A separate 
section of two awards for documentary films was adjudged earlier on Saturday. 
Those awards were adjudged by a separate jury.  
LIST OF WINNERS AT CANNES FILM FESTIVAL 2022: 

1. Palme d’Or: Triangle of Sadness, directed by Ruben Östlund  
2. Grand Prix: Stars at Noon, directed by Claire Denis and Close directed by Lukas 

Dhont 
3. Jury Prize: Eo, directed by Jerzy Skolimowski and Le Otto Montagne, directed by 

Charlotte Vandermeersch and Felix van Groeningen 
4. Best Director: Park Chan-wook for Decision to Leave 
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5. Best Actor: Song Kang-ho for Broker 
6. Best Actress: Zar Amir Ebrahimi for Holy Spider  
7. Best Screenplay: Tarik Saleh (Boy from Heaven)  
8. Camera d’Or: Gina Gammell and Riley Keough for War Pony 
9. Jury Special Award: Tori and Lokita 
10. L’Oeil d’Or: All That Breathes  
11. Jury Special Award (documentary): Mariupolis 2  

 
Nawazuddin Siddiqui honoured with Excellence in Cinema award at the French Riviera Film 
Festival 

 Bollywood actor, Nawazuddin Siddiqui has been honoured with an international award for 
his contribution to cinema. At the prestigious French Riviera Film Festival, Emmy award-
winning American actor Vincent De Paul bestowed the honour to Siddiqui. This is not the 
first time that Nawazuddin has brought accolades back home. Previously, the actor was 
chosen as one of the delegates to receive awards on behalf of the nation at the Cannes Film 
Festival. 

 Siddiqui’s illustrious career boasts of some terrific films, including Gangs of Wasseypur, 
Raman Raghav 2.0, The Lunchbox, and Munto. He is the only actor in the world to have eight 
films officially selected and screened at the Cannes Film Festival. Along with films, he also 
appeared in web series like Sacred Games and Mc Mafia. 
About France:  
Capital: Paris 
President: Emmanuel Macron 
Prime minister: Élisabeth Borne 
Currency: Euro  

 
Indian novel 'Tomb of Sand', translated from Hindi, wins Booker Prize 

 Indian writer Geetanjali Shree and American translator Daisy Rockwell won the International 
Booker Prize for “Tomb of Sand,”. Originally written in Hindi, it’s the first book in any Indian 
language to win the high-profile award, which recognizes fiction from around the world that 
has been translated into English. The 50,000-pound ($63,000) prize money will be split 
between New Delhi-based Shree and Rockwell, who lives in Vermont. 

 “Tomb of Sand” is published in Britain by a small publisher Tilted Axis Press. It was founded 
by translator Deborah Smith, who won the 2016 International Booker for translating Han 
Kang’s “The Vegetarian” to publish books from Asia. 

 The book tells the story of an octogenarian widow who dares to cast off convention and 
confront the ghosts of her experiences during the subcontinent’s tumultuous 1947 partition 
into India and Pakistan. Shree’s book beat five other finalists including Polish Nobel 
literature laureate Olga Tokarczuk, Claudia Piñeiro of Argentina and South Korean author 
Bora Chung to be awarded the prize at a ceremony in London. 
About Booker Prize: 
Established: 1969 
First awarded: 1969; 53 years ago 
First Indian to receive this award: Geetanjali Shree  
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The VASVIK industrial research award 2020 given to A Gopalakrishnan  

 A Gopalakrishnan, Director of the ICAR-Central Marine Fisheries Research 
Institute has won the VASVIK (Vividhlaxi Audyogik Samshodhan Vikas Kendra) 
Industrial Research Award for the year 2020 in the category of Agricultural 
Sciences and Technology. The award, which carries a cash prize of Rs 1.51 lakh 
and citation, is in recognition of his significant cont ribution towards the research 
works related to fish genetics. The research works related to fish genetics which 
is relevant for conserving many commercially important and endangered species.  

 The VASVIK research award is presented to scientists and research ers who have 
excelled in various fields including agricultural sciences. His research works 
include the Genetic Stock Identification (GSI), species inventory, taxonomy, 
breeding and seed production of threatened and commercially important species 
for mariculture which has helped in improving scientific knowledge on Indian 
fishery and the conservative measures.  
About ICAR: 
Founded: 16 July 1929 
Headquarters: New Delhi 
Director-cum-Vice Chancellor: Dr. Trilochan Mohapatra 

 
Music Academy announces Sangita Kalanidhi awards for 2020, 2021, 2022 

 Renowned vocalist and guru, Neyveli R Santanagopalan, eminent mridangam 
artiste and guru, ‘Tiruvarur’ Bhakthavathsalam, and Lalgudi violin duo, G J R 
Krishnan and Vijayalakshmi were named for the prestigious Sangita Kalanid hi 
awards of the Music Academy for 2020, 2021, and 2022.  

 The Music Academy announced Sangita Kalanidhi award winners for the years 
2020, 2021 and 2022. The physical festival could not be conducted in the last 
two years because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Chief Minister M K Stalin will 
present the awards while inaugurating the 96th Annual Conference and Concerts 
on December 15, 2022, N Murali, President, Music Academy.  

 Santanagopalan will receive the Sangita Kalanidhi award for the year 2020 while 
Bhakthavathsalam has been chosen for the award for the year 2021.  

 Krishnan and Vijayalakshmi, “torchbearers of the Lalgudi lineage of violinists and 
renowned performers” will receive the award for 2022.  

 Noted vocalist and guru Thamarakkad Govindan Namboodri, versatile  
percussionist Nemani Somayajulu, and noted Kanjra artiste A V Anand will 
receive the T T K Award for 2020, 2021, and 2022 respectively.  

 The Musicologist award for 2020 will be presented to Dr V Premalatha for the 
year 2020. Nritya Kalanidhi will be presented to Bharatanatyam exponents Rama 
Vaidyanathan (2020) and Narthaki Nataraj (2021). Bragha Bessell, widely 
respected Abhinaya expert and guru, will be awarded the prize for 2022.  
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Cummins India’s Anjali Pandey awarded the prestigious Committed Leader Award  at 
CII EXCON 2022 

 Anjali Pandey, Engines and Components Business Unit Leader at Cummins India 
has been awarded the Committed Leader Award at CII EXCON 2022 in Bengaluru 
for her efforts to create a more diverse, equitable, and inclusive workplace. 
Cummins views Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DE&I) as a competitive 
advantage and hence it’s a business imperative.  

 Cummins India has taken active measures to increase its female representation 
over the past few years resulting in an increase in gender diversit y ratio from 5 
to 32 per cent over the last two decades, which is a significant achievement for a 
manufacturing organization. 

 Cummins drives various initiatives to provide equal opportunities to women, 
including Women in Technology, gender balance during r ecruitment, ensuring 
pay parity, gender-neutral workstations, Cummins Women& Empowerment 
Network, flexible work arrangements, and award-winning breastfeeding-friendly 
facilities for new mothers, all of which are strongly supported by leadership.  

 Diversity & Inclusion is one of Cummins & core values and the organization has 
an unwavering commitment to building a more dynamic workplace where all 
employees are inspired and encouraged to achieve their full potential.  
About Karnataka: 
Governor: Thawar Chand Gehlot 
Capital: Bengaluru (Executive Branch) 
Chief minister: Basavaraj Bommai 

 
Subhash Ola wins Amazon Smbhav Entrepreneurship Challenge 2022  

 An innovator from Rajasthan who has developed the technology of saving energy 
in boilers by recycling steam, Subhash Ola has won the 1st prize for the Amazon 
Smbhav Entrepreneurship Challenge 2022 and his enterprise “Geniusenergy 
Critical Innovation Private Limited” has won the Start -up of the Year award. 

 The technology was first developed to make khoya and other milk prod ucts, and 
the portfolio of applications was later extended to textile, milk and food, 
pharma, plywood, paper mills, leather industry, chemical industry, hot water 
boiler generator, plastic recycle, laundry, hospitals and so on.  

 Geniusenergy Critical Innovation, a start-up recognized by Govt. of India, was 
incubated by the National Innovation Foundation (NIF), an autonomous body of 
the Department of Science and Technology (DST), Govt. of India. It serves 
clientele in a variety of industries for their energy needs, helps them reduce 
cost, and at the same time protects the environment.  

 
Wesley Morgan wins Colby award for 'The Hardest Place'  

 Author and journalist, Wesley Morgan has won the William E. Colby Award 2022 
for his military and intelligence writing. He was cited for his book “The Hardest 
Place: The American Military Adrift in Afghanistan’s Pech Valley.” The Colby 
Award, a $5,000 prize named for the former ambassador and CIA director 
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William E. Colby, is given for “a major contribution to the understandin g of 
military history, intelligence operations or international affairs.” The Colby 
Award is presented by Norwich University in Northfield, Vermont. The Colby 
award was established in 1999. 
About Colby Award: 
Established: 1999  
First Recipient: Fred Chiaventone & Bill Harlow  

 
Kenyan woman Anna Qabale Duba named World's best nurse  

 Anna Qabale Duba, a Kenyan nurse stationed at the Marsabit County Referral 
Hospital, won the inaugural Aster Guardian Global Nursing Award for endorsing 
education and campaigning against outdated cultural practices like Female 
Genital Mutilation (FGM) in her community. Duba, who took home USD 250,000 
(approx. Ksh.29 million) in prize money, was feted by Emirates CEO Sheikh 
Ahmed bin Saeed Al Maktoum at an award ceremony held in Duba i, which 
commemorated the International Nurses Day.  

 While receiving the award, Duba, the only female graduate in her village, 
revealed that she, through her Qabale Duba Foundation, had built a school in 
Marsabit which offers classes to young pupils and adu lts looking to get a decent 
education during the day and evening respectively.  
About Kenya:  
Capital: Nairobi 
Currency: Shilling 
President: Uhuru Kenyatta 

 
Royal Gold Medal awarded to architect Balkrishna Doshi  

 Indian Architect Balkrishna Vithaldas Doshi was  bestowed with the prestigious 
Royal Gold Medal 2022. Royal Gold Medal, one of the world’s highest honours 
for architecture, by the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA), London, 
United Kingdom (UK). The Royal Gold Medal is approved personally by Qu een 
Elizabeth II of the UK and the award is given to a person or group of people who 
have had a significant influence either directly or indirectly on the advancement 
of architecture. 

 B V Doshi had a vivid work experience with noted Architect Le Corbusier as a 
Senior Designer (1951-54) in Paris, France and supervised projects in 
Ahmedabad, Gujarat for four more years. Doshi also worked with Louis Kahn as 
an associate to build the Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Ahmedabad.  

 He won Pritzker Architecture Prize in 2018 which is considered a Nobel Prize in 
Architecture and he will be the only Indian Architect to hold both the Pritzker 
Architecture Prize and Royal Gold Medal.  

 He was honoured with Padma Shri in 1976 for science and engineering and 
Padma Bhushan , India’s third-highest Civilian in 2020 for his contribution to the 
field of architecture. 
About Royal Gold Medal awarded  
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 First awarded in 1848 to Charles Robert Cockerell(UK)  
 Current awarded in 2022 to Balkrishna Vithaldas Doshi (India)  

 
Cynthia Rosenzweig wins 2022 World Food Prize 

 A senior research scientist and head of the Climate Impacts Group at NASA’s Goddard 
Institute for Space Studies (GISS) in New York City, Cynthia Rosenzweig has received the 
2022 World Food Prize from the World Food Prize Foundation. Rosenzweig was selected for 
the award for her research to understand the relationship between climate and food 
systems and forecast how both will change in the future. 

 Her modelling work has provided a foundation for decision-makers around the world to 
create strategies to mitigate climate change and adapt our food systems to a changing 
planet, which has helped communities worldwide address the consequences of Earth’s 
changing climate. 

 
Atal Tunnel Receives ‘Best Infrastructure Project’ Award  

 The Border Roads Organisation (BRO) engineering marvel, Atal Tunnel, built -in 
Rohtang in Himachal Pradesh, received the Indian Building Congress (IBC) ‘Best 
Infrastructure Project’ award in New Delhi. More than thirty state -of-the-art 
infrastructure projects were nominated for the award. The IBC jury selected the 
strategic tunnel as the ‘Best Project for Excellence in Built Environment’ in 2021.  

 The tunnel, built using the New Austrian Tunnelling Method (NATM), was 
dedicated to the nation by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on October 3, 2020.  

 It is equipped with a semi-transverse ventilation system, where large fans 
separately circulate air throughout the tunnel. For evacuation during 
emergencies, an emergency tunnel has been integrated into the tunnel cross -
section beneath the main carriageway.  

  
Snow leopard expert Charudutt Mishra gets Whitl ey Award 

 Noted snow leopard expert and wildlife conservationist Charudutt Mishra has 
won the prestigious Whitley Gold Award for his contribution to involving 
indigenous communities in the conservation and recovery of big cat species in 
Asia’s high mountain  ecosystems. Princess Anne presented the award to Mishra 
at London’s Royal Geographic Society. This is his second Whitley Fund for Nature 
(WFN) Award. He got the first in 2005. 

 UK-based wildlife conservation charity WFN said Mishra was given the award for 
his work in 12 snow leopard range countries including Afghanistan, China, and 
Russia. In 2017, Mishra wrote a paper on eight approaches to community -based 
conservation that helped involve local communities in snow leopard protection 
in the upper reaches of the Himalayas, leading to a reduction in retribution 
killings of the big cats. UN Biodiversity Conference recognised his approach as an 
outstanding global practice. 
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The world’s richest man Elon Mask, was the highest-paid CEO of 2021 

 Elon Musk, the multi-billionaire CEO of Tesla and SpaceX highest -paid executive 
in the world. Musk has topped the Fortune’s new list of the most highly 
compensated CEOs on the Fortune 500. In 2021, Musk “realized” compensati on 
worth almost USD 23.5 billion, from exercising some Tesla stock options awarded 
in a 2018 multiyear “moonshot” grant. After Musk, the 10 most highly 
compensated Fortune 500 CEOs of 2021 are all tech and biotech CEOs, including 
the heads of Apple, Netflix, and Microsoft. 
Top 10 most highly compensated CEOs:  

1. Elon Musk, Tesla: USD 23.5 Billion 
2. Tim Cook, Apple: USD 770.5 Million 
3. Jensen Huang, NVIDIA: USD 561 Million 
4. Reed Hastings, Netflix: USD 453.5 Million 
5. Leonard Schleifer, Regeneron Pharmaceuticals: USD 452.9 Million 
6. Marc Benioff, Salesforce: USD 439.4 Million 
7. Satya Nadella, Microsoft: USD 309.4 Million 
8. Robert A. Kotick, Activision Blizzard: USD 296.7 Million  
9. Hock E. Tan, Broadcom: USD 288 Million 
10. Safra A. Catz, Oracle: USD 239.5 Million 

 
India beats China to become the world’s third strongest air force in the Global Air 
Powers Ranking for 2022 

 The Indian Air Force (IAF) ranks third on World Air Power Index in terms of 
Fighting strength of different air force services of different countries. In 2022, 
the world directory of modern military Aircraft (WDMMA) published the Global 
Air Power Rankings. In this report, the Indian Air Force is placed in third place, 
above the Chinese Air force, or People’s Libertarian Army Air Force(PLAAF), the 
French Air and Space Power, and the Israeli Aviation Based Armed Forces.  

 The Indian Air Force was established on 8th October 1932. On 1st April 1933, the 
first ac flight came into being with six RAF-Trained officers and 19 Havai Sepoys 
(air-soldiers). Some of the major operations executed by IAF are operation Vijay, 
Operation Meghdoot, operation cactus, and operation Poomalai. IAF has been 
involved in four major wars with Pakistan since 1950. The Mission of the IAF is 
defined under the Armed Forces act of 1947, the constitution o f India, and The 
Air Force act of 1950. 

 The president of India holds the rank of Supreme Commander of IAF, in India, 
and President Ram Nath Kovind holds the rank of Supreme Commander. Indian 
Air Force, take the responsibility to safeguard Indian Airspace. It provides India, 
with rapid response evacuation, search and rescue (SAR) operations, and supply 
of relief in affected areas via cargo aircraft, with highly trained pilots and crews. 
Some relief operations executed by IAF are during natural calamities suc h as The 
Gujarat Cyclone, 1998, 2004 Tsunami, floods in North India in 2013, and 
Operation Rainbow in Sri Lanka. 
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About Indian Air Force: 
Headquarters: New Delhi 
Founded: 8 October 1932, India 
Air Chief Marshal Vivek Ram Chaudhari  

 
NAS 2021-State report card: Learning outcome levels drop in higher grades  

 The National Achievement Survey (NAS) report for the 2021 edition has been 
released. NAS2021: One of the largest surveys in the world, the National 
Achievement Survey (NAS) 2021 was conducted on 12.11.2021 a cross the 
country, to identify the learning gaps & to take remedial measures. The NAS 
2021 report cards for the national, state and district levels have been made 
available at the official website “nas.gov.in.”  

 NAS 2021 conducted on November 12 last year assessed over 34 lakh students in 
1.18 lakh schools at 720 districts across 36 states and Union Territories.  

 NAS assesses the health of the school education system in the country by 
conducting a comprehensive evaluation survey of children’s learning 
competencies at Classes 3, 5, 8 and 10 with a cycle period of three years. It 
reflects the overall assessment of the school education system. The last NAS was 
held in 2017. 

 NAS 2021 covered both central and state government schools, government -aided 
schools and private schools across the country.  

 The survey was conducted in 22 languages in Language, Mathematics and EVS for 
Class 3 and 5; Language, Mathematics, Science and Social Science for Class 8 and 
Language, Mathematics, Science, Social Science and English for  Class 10. 

 
Time’s 100 most influential people 2022  

 Supreme Court lawyer Karuna Nundy, business tycoon Gautam Adani and 
prominent Kashmiri human rights activist Khurram Parvez have been named 
among the world’s 100 most influential people of 2022 by TIME mag azine. The 
list has been divided into six categories: Icons, Pioneers, Titans, Artists, Leaders 
and Innovators. 

 While Adani has been named under the Titans category along with the likes of 
Apple CEO Tim Cook and American host Oprah Winfrey, Nundy and Parve z found 
their place under the Leaders category along with Russian President Vladimir 
Putin and his Ukraine counterpart Volodymyr Zelenskyy.  
World’s most influential people of 2022:  
TITANS 

1. Gautam Adani 
2. Tim Cook 
3. Oprah Winfrey 
4. Christine Lagarde 
5. Michelle Yeoh 

LEADERS 
1. Karuna Nundy 
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2. Khurram Parvez 
3. Mia Mottley 
4. Volodymyr Zelenskyy 
5. Ketanji Brown Jackson 

INNOVATORS 
1. Zendaya 
2. Taika Waititi 
3. Miranda Lambert 
4. Derrick Palmer and Chris Smalls 
5. Josh Wardle 

ARTISTS 
1. Simu Liu 
2. Andrew Garfield 
3. Zoë Kravitz 
4. Sarah Jessica Parker 
5. Amanda Seyfried 

ICONS 
1. Mary J. Blige 
2. Dmitry Muratov 
3. Issa Rae 
4. Keanu Reeves 
5. Adele 

  
World Air Power Index 2022 released 

 World Directory of Modern Military Aircraft (WDMMA) has released the World 
Air Powers Ranking of 2022. The Indian Air Force (IAF) has been placed at the 
third position on the World Air Power Index in terms of the total fighting 
strength of the various air services of different nations of the world. This report 
has placed the Indian Air Force (IAF) above the Chinese Aviation based armed 
forces (PLAAF), Japan Air Self-Preservation Power (JASDF), Israeli Aviation based 
armed forces, and French Air and Space Power. The report says that the Indian 
Air Force (IAF) currently counts 1,645 total units in its active aircraft inventory.  

 The Global Air Powers Ranking (2022) report has given the highest TvR score to 
the United States Air Force (USAF). It comprises a broad mix of aircraft types and 
many products are locally sourced from the massive industrial base of the 
country. The highest attainable TvR score is  242.9 held by the United States Air 
Force (USAF). 

 In addition, it maintains dedicated strategic-level bombers, a sizeable helo, CAS 
aircraft, fighter force and hundreds of transport aircraft and the USAF will be 
reinforced in the coming days with hundreds  of units still on order. 

 The report has evaluated the total fighting strength of the various air forces of 
different nations of the world and ranked them accordingly. Currently, WDMMA 
is following. 
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The State of Inequality in India Report released  
 Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory Council Chairman Dr. Bibek debroy, 

launched the State of Inequality in India Report (EAC -PM). The Institute for 
Competitiveness authored the research, which provides a comprehensive 
examination of the level and type of inequality  in India. The study combines data 
on inequality in the health, education, household characteristics, and labour 
market sectors. Inequities in these areas, according to the research, render the 
population more vulnerable and lead to multidimensional povert y. 

 There has been significant progress in strengthening health infrastructure 
capacity, with a particular focus on rural regions. In 2005, there were 1,72,608 
total health centres in India; by 2020, there would be 1,85,505.  

 Between 2005 and 2020, states and union territories like as Rajasthan, Gujarat, 
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, and Chandigarh expanded the 
number of health centres (which include Sub-Centres, Primary Health Centre’s, 
and Community Health Centres). 

 
Reliance is now top-ranked Indian firm on Forbes Global 2000 list  

 Forbes’ Global 2000 list of public companies worldwide 2022 announced. Forbes 
Global 2000 ranks the largest companies in the world using four metrics: sales, 
profits, assets and market value. Billionaire Mukesh Ambani’s Reliance Industries 
Ltd climbed two spots to No. 53 on Forbes’ Global 2000 list of public companies 
worldwide 2022. Reliance is the top-ranked Indian firm on the list, followed by 
State Bank of India at No. 105, HDFC Bank at No. 153 and ICICI Bank at No. 2 04. 

 Berkshire Hathaway took the No. 1 spot for the first time since Forbes started 
publishing the Global 2000 in 2003, dethroning the Industrial and Commercial 
Bank of China, which dropped to No. 2 after nine consecutive years at the top of 
the list. Saudi Arabian Oil Company (Saudi Aramco) took the 3 Spot.  

 Other top 10 Indian firms on the list include state-owned Oil and Natural Gas 
Corporation (ONGC) at 228 ranks, Housing Development Finance Corporation Ltd 
(HDFC) at No. 268, Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) at No. 357, Tata Consultancy 
Services Ltd (TCS) at No. 384, Tata Steel at No. 407 and Axis Bank at No. 431.  
About Reliance Industries Limited:  
CEO: Mukesh Ambani (31 Jul 2002) 
Founder: Dhirubhai Ambani 
Founded: 8 May 1973, Maharashtra 
Headquarters: Mumbai 

 
Lionel Messi, LeBron James Top Forbes 2022 Highest-Paid Athletes List 

 Lionel Messi has topped the list of Forbes Highest-Paid Athletes 2022 with a reported 
income of $130 million, followed by Basketball player, Lebron James with $121.2 million 
while Cristiano Ronaldo was third with $115 million. Messi had moved from Barcelona to 
Paris Saint-Germain in August 2021 and Cristiano Ronaldo rejoined Manchester United from 
Juventus in the same month. Forbes calculates the estimates based on prize money, salaries 
and bonuses, and sponsorship deals. 
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Earnings over the last year. 
1. Lionel Messi: $130 million 
2. LeBron James: $121.2 million 
3. Cristiano Ronaldo: $115 million 
4. Neymar: $95 million 
5. Stephen Curry: $92.8 million 
6. Kevin Durant: $92.1 million 
7. Roger Federer: $90.7 million 
8. Canelo Alvarez: $90 million 
9. Tom Brady: $83.9 million 
10. Giannis Antetokounmpo: $80.9 million 
About Forbes: 
CEO : Mike Federle 
Chair and editor-in-chief : Steve Forbes 
Motto : "Change the World" 

 
Unemployment rate at 8.7% in October-December 2021, says NSO survey  

 The National Statistical Office (NSO) data has revealed that the unemployment 
rate for people above 15 years in urban areas slipped from 10.3% to 8.7% 
between October and December 2021. Joblessness or unemployment rate ( UR) is 
defined as the percentage of unemployed persons in the labour force.  

 Among males, the unemployment rate in urban areas also dipped to 8.3% in 
October-December 2021 compared to 9.5% a year ago. It was 9.3% in July -
September 2021. 

 The data also showed that the joblessness or unemployment rate among females 
(aged 15 years and above) in urban areas also declined to 10.5% from 13.1% in 
the same period. It was 11.6% in July-September 2021. 

 Labour force participation rate in CWS (current weekly status) in u rban areas for 
persons 15 years of age and above remained unchanged at 47.3% in the October -
December quarter of 2021, compared to the same period a year ago. It was 
46.9% in July-September 2021. 
About National Statistical Office (NSO)  

 Headquarters : New Delhi 
 Formed In: 12th July 2006 
 Parent department: Ministry of statistics & Programme Implementation  
 Chairperson : GP Samanta 

 
India falls 8 positions to 150th rank in RSF 2022 World Press Freedom Index  

 Reporters Without Borders (RSF) has released the 20th World Press Freedom 
Index 2022, which assesses the state of journalism in 180 countries and 
territories. The Index highlights the disastrous effects of news and information 
chaos – the effects of a globalised and unregulated online information space that 
encourages fake news and propaganda. 
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 India’s ranking in the Index has fallen down to 150th position from last year’s 
142nd rank. 

 The ranking of India’s neighbours, except that of Nepal, has also slid down, with 
the index placing. Nepal has climbed up by 30 po ints in the global ranking at 
76th position. 

 
BOOKS AND AUTHORS 

Book ‘Modi @20: Dreams Meeting Delivery’ released by VP Venkaiah Naidu  
 Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu has released the book “Modi@20 Dreams Meet 

Delivery” in New Delhi. The book presents different facets of the distinct 
thought process, the pioneering, pro-active approach and the quintessential, 
transformational leadership style that Narendrabhai Modi has come to be so 
closely identified with. 

 ‘Modi@20’ is an anthology edited and compiled by BlueKraft Digital Foundation, 
and is a compilation of chapters authored by eminent intellectuals and domain 
experts, Rupa Publications. 

 The book encompasses the experiential journey of Modi since he left his house 
at the tender age of 17 and set out on a mission of knowing himself, and his 
country and finally define the mission of transforming India. In 2021, Modi 
completed twenty continuous years as the head of a government. This book, a 
compilation of chapters authored by eminent intel lectuals and domain experts, 
attempts a definitive and expansive exploration into the fundamental 
transformation of Gujarat and India over the last twenty years due to Modi’s 
unique model of governance. 

 
Book ‘INDO-PAK WAR 1971- Reminiscences of Air Warriors’ released by Rajnath Singh  

 Defence Minister Rajnath Singh has released a book titled ‘INDO -PAK WAR 1971- 
Reminiscences of Air Warriors’ at the 37th Air Chief Marshal PC Lal Memorial 
Lecture organised by the Air Force Association in New Delhi, Delhi. The book was 
edited by Air Marshal Jagjeet Singh and Group Captain Shailendra Mohan. The 
book features 50 Swarnim articles written by veterans narrating their 
experiences in detail.  

 Defence Minister also paid tribute to Air Chief Marshal Pratap Chandra Lal (PC  
Lal). Air Chief Marshal Pratap Chandra Lal (PC Lal), served as the Vice Chief of 
the Air Staff during the 1965 war and had served as the 7th Chief of the Air Staff 
during the 1971 war. 

 
Book “Leaders, Politicians, Citizens” authored by Rasheed Kidwai  

 “Leaders, Politicians, Citizens: Fifty Figures Who Influenced India’s Politics” 
authored by author-journalist Rasheed Kidwai compiles stories of 50 
personalities who influenced India’s political landscape. The book is published by 
Hachette India. The foreword of the book is written by Shashi Tharoor, Member 
of Parliament (Lok Sabha). The 50 personalities featured in the book include Teji 
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Bachchan, Phoolan Devi, Indira Gandhi, Rajiv Gandhi, Jayalalithaa, APJ Abdul 
Kalam, and Karunanidhi among others.  

 Traversing ideologies and bringing into focus the human facet of governments, 
Leaders, Politicians, and Citizens presents a compelling history of Indian 
democracy and provides riveting insights into the evolution of its political 
culture. 

 

BANKING AND ECONOMY 
US overtakes China as India’s largest trading partner with $119.42 billion in FY22 

 The United States overtook China to become India’s top trading partner in 2021-22, 
reflecting strong economic ties between the two countries. According to commerce ministry 
data, in 2021-22, bilateral trade between the US and India stood at US$ 119.42 billion as 
against US$ 80.51 billion in 2020-21. Exports to the US increased to US$ 76.11 billion in 
2021-22 from US$ 51.62 billion in the previous fiscal, while imports rose to US$ 43.31 billion 
as compared to around US$ 29 billion in 2020-21. 

 During 2021-22, India’s two-way commerce with China aggregated at $115.42 billion as 
compared to $86.4 billion in 2020-21, the data showed. Exports to China marginally 
increased to $21.25 billion last fiscal year from $21.18 billion in 2020-21, while imports 
jumped to $94.16 billion from about $65.21 billion in 2020-21. The trade gap rose to $72.91 
billion in 2021-22 from $44 billion in the previous fiscal year. 

 In 2021-22, the UAE is India’s third-largest trading partner with USD 72.9 billion. It is 
followed by Saudi Arabia (USD 42.85 billion) as 4th, Iraq (USD 34.33 billion) as 5th, & 
Singapore (USD 30 billion) as its 6th largest trading partner. 
About United States: 
Capital: Washington, D.C. 
President: Joe Biden 
Currency: United States Dollar 

 
PSU banks double net profit to record Rs 66500 crore in FY22 

 Public sector banks (PSBs) more than quadrupled their net profit in the fiscal year 2021-
2022. During the financial year 2021-22, the aggregate profit of 12 state-owned banks was 
Rs 66,539 crore, up 110 percent from Rs 31,816 crore in the previous year. For the first time 
in years, all 12 state-owned banks made a profit. This was also a significant improvement 
over FY18, when just two of the 21 PSBs declared a profit. 

 Only two PSBs (Central Bank and Punjab & Sind Bank) declared losses in FY21, dragging 
down the overall net profit. 

 Profitability has increased as a result of the conclusion of the bad loan clean-up and 
economies of scale gained through the merger of ten state-owned banks. 

 Other factors include the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) cheap liquidity and growth categories 
such as retail lending. 

 SBI had the largest net profit, at Rs 31,675 crore, up 55 percent from the previous year. 

 The country’s largest bank accounts for nearly half of all public-sector bank profits. 
Following SBI, Bank of Baroda earned 10% of PSB earnings with a net profit of Rs 7,272 
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crore, followed by Canara Bank with a net profit of Rs 5,678 crore, accounting for 8% of total 
net profit. 

 Aside from the two banks that reversed their fortunes this year, Bank of Baroda posted the 
biggest revenue increase, followed by UCO Bank. 

 PSBs have been able to pay more to the dividend because of higher profitability, which will 
benefit the government, which has been working with reduced RBI dividends. The total 
dividend paid by public sector banks exceeds Rs 8,000 crore. 
About Reserve Bank of India: 
Headquarters: Mumbai, India 
Founder: British Raj 
Founded: 1 April 1935, Kolkata 
Jurisdiction: India 
Governor: Shaktikanta Das 

 
BOB Financial and HPCL launch co-branded contactless RuPay Credit Card 

 HPCL and BOB co-branded contactless RuPay Credit Card has been launched by 
BOB Financial and Hindustan Petroleum (HPCL) in collaboration with National 
Payments Corporation of India (NPCI). The card has a number of advantages, 
including incentives for utility, supermarket, and department shop purchases. 
The JCB network allows you to use this card at shops and ATMs all around the 
world. BOB Financial is the Bank of Baroda’s wholly -owned subsidiary (BoB). 

 At HPCL petrol stations and on the HP Pay app, cardholders of the HPCL and BOB 
RuPay Contactless Credit Card can earn up to 24 reward points (every Rs 150 
spent). 

 Additionally, cardholders will receive a 1% Fuel Surcharge Waiver on fuel 
purchases made at HPCL pumps or through HP Pay.  

 Customers who spend Rs 5,000 or more within 60 days of receiving their card 
will receive an additional 2,000 reward points.  
About Bank of Baroda:  
Headquarters: Alkapuri, Vadodara 
Founder: Sayajirao Gaekwad III  
Founded: 20 July 1908, Vadodara 

 
Rs 100 currency notes, Rs 5 coin most preferred in India, RBI survey shows  

 The Reserve Bank of India’s Banknote Survey of Consumers’ findings revealed 
that, among banknotes, Rs100 was the most preferred while Rs 2,000 was the 
least preferred denomination. The survey, that was published in the Reserve 
Bank of India Annual Report this year said that Rs 100 notes were most preferred 
among Indians, while Rs 2000 notes were the least preferred. The RBI survey also 
found out that the total number of Rs 2000 notes comprised only 214 crores or 
1.6 percent of the total currency notes in circulation.  

 A diverse sample of 11,000 respondents from rural, semi-urban, urban and 
metropolitan areas, spanning 28 states and three union territories participated 
in the survey. The survey also included 351 visually impaired respondents (VIR). 
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The survey covered respondents from the age of 18 to 79 years with a gender 
representation of 60:40 for males and females. 
About RBI: 
Headquarters: Mumbai, India 
Founder: British Raj 
Founded: 1 April 1935, Kolkata 
Jurisdiction: India 
Governor: Shaktikanta Das 

 
HDFC Securities launches robo-advisory platform for mutual fund investments 

 HDFC Securities has launched “HDFC Money”, a Robo-advisory investment platform that will 
offer mutual fund schemes and other financial products without the need of a Demat 
account. Apart from mutual funds, one can also manage other aspects of finances such as 
accessing, managing, and tracking portfolios, starting goal planning, insurance planning, 
creating e-Wills and managing or filing taxes. 

 The basic objective of investing is to achieve a financial goal, which could be as simple as a 
holiday trip to a complex retirement planning or child education/marriage.” HDFC Money, 
backed by inputs from a highly experienced team, curates via Robo-advisory the best of the 
best mutual funds that exist in this exhaustive market as per the declared risk profile of the 
customer. 
About HDFC Securities:  
CEO: Dhiraj Relli (May 2015) 
Headquarters: Mumbai 
Founded: 2000 
Parent organization: HDFC Bank  

 
India’s GDP growth likely to be 8.2-8.5 per cent in FY22: SBI report 

 According to the State Bank of India‘s research paper Ecowrap, India’s Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) growth in FY22 is predicted to be in the range of 8.2 to 8.5 percent. 
Uncertainties abound in Q4FY22 GDP estimates, as normal quarterly data adjustments are 
tough to fathom, but the research produced by SBI’s Economic Research Department 
predicts that it will meet the 3 to 3.5 percent mark. 

 On May 31, the government will disclose GDP figures for the fourth quarter of FY22. The 
data are tough to understand, according to SBI, and a flurry of regular quarterly revisions in 
FY22 on May 31st could make it a forecaster’s nightmare. 

 According to the newspaper, SBI’s Group Chief Economic Adviser Soumya Kanti Ghosh 
believes that FY22 GDP estimates will be closer to 8.5 percent than Q4 GDP numbers. 

 Given the robust growth in tax receipts, the disparity between GVA and GDP numbers in Q4 
could be another major problem. This could result in a considerable increase in GDP, despite 
the fact that GVA may be much smaller. 

 The Central Statistics Office forecast Q4 GDP at Rs 41.04 lakh crore and FY22 real GDP 
growth at Rs 147.7 lakh crore, an increase of 1.7% over pre-pandemic levels, according to 
the study. 
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 The growth rate of Q4 GDP is pegged at Rs 40 lakh crore by the SBI Nowcasting model, 
which is lower by Rs 1 lakh crore than the CSO early predictions. 
About SBI Group:  
Chief Economic Adviser: Soumya Kanti Ghosh 
CEO: Yoshitaka Kitao (Jun 2003) 
Headquarters: Minato City, Tokyo, Japan 
Founded: 8 July 1999 

 
CCEA clears sale of govt's 29.5% stake in Hindustan Zinc valued at Rs 38,000 crore 

 Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) has approved the government’s 29.5% stake 
sale in Hindustan Zinc Ltd (HZL). The sale of a 29.58% stake represents more than 124.96 
crore shares which would raise around Rs 38,000 crores at the current market price. This 
decision will strengthen the government’s disinvestment drive in the current fiscal year. The 
government has budgeted 65,000 crores from PSU disinvestment and strategic sale. Shares 
of HZL closed at ₹305.05, up 3.14% on the BSE. During the day, the scrip touched a high of 
₹317.30 a share. 

 Till April 2002, the Hindustan Zinc Limited (HZL) was a government-owned company. In 
2002, the government offloaded a 26% stake in HZL to Sterlite Opportunities and Ventures 
Ltd (SOVL). 

 Vedanta group later bought 20% from the market and another 18.92% from the government 
in November 2003, raising its ownership in Hindustan Zinc to 64.92 per cent. 

 Vedanta, led by mining magnate Anil Agarwal, recently said the company can buy just 5 per 
cent additional stake in the HZL considering the price of the shares on offer. 
About Hindustan Zinc Limited: 
CEO: Arun Misra  
Chairman: Kiran Agarwal; 
Headquarters: Udaipur, Rajasthan 
Parent organizations: Vedanta Limited, Government of India 

 
MoS Commerce Anupriya Patel launches Indian Business Portal e-commerce marketplace 

 The Federation of Indian Export Organisations (FIEO) has launched the first-of-its-kind online 
marketplace for Indian exporters and foreign buyers. The marketplace – Indian Business 
Portal – will act as a B2B digital marketplace to help micro, small and medium enterprises 
(MSME) exporters, artisans and farmers to identify new markets for their products and grow 
their sales globally. Minister of State for Commerce & Industry Anupriya Patel, was present 
at the launch. 

 The marketplace has been designed and developed in partnership with GlobalLinker, which 
already provides a business networking platform for SMEs and startups. The portal will 
digitize Indian exporters and help them become discoverable online, promote exports from 
all Indian states, and showcase a wider range of products and services. More than 2,000 
small businesses have already joined, listing over 40,000 products and services. FIEO will 
promote the marketplace worldwide. 
About Federation of Indian Export Organisations: 
Founded: 1965 
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Headquarters: New Delhi 
President: Dr A Sakthivel 
Director General & CEO: Dr. Ajay Sahai 

 
RBI slashes minimum net-worth requirement to set up non-bank Bharat Bill Payment 

 The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has eased norms for non-bank entities to set up Bharat Bill 
Payment operating units by reducing the net-worth requirement to Rs 25 crore, with a view 
to encouraging more players in the segment. At present, a net worth of Rs 100 crore is 
required to obtain authorisation for a non-bank BBPOU (Bharat Bill Payment Operating 
Units). The reduction in net-worth requirements follows an announcement regarding the 
same by the central bank in April. 

 To increase participation, the RBI had decided to align the net worth requirement of non-
bank BBPOUs with that of other nonbank participants who handle customer funds (like 
payment aggregators) and have a similar risk profile. 

 Bharat Bill Payment System (BBPS) is an interoperable platform for bill payments and the 
scope and coverage of BBPS extend to all categories of billers who raise recurring bills. Users 
of BBPS enjoy benefits like a standardised bill payment experience, a centralised customer 
grievance redressal mechanism and a prescribed customer convenience fee. 
About RBI: 
Headquarters: Mumbai, India 
Founder: British Raj 
Founded: 1 April 1935, Kolkata 
Jurisdiction: India 
Governor: Shaktikanta Das 

 
Moody's cuts CY22 India GDP growth forecast to 8.8% amid rising inflation 

 Moody’s Investors Service slashed India’s economic growth projection to 8.8 per cent for 
2022 from 9.1 per cent earlier, citing high inflation. In its update to Global Macro Outlook 
2022-23, Moody’s said high-frequency data suggest that the growth momentum from 
December quarter 2021 carried through into the first four months this year. However, the 
rise in crude oil, food and fertilizer prices will weigh on household finances and spending in 
the months ahead. Rate hikes to prevent energy and food inflation from becoming more 
generalized will slow the demand recovery’s momentum. 

 Strong credit growth, a large increase in investment intentions announced by the corporate 
sector, and a high budget allocation to capital spending by the government indicate that the 
investment cycle is strengthening. For 2022 and 2023, it projected inflation to be around 6.8 
per cent and 5.2 per cent, respectively. 
About Moody’s Investors Service: 
Industry Bond credit ratings 
Predecessor Moody's Analyses Publishing Company 
Founded 1909; 113 years ago 
Headquarters 7 World Trade Center New York City, United States 
Parent: Moody's Corporation 
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RBI issues norms for gold import by qualified jewellers through IIBX 

 The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has announced new guidelines to permit qualified jewellers 
to import gold through the India International Bullion Exchange IFSC Ltd. (IIBX) or any other 
exchange. IFSCA and the DGFT, the Government of India, must sanction the other 
exchanges. All payments by authorised jewellers for gold imports through IIBX must be done 
using an exchange mechanism recognised by IFSCA in accordance with the IFSC Act and 
regulations, according to the RBI. 

 According to the new recommendations, approved dealers banks may allow Qualified 
Jewellers to make eleven-day advance payments for gold imports through IIBX in 
accordance with the existing Foreign Trade Policy and Regulations published under the IFSC 
Act. 

 In accordance with the terms of the sale contract or other document in the nature of an 
irrevocable purchase order in terms of the IFSC Act and regulations made thereunder by 
IFSCA, AD banks shall ensure that advance remittance for such import through exchange/s 
authorised by IFSCA is in accordance with the terms of the sale contract or other document 
in the nature of an irrevocable purchase order in terms of the IFSC Act and regulations made 
thereunder by IFSCA. 

 Furthermore, licenced dealers banks must perform all due diligence and guarantee that the 
remittances sent are only for bona fide import transactions through IFSCA-approved 
exchanges. 

 The RBI further noted that advance remittances for gold imports should not be used in any 
way to import gold worth more than the advance remittance made. 

 QJ shall send the Bill of Entry (or any other applicable document issued/approved by 
Customs Department for evidence of import) issued by Customs Authorities to the AD bank 
from which advance payment has been made if gold is imported through IIBX. 
About RBI: 
Headquarters: Mumbai, India 
Founder: British Raj 
Founded: 1 April 1935, Kolkata 
Jurisdiction: India 
Governor: Shaktikanta Das 

 
SBI Launches Real-Time Xpress Credit Loans on India's YONO App 

 State Bank of India (SBI) has announced the introduction of Real -Time Xpress 
Credit on its Yono platform, allowing eligible customers to get personal loans of 
up to Rs 35 lakh. The bank said its flagship personal loan product for salaried 
customers “Xpress Credit” now has a digital avatar and customers can now avail 
of it through Yono. 

 Real-Time Xpress Credit, central, state government and defence salaried 
customers of SBI will no longer be required to visit the branch for availing of a 
personal loan. It would be a 100% paperless and digital experience and an end -
to-end eight-step journey. 

 The Xpress Credit product will enable our customers to experience a digital, 
hassle-free, and paperless loan process. SBI constantly endeavour to offer 
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technology-led enhanced digital banking experience to the customers in order to 
simplify banking.”  
About State Bank of India: 
Founded: 1 July 1955; 
Headquarters: Mumbai; 
Chairman: Dinesh Kumar Khara 

 
France’s Total Energies to buy stake in Adani’s hydrogen bu siness 

 Under the newly formed company Adani New Industries Ltd, Total Energies, the 
French oil and gas major, is expected to acquire a minority share of 10% or more 
in Adani group’s hydrogen business (ANIL). The agreement is nearing completion, 
and an announcement is expected in the coming months.  

 In India, Total had earlier partnered with Adani in 2018 with investments in 
Adani Gas Limited, city gas distribution business, associated LNG terminal 
business and gas marketing business. Total acquired 37.4 per cent stake in Adani 
Gas Limited and 50 per cent stake in Dhamra LNG project. Then, Adani and Total 
had also agreed for an alliance into the wider sustainable energy space. Total 
and Adani agreed the acquisition of a 50 per cent stake in a 2.35 GWac portfol io 
of operating solar assets owned by Adani Gas and a 20 per cent stake in Adani 
Green Energy for a global investment of $2.5 billion.  

 Adani Total Gas is an Indian municipal gas distribution firm that provides piped 
natural gas connections and compressed natural gas stations to both industrial 
and residential users. It is a joint venture between Adani Group and 
TotalEnergies, a French oil and gas business. As of November 2020, Adani Total 
Gas has a standalone presence in 22 geographical areas (GAs). In addi tion, Adani 
Total Gas and Indian Oil Corporation’s 50:50 joint venture, Indian Oil -Adani Gas 
Pvt. Ltd., manages city gas distribution networks in 19 GAs.  

 TotalEnergies SE, one of the seven “supermajor” oil corporations, is a French 
multinational integrated oil and gas firm founded in 1924. Its operations span 
the whole oil and gas value chain, from exploration and production of crude oil 
and natural gas through power generation, transportation, refining, petroleum 
product marketing, and international crude oil and product trading. 
TotalEnergies also produces enormous quantities of chemicals.  
About Adani Group: 
Headquarters: Ahmedabad 
Founder: Gautam Adani 
Founded: 1988 
About France:  
Capital: Paris 
President: Emmanuel Macron 
Prime minister: Élisabeth Borne 
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ONGC first Indian Exploration & Production company to trade domestic gas on Indian 
Gas Exchange 

 The state-owned Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) has become the first 
gas producer to sell domestic gas on the Indian Gas Exchange, exchanging 
unidentified amounts from the KG-DWN-98/2 block off the coast of India. ONGC 
stated in a statement that it will gradually raise output. ONGC has made history 
by becoming India’s first exploration and production (E&P) company to trade 
domestic gas on the Indian Gas Exchange. 

 ONGC Director (Onshore) & In-charge Marketing Anurag Sharma made the first 
online trade on India’s first automated national level Gas Exchange, IGX.  

 The gas exchanged came from the ONGC Krishna Godavari 98/2 block, but did 
not identify the quantity sold. 

 ONGC has geared itself to reap the benefits of the liberalization of the gas price 
ecosystem in 2000-21. 
About ONGC: 
Headquarters: Vasant Kunj, New Delhi  
Founded: 14 August 1956 
Key people: Alka Mittal; (Chairman & MD) 

 
Phonepe to acquire wealth management platforms Wealthdesk, Open IQ for $75 
million 

 PhonePe, an Indian payments business backed by Walmart Inc., is acquiring two 
wealth management firms for $75 million in total. WealthDesk will cost roughly 
$50 million, while OpenQ will cost nearly $25 mi llion, including debt, according 
to people familiar with the situation who asked not to be identified because the 
facts are confidential. Customers may invest in equities and exchange traded 
funds through WealthDesk, which was formed in 2016 and is based i n Mumbai, 
India’s financial hub. OpenQ also provides trading baskets and investing 
analytics to consumers and institutional customers.  

 The acquisitions will help PhonePe, which is majority owned by Walmart -backed 
Flipkart, expand its offerings in a lucrative payments market where tech giants 
such as Alphabet Inc.’s Google, Amazon.com Inc., and SoftBank Group Corp. -
backed SoftBank Group Corp.-backed SoftBank Group Corp.-backed SoftBank 
Group Corp.-backed SoftBank Group has backed the Paytm totally.  
About PhonePe: 
Founded:            2015 
Headquarters:   Bengaluru, Karnataka, India 
Founder(s):        Sameer Nigam (Co-Founder & CEO), Rahul Chari 
(Co-Founder & CTO) & Burzin Engineer (Co-Founder & CRO) 

 
FDI inflow 'highest ever' at $83.57 billion in 2021-22: Centre 

 The central government announced that India has recorded the highest ever 
annual FDI inflow of $83.57 billion during FY22. In 2020 -21, the inflow stood at 
$81.97 billion. India is rapidly emerging as a preferred country for foreign 
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investments in the manufacturing sector. FDI equity inflow in manufacturing 
sectors has increased by 76 per cent in 2021-22 ($21.34 billion) compared to 
2020-21 ($12.09 billion). 

 In terms of top investor countries, Singapore is at the top with 27 per cent, 
followed by the US (18 per cent) and Mauritius (16 per cent) during the last 
fiscal. Among sectors, computer software and hardware attracted maximum 
inflows. The services sector and automobile industry followed it.  

 To further liberalise and simplify FDI policy to provide ease  of doing business 
and attract investments, reforms have been undertaken recently across sectors 
like coal mining, contract manufacturing, digital media, single -brand retail 
trading, civil aviation, defence, insurance and telecom.  

 
RBL Bank ties up with Amazon Pay to offer UPI payment services 

 RBL Bank, Amazon Pay, and Amazon Web Services (AWS) have partnered together to deliver 
universal payments interface (UPI) payments, which will include peer-to-peer and peer-to-
merchant transactions. Amazon Pay would grant RBL Bank a UPI ID with the handle @rapl 
from the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI), resulting in a simplified payments 
experience using RBL Bank’s cloud-based processing infrastructure. With its AWS-hosted 
payment processing technology, RBL strengthens its footprint in the UPI arena, allowing the 
bank to interact with Amazon Pay’s growing client base and transaction volumes. 

 PayNearby, an Indian banking and digital payments network, teamed up with Visa and RBL 
Bank in August to launch SoftPoS and mPOS for its 1.5 million+ shops. 

 India’s lack of digital infrastructure has hampered merchant acceptance of digital payments, 
and the country’s population density of over 350 people per POS terminal is unusually high 
when compared to China and Brazil, which have POS of 20 and 10, respectively. 

 In order to limit the danger of viral transmission, the COVID-19 pandemic has pushed the 
need for contactless payments. 
About Amazon:  
Founder: Jeff Bezos 
CEO: Andy Jassy 

 
IDBI Bank to sell 25% stake in Ageas Federal Life Insurance for Rs 580 cr 

 IDBI Bank has barged into a share purchase agreement to sell its remaining 25% stake in 
private sector life insurer Ageas Federal Life Insurance for Rs 580 crore, making Ageas one of 
the few foreign insurers to increase its stake in its Indian insurance joint venture to 74 
percent after the government raised the FDI cap in the insurance sector.  The deal is 
scheduled to close in Q2FY23, pending regulatory approvals and the fulfilment of the share 
purchase agreement’s terms and conditions. Ageas, a European insurer, has already 
expanded its stake in the Indian insurer from 26% to 49% in December 2020. 

 Federal Bank’s shareholding in the company remained at 26%. The insurer’s name was 
changed from IDBI Federal Life Insurance to Ageas Federal Life Insurance as a result of this. 

 Ageas Insurance International now owns 49 percent of the private sector life insurer Ageas 
Federal Life Insurance, while Federal Bank owns 26 percent.  
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 Ageas Insurance International will increase its investment in the insurance company to 74 
percent after purchasing IDBI Bank’s 25% interest. 
About IDBI Bank: 
Headquarters: Mumbai 
CEO: Rakesh Sharma (10 Oct 2018) 
Owner: Life Insurance Corporation 

 
Adani becomes fourth Indian group to acquire franchise in UAE's T20 League 

 Adani Sportsline, a division of the diverse Adani Group, has created history by gaining the 
rights to own and manage a franchise in the UAE’s top T20 competition. The UAE T20 
League, which is licenced by the Emirates Cricket Board, is an annual event that will include 
six franchise teams participating in a 34-match tournament. The line-ups of various teams 
are likely to include top players from all cricket-playing countries. The league would provide 
future young cricketers a platform and exposure. 

 It will be Adani Sportsline’s first significant international step, connecting and engaging with 
cricket fans from around the world. 

 The Adani Group, which includes port management, electric power production and 
transmission, renewable energy, mining, airport operations, natural gas, food processing, 
and infrastructure, promotes Adani Sportsline. 

 With operations in 70 sites in 50 countries and a market capitalization of over $222 billion, 
the company generates yearly revenues of over $20 billion. 
About Adani Group  
Headquarters: Ahmedabad 
Founder: Gautam Adani 
Founded: 1988 

 
India, fastest-growing major economy, projected to grow 6.4% in 2022: UN 

 The United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UN-DESA) in its ‘World 
Economic Situation and Prospects (WESP) Mid-year Update 2022’ report has declined India’s 
GDP (Gross Domestic Product) growth projections from 6.7% to 6.4% for 2022-23. For 2023-
24, 6% GDP growth is forecasted for India as against 6.1%. In 2021, India’s economy grew at 
8.8%. The growth outlook for South Asia is also downgraded by 0.4 percentage points to 
5.5% in 2022. 

 The report said that the outlook in South Asia has deteriorated in recent months, against the 
backdrop of the ongoing conflict in Ukraine, and higher commodity prices and potential 
negative spillover effects from monetary tightening in the United States. 

 In its World Economic Situation and Prospects report as of mid-2022, the UN’s department 
of economic and social affairs said global inflation is projected to increase to 6.7% in 2022, 
twice the average of 2.9% during 2010–2020, with sharp rises in food and energy prices. 
About (UN-DESA): 
Headquarters location: New York, New York, United States 
Founded: 1948 
Parent organization: United Nations 
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PNB MetLife launches India’s First dental health insurance plan  
 PNB MetLife India Insurance Company has launched India’s first dental health 

insurance plan. This is the first insurance plan in India that covers fixed -benefit 
outpatient expenses and provides financial assistance wi th costs related to 
overall dental health. This launch reinforces PNB MetLife leadership in the 
industry with this one-of-a-kind, standalone, the dental health insurance plan 
that covers major dental procedures without the hassles of hospitalisation.  

 PNB MetLife’s new Dental Care Plan will help customers manage their dental 
health and ensure they do not have to dive into their savings or reduce their 
essential spending in order to make space for dental treatment. To provide 
convenience to its customers, PNB MetLife has tied up with more than 340 
dental clinics. 
About PNB MetLife: 
Established: 2001; 
Headquarters: Mumbai, Maharashtra;  
Chairman: Kishore Ponnavolu; 
MD & CEO: Ashish Kumar Srivastava. 

 
Public sector banks' frauds down 51% to Rs 40,295 crore in FY2 2; number of cases 
declines YoY, 

 The Reserve Bank of India has said that public sector banks reported over a 51 
per cent fall in the amount involved in frauds to Rs 40,295.25 crore during the 
financial year 2021-22 (FY22). As many as 12 PSBs (Public Sector  Banks) had 
reported frauds worth Rs 81,921.54 crore in the preceding fiscal 2020 -21, the 
central bank said in response to an application under the Right to Information 
(RTI) Act. 

 However, the number of fraud cases didn’t fall at the same pace as a total o f 
7,940 frauds reported by the PSBs in 2021-22, against 9,933 incidents reported 
in FY21, said the RBI’s reply to Madhya Pradesh -based RTI activist 
Chandrashekhar Gaur. 

 According to the RBI data on frauds reported by PSBs in all categories during 
FY22, the highest amount of Rs 9,528.95 crore was reported by the city -based 
Punjab National Bank (PNB), involving 431 such incidents.  

 The country’s largest lender State Bank of India reported frauds worth Rs 
6,932.37 crore in as many as 4,192 cases — reflecting incidents of a large 
number of small value frauds. 

 Bank of India reported frauds worth Rs 5,923.99 crore (209 incidents), followed 
by Bank of Baroda at Rs 3,989.36 crore (280); Union Bank of India Rs 3,939 crore 
(627), while Canara Bank reported frauds worth  Rs 3,230.18 crore in just 90 
cases — showing that the transactions were of high-value frauds. 
About RBI: 
Founded: April 1, 1935; 
Headquarters: Mumbai, Maharashtra;  
Governor: Shaktikanta Das; 
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WPI inflation spikes to a record high of 15.08% in April  

 India’s wholesale inflation soared to a three -decade high in April as high 
commodity prices and supply-chain disruptions pushed up input costs for 
producers. The annual rate of inflation was 15.08% (Provisional) for the month 
of April 2022 (Y-o-Y) as compared to 10.74% in April 2021. The rate of inflation 
based on the WPI Food Index increased marginally from 8.71% in March 2022 to 
8.88% in April 2022. 

 The high rate of inflation in April 2022 was primarily due to a rise in prices of 
mineral oils, basic metals, crude petroleum & natural gas, food articles, non-
food articles, food products and chemicals & chemical products etc. as compared 
to the corresponding month of the previous year.  

 Fuel prices, a big component of the increase, were up 38.66 % on the year versu s 
34.52 % in March. 

 The Office of the Economic Adviser, Department for Promotion of Industry and 
Internal Trade released the index numbers of wholesale prices in India (Base 
Year: 2011-12) for the month of April 2022 (Provisional) and for the month of 
February 2022 (Final). 

 
Ruchi Soya buys Patanjali Ayurved's food retail business for ₹690 crore  

 Ruchi Soya, an edible oil company, has announced that it will buy Patanjali 
Ayurved’s food division for Rs 690 crore. Ruchi Soya’s transition to the fast -
moving consumer goods (FMCG) category is likely to be accelerated as a result of 
this. After regulatory permissions, the name of Ruchi Soya Industries Ltd would 
be changed to Patanjali Foods Ltd. Ghee, honey, spices, juices, and wheat are 
among the 21 products in the acquired food industry. 

 According to a company source, Ruchi Soya will pay Patanjali Ayurved an annual 
royalty estimated at 1% of the gross turnover of the items under the transfer 
agreement. 

 It’s a debt-free transaction, with Ruchi Soya paying for it wit h internal accruals. 
 With effect from, the board of Patanjali Ayurved has approved the transfer of 

food business to Ruchi Soya Industries.  
 Ruchi Soya is India’s largest producer of edible oil. Patanjali Ayurved purchased 

it in 2019. According to a survey issued by Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Ruchi Soya 
was rated 175 among the top 250 consumer products businesses in the Global 
Powers of the Consumer Products Industry 2012.  

 
Tepid listing of LIC shares leaves investors poorer by over Rs 50,000 crore  

 Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) shares made a lacklustre start on the 
stock exchanges, trading at a discount to the initial public offering price. The 
shares of the insurance behemoth began trading on the BSE and NSE at Rs 872 
per share, down 8.11 percent from the IPO price of Rs 949 per share. The stocks 
fell despite the fact that the Sensex and Nifty were in the green. The Rs 21,000 -
crore public issuance by LIC is the largest Dalal Street has ever seen. Earlier this 
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month, the issue had a robust response from all investor groups over a large six-
day subscription window, rather than the regular three -day window. 

 LIC had a market capitalisation of Rs 5.5 lakh crore when it went public.  
 The LIC IPO took place amid a difficult time for Dalal Street and at a lowe r 

valuation than had been recommended previously.  
 The government of India has sold just 3.5 percent of its interest to the public 

through the issuance, down from the previously discussed 5 percent.  
About LIC: 
Chairperson: M R Kumar 
Headquarters: Mumbai 
Founder: Government of India 
Founded: 1 September 1956 

  
Swiggy buys Dineout from Times Internet in $120 million all -stock deal 

 Food-delivery app available online Swiggy has agreed to buy restaurant 
technology and dining out platform Dineout from Times Intern et in a formal 
deal. Swiggy said in a statement that Dineout will continue to operate as an 
independent app following the acquisition.  

 The mostly all-stock transaction is likely to close in the next month for roughly 
$120 million, or about Rs 930 crore. The acquisition would allow Swiggy to 
investigate synergies and create new experiences in a high -use area, according 
to Sriharsha Majety, Swiggy’s cofounder and CEO. Swiggy is expected to expand 
Dineout’s products, such as table bookings and events, while Di neout’s 
restaurant partners will have access to Swiggy’s enormous consumer base, 
expanding their reach. 

 Dineout, founded in 2012 by Mehrotra, Nikhil Bakshi, Sahil Jain, and Vivek 
Kapoor, allows clients to find restaurants in their neighbourhood and make 
reservations at any of its 50,000 restaurants in 20 cities. It also offers 
contactless eating solutions to restaurants, as well as discounts and privileges to 
customers at certain restaurants via Dineout Passport and Dineout Pay. Times 
Internet, the digital media branch of Bennett, Coleman and Company Ltd (Times 
Group), which publishes ET, bought Dineout in 2014. According to the statistics 
stated above, Dineout has close to 5 million consumers, whereas Swiggy has over 
50 million active annual transacting users. 
About Swiggy: 
CEO: Sriharsha Majety 
Headquarters    Bangalore, Karnataka, India 
Founder(s)         Sriharsha Majety, Nandan Reddy & Rahul Jaimini  

 
Reserve Bank of India Imposes Monetary Penalty of Rs. 59 Lakh on KEB Hana Bank  

 Reserve Bank of India has imposed a penalty of Rs 59 lakh on the Korean bank, 
KEB Hana Bank for non-compliance with the certain norms related to ‘interest 
rate on deposits. The Korean bank has been penalised for non -compliance with 
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the directions issued by RBI on ”Reserve Bank of India (Interest Rate on 
Deposits) Directions, 2016”.  

 The statutory inspection for supervisory evaluation of KEB Hana Bank was 
conducted by RBI with reference to its financial position as on March 31, 2020. 
RBI, however, said the penalty is based on the def iciencies in regulatory 
compliance and is not intended to pronounce upon the validity of any 
transaction or agreement entered into by the bank with its customers.  

 
Union Bank Of India Launches Cross Border Trade Finance Service Trade Nxt 

 The Union Bank of India (UBI) has launched an online platform, ‘Trade nxt’, which enables 
corporate, and MSMEs (Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises) to transact all cross-border 
export-import transactions from the comfort of their place, i.e. eliminates the need for 
companies to visit a bank branch for the same. It offers seamless entry and processing of 
letters of credit (LC), bank guarantees, export/import bills, disbursement of export credit, 
outward & inward remittances, dealer financing etc. 

 ‘Trade nxt’ platform will also enable the regulatory online auto reporting through Import 
Data Processing & Monitoring System (IDPMS), Export Data processing & Monitoring System 
(EDPMS) and other statutory reporting to Overseas Direct Investment (ODI)/ Foreign Direct 
Investment (FDI)/ Liberalised Remittance Scheme LRS) which will make the process much 
more convenient. 
About Union Bank of India 
Managing Director & CEO: Rajkiran Rai G 
Merged Banks: Andhra Bank, and Corporation Bank 
Headquarters: Mumbai, Maharashtra. 

 
Saudi Aramco Becomes World’s Most Valuable Stock as Apple Drops  

 Oil giant Saudi Aramco has dethroned Apple Inc. to become the world’s most 
valuable company, underscoring the recent surge in oil prices that have boosted 
the energy giant this year. Aramco traded near its highest l evel on record, with a 
market capitalization of about $2.43 trillion, surpassing that of Apple for the 
first time since 2020. The iPhone maker fell 5.2% to close at $146.50 per share, 
giving it a valuation of $2.37 trillion.  

 Even if the move proves short-lived and Apple retakes the top spot again, the 
role reversal underscores the power of major forces coursing through the global 
economy. Soaring oil prices, while great for profits at Aramco, are exacerbating 
rising inflation that is forcing the Federal Reserve to raise interest rates at the 
fastest pace in decades. The higher rates go, the more investors discount the 
value of future revenue flows from tech companies and push down their stock 
prices. 
About Saudi Aramco: 
Founded: 1933 
Headquarters: Dhahran, Saudi Arabia 
CEO: Amin H. Nasser 
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ICICI Bank ties up with Santander for India-UK business ease  
 ICICI Bank, one of India’s largest private sector banks, established a partnership 

with Santander Bank in the United Kingdom, aimed at making banking easier for 
businesses operating in both countries. The ICICI and Santander UK Plc signed a 
MoU in Mumbai to build a framework of partnership between the banks to 
satisfy the financial service needs of corporate clients operating along the India -
UK corridor. 

 ICICI Bank said it will offer UK corporates operating in India banking solutions in 
trade, cross-border payments, supply chain, treasury solutions, and retail 
banking, while Santander UK will support Indian corporates and new age firms 
with their banking needs in the UK. 

 ICICI Bank’s Head of the International Banking Group, Sriram H Iyer, who signed 
the MoU on behalf of the bank, stated that India and the United Kingdom have 
long had strong bilateral relations and that India has long been a favoured 
foreign investment destination for British companies.  
About ICICI Bank: 

 Headquarters: Vadodara 
 Founder: Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India  
 Founded: 1994 
 CEO: Sandeep Bakhshi 

 
Bharti AXA Life Initiates Financial Literacy Campaign - InspiHE₹- Enabling an 
Empowered Future 

 Bharti AXA Life Insurance, a joint venture between Bharti Enterprises, one of 
India’s largest business groups, and AXA, one of the world’s largest insurance 
companies, announced the launch of its financial literacy campaign, ‘InspiHE₹ – 
enabling an empowered future, a special effort to propagate financial awareness 
among women as well as allow people to make good investment decisions for a 
stable future. 

 According to research, 55% of women do not make well -informed financial 
decisions, and 59% of women do not have health or life insurance. Bharti AXA 
intends to improve this situation gradually.  

 In honour of ‘International Mother’s Day’ and the upcoming ‘International Day of 
Families,’ the organisation has launched an initiative to empower women , 
particularly moms, by teaching them the fundamentals of financial planning and 
saving in order to ensure their future.  

 The ‘InspiHE₹’ campaign will begin with on -the-ground teaching sessions for a 
group of Mumbai moms and will be disseminated through social media channels 
to generate interest. The corporation hopes to involve women, particularly 
moms, and their families with this campaign. 

 Apart from the on-the-ground education programme, Bharti AXA Life Insurance 
workers will also donate to this great cause.  

 They will teach their mothers, housekeepers, and other family members the 
essentials of financial planning on their own time, and they will encourage 
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Indians on social media to promote financial literacy and further this 
programme. 
About Bharti AXA General Insurance Company Limited  
CEO: Sanjeev Srinivasan 
Founded: 2007 
Parent organization: Bharti Enterprises 

 
Revenue Deficit Grant of Rs. 7,183.42 crore released to 14 States  

 The central government has released Rs 7,183.42 crore as a revenue deficit grant 
to 14 states including Andhra Pradesh, West Bengal, Rajasthan, Punjab, Assam 
and Kerala. The Department of Expenditure, Ministry of Finance released the 
money. This is the 2nd monthly instalment of Post Devolution Revenue Deficit 
(PDRD) grant to states. The grant has been released as per the recommendations 
of the Fifteenth Finance Commission. 

 The States which have been recommended Post Devolution Revenue Deficit grant 
by the Fifteenth Finance Commission during 2022-23 are: Andhra Pradesh, 
Assam, Himachal Pradesh, Kerala, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, 
Punjab, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Tripura, Uttarakhand and West Bengal.  

 Fifteenth Finance Commission recommended Post Devolution Revenue Deficit 
(PDRD) grant to states. Post Devolution Revenue Deficit (PDRD) grant is provided 
under Article 275 of the Indian Constitution.  

 The Fifteenth Finance Commission has recommended a total  Post Devolution 
Revenue Deficit (PDRD) Grant of Rs 86,201 crore to 14 states for the financial 
year 2022-23. 

 
Reliance becomes first Indian company with $100bn annual revenue  

 Reliance Industries become the first Indian company to record annual revenue of 
more than a whopping $100 billion. The company has recorded a 22.5% rise in 
net profit for the quarter ended March 2022. Reliance has recorded strong 
growth in retail, digital services, and the oil & gas business. The company has 
also reported the highest-ever quarterly EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes, 
depreciation and amortisation) of Rs 33,968 crores (28% up) year -on-year. 

 Reliance’s earnings also rose because of a rise in broadband subscribers, online 
retail gaining traction and new energy investment picking roots. 

 Consolidated revenue of the nation’s biggest company by market value rose 35 
per cent year-on-year to Rs 2.32 lakh crore in the fourth quarter of FY22. For the 
full fiscal 2021-22 (April 2021 to March 2022), Reliance reported a net profi t of 
Rs 60,705 crore on a revenue of Rs 7.92 lakh crore (USD 102 billion). It is the 
first Indian company to have crossed USD 100 billion in revenue in a year.  

 
Nexcharge starts making lithium-ion batteries in Gujarat  

 At its facilities in Prantij, Gujarat, Nexcharge, a joint venture between India’s 
Exide Industries Limited and Switzerland’s Leclanché SA, has started mass 
production of lithium-ion battery packs. The plant, which covers six lakh square 
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feet and has a 1.5 GWh installed capacity, comprises six t otally automated 
assembly lines and testing facilities.  

 Exide and Leclanche invested Rs 250 crore in the plant, which would employ its 
six assembly lines to produce over 150 products developed over the last four 
years. 

 The six assembly lines will use cells  to create modules, which will subsequently 
be converted into battery packs in a variety of shapes and sizes, including pouch, 
prismatic, and cylindrical, to meet the energy storage needs of India’s electric 
vehicle market and industrial applications.  

 Nexcharge manufactures battery packs for a variety of goods, including two - and 
three-wheelers, personal and commercial cars, and inverters.  

 
RBI gives go-ahead to Equitas reverse merger plan with certain riders  

 The Reserve Bank of India has given its nod to E quitas Small Finance Bank and its 
parent company Equitas Holdings Ltd’s merger plan, subject to certain 
restrictions. The RBI’s no objection comes with strings attached. The merger is 
being carried out to comply with RBI small finance bank regulations, whi ch 
require the promoter to cut his or her stake in the subsidiary to 40% within five 
years of the SFB’s start-up (Small Finance Bank).  

 Equity shares of SFBs should be listed on recognised stock exchange(s) within 
three years of the date the SFB’s net worth  reaches Rs 500 crore, according to 
RBI requirements laid down for SFBs in June 2016 and guidelines for licensing 
SFBs in the private sector in November 2014.  

 The applicable date for listing in the case of ESFB was September 4, 2019. It 
began banking activities, however, with a net worth of more than Rs 500 crore.  

 Compliance with the listing requirements was met by an IPO and the trading of 
ESFB shares on exchanges beginning November 2, 2020.  

 
Indian Bank unveils digital broking solution  

 Indian Bank, a public sector bank, has introduced its digital broking solution – ‘E- 
Broking’, as a strategic move toward comprehensive digitalisation of its 
customer products. E-Broking, an instant and paperless demat & trading account 
opening service, is now available through the bank’s mobile banking app, 
IndOASIS. The product was introduced in collaboration with Fisdom, the bank’s 
financial technology partner.  

 The E-Broking initiative will assist the bank in increasing its CASA (Current 
Account Savings Account). 

 This initiative also enables the customers to invest in the ongoing Life Insurance 
Corporation of India (LIC) Initial Public Offering (IPO) effectively.  

 IndOASIS, the bank’s mobile banking app, would provide users with a unified 
experience ranging from Demat and trading account opening to reduced broking 
services backed by research-based investment in the secondary market, starting 
with equity, futures, options, and initial public offerings on a single platform.  
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L&T Infotech, Mindtree announce merger to create India 's 5th largest IT services 
provider  

 L&T Infotech and Mindtree, the two independently listed IT services companies 
under Larsen & Toubro Group announced a merger that would create India’s 
fifth-largest IT services provider. The combined entity will be known  as 
“LTIMindtree”. 

 The Boards of Directors of Mindtree and L&T Infotech (LTI) at their respective 
meetings held on Friday approved a composite scheme of amalgamation of both 
these independently listed IT services companies under the Larsen & Toubro 
Group. The proposed integration will see Mindtree and LTI join strengths to 
create an efficient and scaled up IT services provider exceeding USD 3.5 billion. 
These opportunities will create a more distinctive employee value proposition 
and stronger partnerships with ecosystem players. 

 
Adani Wilmar beats HUL to become the largest FMCG Company in India  

 Adani Wilmar Limited became the largest Fast Moving Consumer Goods Company 
(FMCG) in India beating Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL), after the 
announcement of its Quarter Four results for the financial year 2022 
(Q4FY2022). AWL has reported total operating revenue of Rs 54,214 crore in the 
Financial Year 2022 whereas HUL reported a revenue of Rs 51,468 crore in the 
Financial Year (FY) 2021-22. 

 In Q4FY22 (January-March 2022), the AWL has seen a 40 per cent jump in 
revenue from operations to Rs 14,960 despite a 26 per cent i.e., Rs 234.29 crore 
hit in net profit in the same period. 

  
Canara Bank launched 'skill loans' in association with the Additional Skill Acquisition 
Programme (ASAP) 

 Canara Bank has launched ‘skill loans’ in association with the Additional Skill 
Acquisition Programme (ASAP), Kerala, the government company under the 
Higher Education Department. Under this facility, the loan is ranging from Rs 
5,000 to Rs 1.5 lakh. This loan can be availed of by students who are pursuing 
skill training programmes which are offered by ASAP Kerala or any other Central 
or State government-recognised agencies. 

 Collateral free loans will be provided to students and have a repay ment period 
of three to seven years. Students can also avail themselves of a moratorium on 
repayment for the duration of the course and for an additional 6 months.  

 
RBI hikes repo rate by 40 bps to 4.40% 

 In an unscheduled meeting of the Monetary Policy Comm ittee, the central bank, 
however, retained the accommodative monetary policy. The sudden RBI move — 
the first hike after August 2018 — is expected to push up interest rates in the 
banking system. Equated monthly instalments (EMIs) on home, vehicle and othe r 
personal and corporate loans are likely to go up. Deposit rates, mainly fixed term 
rates, are also set to rise. 
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 All six members of the MPC unanimously voted for a rate hike while maintaining 
the accommodative stance. RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das said the  decision was 
taken in view of rising inflation, geopolitical tensions, high crude oil prices and 
shortage of commodities globally, which have impacted the Indian economy.  

 
GST revenues at all-time high of Rs 1.68 lakh cr in April 2022 

 Goods and services tax (GST) collections hit an all -time high of Rs 1.68 lakh crore 
in April, indicating strong economic activity despite multiple headwinds and 
better tax compliance. The April number is up 20% from the year -earlier and Rs 
25,000 crore more than the previous h ighest of Rs 1.42 lakh crore in March this 
year. 

 In April 2022, 10.6 million GST returns were filed compared with 9.2 million in 
the year earlier. Of the total, central GST amounted to Rs 33,159 crores, state 
GST was Rs 41,793 crore, integrated GST was Rs 81,939 crore while Rs 36,705 
crore was collected on the import of goods. Cess collection was Rs 10,649 crore, 
including Rs 857 crore on import of goods. The government has settled Rs 33,423 
crore toward central GST and Rs 26,962 crore toward state GST from  the 
integrated GST. 

 
HDFC Life turns into Signatory to United Nations  

 HDFC Life has joined the UN-backed Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), 
demonstrating its commitment to long-term value creation and sustainable 
growth. HDFC Life is dedicated to the Responsible Investment principles (RI). The 
Group feels that it is its moral duty as an active asset manager for policyholders 
who have entrusted their funds to HDFC Life to deliver maximum risk adjusted 
returns in the long run. 

 This goal can be achieved by using the RI approach to investment decisions, 
which comprises core stewardship principles and consideration of 
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) considerations in addition to 
financial parameters and prospects. This approach is in line w ith HDFC Life’s 
vision of long-term growth. The company presently has about Rs. 2 lakh crores in 
assets under management. 

 
Indian Bank unveils pre-approved personal loan under Project WAVE 

 The public sector bank, The Indian Bank has presented a pre -approved personal 
loan product under Project WAVE. The Chennai -based bank announced the World 
of Advance Virtual Experience, WAVE digital transformation project in January 
2022 to introduce its first digital product, the Pre -Approved Personal Loan 
(PAPL), which intends to give consumers with rapid loan disbursements.  

 They proclaimed their commitment to ushering in an era of digital change at 
Indian Bank through project WAVE at the start of the year. They debuted their 
first PAPL product, which will only be availab le through internet outlets. 
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 The service is offered to existing clients who have regular income and pension 
accounts, as well as PAPL loan products, and can be accessed via a mobile 
application, the bank’s website, and internet banking.  

 
India to overcome C-19 pandemic losses by FY35 

 The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in its latest report said India was one of the 
worst-hit nations during the C-19 pandemic and that it will take up to 13 years 
for India to fully recover from the scars of the C-19 pandemic. India suffered 
among the biggest pandemic induced losses in the world in terms of output, lives 
and livelihoods, which may take years to recover. Economic activity has barely 
recovered to pre-C-19 levels even after two years. 

 The pre-C-19 trend growth rate works out to 6.6 per cent (CAGR for 2012-13 to 
2019-20) and excluding the slowdown years it works out to 7.1 per cent (CAGR 
for 2012-13 to 2016-17). 

 Taking the actual growth rate of (-) 6.6 per cent for 2020-21, 8.9 per cent for 
2021-22 and assuming a growth rate of 7.2 per cent for 2022-23, and 7.5 per 
cent beyond that, India is expected to overcome C-19 losses in 2034-35. 

 
At 48 billion, India accounts for largest number of real-time transactions in the world 

 India’s payments system has been bolstered by the fact that it registered the 
highest number of real-time transactions in the world last year, with 48 billion. 
India surpassed China, which had 18 billion real-time transactions, and was 6.5 
times larger than the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, France, and 
Germany combined. 

 This could be attributed to merchants’ increasing adoption and use of UPI -based 
mobile payment apps and QR code payments. 

 The growth can also be attributed to the increased usage of digital payments 
during the C-19 outbreak, which enabled India’s real -time payments secure 31.3 
percent of overall payment volume last year.  

 Furthermore, India’s real-time payments share of total global payments volume 
is expected to exceed 70% by 2026, resulting in $92.4 billion in net savings for 
businesses and consumers. 

 
Union Bank first public sector lender to join account aggregator platform  

 Union Bank of India became the first public sector bank to go live on the Account 
Aggregator (AA) ecosystem. The framework facilitates sharing of financial 
information on a real-time basis between regulated entities. AAs are licensed by 
the Reserve Bank of India to enable the flow of data between Fin ancial 
Information Providers (FIPs) and Financial Information Users (FIUs).  

 The Account Aggregator Ecosystem helps the Lenders to leverage Digital data 
acquired with the consent of the Customers for providing them with a seamless 
journey and eliminating the need of physical documentation. Financial 
Information User (FIU) can request data from the Financial Information User 
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(FIP) based on a simple consent given by the Customer on their Account 
Aggregator handle. 

 
Airtel buys 7% in cloud networking startup Cnergee Tech for undisclosed sum 

 Bharti Airtel, India’s second-largest telecom operator, announced that the Airtel 
Startup Accelerator Program has acquired a 7% investment in cloud -based 
networking solutions firm Cnergee Technologies. Cnergee, situated in Na vi 
Mumbai, specialises in cloud-based comprehensive networking solutions for 
enterprises of all kinds. 

 The telco purchased the interest at a pre-money enterprise valuation that was 
mutually agreed upon, but the figure was not disclosed due to confidentiali ty 
concerns. 

 Airtel said in a statement that the stake purchase will allow it to strengthen its 
NaaS offering for Small and Medium Businesses (SMBs) aiming to speed their 
transition to cloud-based applications. 

 The Navi Mumbai-based business has created a set of 5G-ready software tools 
for Network-as-a-Service (NaaS) that can be scaled up to enable zero-touch 
service provisioning, central remote monitoring, and management of all 
connected devices, as well as a variety of real -time analytics. 

 
ICICI Bank launches 'open-for-all' digital ecosystem for MSMEs 

 ICICI Bank has launched India’s first ‘open -for-all’ comprehensive digital 
ecosystem for all Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) in the country, 
which can also be used by the customers of other banks. Anyone can use the 
benefits of digital solutions on the InstaBIZ app. MSMEs customers of other 
banks can avail of a host of services by logging in as a ‘Guest’ in the app. It 
provides sanctions of instant and paperless overdraft facility up to Rs 25 lakh 
through ‘InstaOD Plus’.  

 The benefits of the new digital ecosystem can be availed by downloading the 
latest version of the InstaBIZ app, a super app for businesses. The app is 
available on Google Play, Apple App Store and at the bank’s Corporate Internet 
Banking (CIB) platform. The ecosystem offers the f acility of digital and instant 
current account opening through video KYC.  

 


